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REAUTHORIZATION OF THE LIBRARY SERVICES
AND CONSTRUCTION ACT, 1984

FRIDAY, MARCH 23, 1984

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANMES,

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,
Washington, DC

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in room
SD-430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Robert T. Stafford
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Stafford and Pell.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR STAFFORD
Senator STAFFORD. The Subcommittee on Education, Arts and

Humanities will please come to order. Good morning.
Today, the subcommittee convenes to take testimony on the Re-

authorization of Public Law 84-597, the Library Services and Con-
struction Act. This act provides Federal funding for public library
programs and construction. The information explosion that began
in the 1950's has dramatically increased public demand for library
services. Libraries now provide a wide range of information serv-
ices and special programs for disadvantaged populations. Today's
community library services are a vital information resource and re-
ferral center for residents of all ages.

The Library Services and Construction Act represents a success-
ful Federal, State and local partnership. Though the Federal share
is small, 5 percent of the dollars spent, it has made a critical differ-
ence, we believe. It has provided the seed money for new initiatives
and incentives for States and local communities to develop library
programs for physically handicapped citizens and residents of pris-
ons and hospitals. Almost no American st lent grows up without
using a school, public, or acac *c library, and every American, re.
gardless of education can 0:: -Int le to grow through library re-
sources and programs.

The original purpose of the Library Service and Construction Act
was to bring library services to rural areas and to those citizens
who had previously been deprived of access. At this time 96 percent
of all Americans have library services available to them and the
number of libraries nationwide has grown to 100,000. The focus in
the 1980's is on statewide sharing of existing resources; keeping
pace with the information technology revolution; and preserving
the history that we ask our libraries to keep.

(1)
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I welcome our witnesses and look forward to hearing their testi-
mony. Their diverse perspe:lives will be invaluable to the commit-
tee members as we work on amending this legislation. I am very
pleased to welcome Mrs. Ann Richardson, chairman of the board of
Reading Is Fundamental. Her reputation as a knowledgeable and
devoted supporter of programs that make books available to school
children is well-known to us all.

Our three panels today are made up of experienced practitioners,
State librarians, urban library directors and interested people who
have devoted countless hours of volunteer time maximizing the po-
tential of libraries throughout this Nation.

This is not part of my opening statement but this Senator re-
calls, and maybe some of you who are from my generation, that
one of the uses of academic libraries in college was a very handy
place the evening for students to meet who otherwise were not
supposed to be dating. [Laughter.] That is how I met my wife.

[Opening statement of Senator Pell follows:]

OPENING STATEMENT OV SENATOR PELL

Senator Pail. It is a pleasure to welcome all of our witnesses today to this hear-
ing which will help us determine the future course of the Library Services and Con-
struction Act. I want to extend a particularly warm greeting to Mr. Bruce Daniels,
who serves as the Deputy Dir,?ctor of the Rhode Island Department of State Library
Services. lie is good to make he trip down to Washington to share his thoughts on
the federal support for libraries with the members of the Subcommittee.

The Library Services and Construction Act, which I have been proud to support
throughout four Senate terms, is without doubt the single roost important source of
federal assistance for public libraries. It has provided this support to the states
through a system of formula grants and, though this is only a small percentage of
all library aid, it is of critical importance in providing library services to special
population groups which local jurisdictions alone cannot finance.

It is im.r.:di1)1.? to me that the Reagan Administration has consistently recom-
mended ehroiniiting all federal funds for libraries. A spending freezeparticularly
in light of our current budget deficitwould be understandable and tolerablebut a
total cutback is uninformed and simply unacceptable. The Congress has wisely over-
ruled the President and provided funding at reasonable levels. The federal monies
have become especially important L I .9 local governments have been forced to reduce
their own budgets and curtail services. Regrettably, the libraries are usually among
the first to hasorb cuts.

The pending reauthorization of the Library Services and Construction Act pre-
sents the'e of us on the Edwation Subcommittee with an opportunity not only to
extend this important legislation but to reaffirm a strong federal commitment to
our nation's libraries.

This legislation has been tremendously effective in bringing library services to
special populations such as the handicapped, the disadvantaged and to those who
speak English as a second language. These services must be maintained and expand-
ed into new areas as the needs arise. Major metropolitan libraries, for example,
have had to sharply reduce their services as reeii:raita have fled to the suburbs and
the urban tax base has erode t. Inflation n4's. 1.,;. into the ability to purchase new
hooks and open hours have been cut hack in mute,/ cases.

We must also take a close look at reviving Title P of this legislationthat section
which would fund public library construction, renovation and even the conversion of
historic structures into libraries. The need for public library construction is acute.
The $50 million in the 1983 emergency jobs bill was a beginning, but it is my under-
standing that over $400 million is the investment needed today to alleviate over-
crowding and bring existing library facilities up to date. I am prepared to support a
renewed effort in this area.

I look forward to the testimony being offered by our witnesses todayall of whom
are familiar with the situation now facing our librariei4. I am grateful too for the
inspired leadership of our Chairman, Senator Stafford, and look forward to working
with him on reauthorizing the library legislation.

p
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Senator STAFFORD. Our first witness will be Mrs. Ann Richard-
son, itlid we would invite Mrs. Richardson to come to the witness
table.

STATEMENT OF MRS. ELLIOT RICHARDSON, CHAIRMAN OF THE
BOARD OF READING IS FUNDAMENTAL, ACCOMPANIED BY
RUTH GRAVES, PRESIDENT OF READING IS FUNDAMENTAL,
WASHINGTON, DC
Mrs. RICHARDSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Sitting at the table with me is Mrs. Ruth Graves, who is the

president of Reading is Fundamental.
I very much thank you for inviting me to testify before this sub-

committee this morning. I come as chairman of Reading Is Funda-
mental and represent myself as well as that organization.

We know that access to books is crucial to development of a liter-
ate American citizenry.

As chairman of Reading Is Fundamental, I have seen evidence
both of the need for increased access to books and of how reading
flourishes when books are put into the hands of young people.

Reading Is Fundamental [RIF] has been working for 17 years to
bring books and children togetherin libraries and in schools as
well as in migrant worker camps, juvenile detention centers, on
Native American reservations, in hospitals and other places where
children congregate.

Through my work with RIF's more than 3.000 local programs na-
tionwide, I have discovered that for children to become good read-
ers, they must have easy and early access to books.

Conversely, children who lack that access all too often join the
steadily mounting ranks of the functionally illiterate, who now
number some 23 million.

The joblessness, the delinquency, and the wasted human poten-
tial that feed upon illiteracy have all been documented.

To combat illitera7y, RIF has built many partnerships, and li-
braries and library groups are among our most valued partners.

Today, 13( library groups are involved with RIFproviding vol-
unteers, raising funds for RIF books or acting as sponsors of RIF
programs.

Workshops for parents on how to encourage their children's
reading, preschool reading activities, bookmobiles for children in
outlying rural areas, summer reading programs and family nights
at the librarythese are only a few of the ways in which RIF,
public libraries and Friends of the Library join forces to promote
reading at the grassroots level.

At RIF we have fresh evidence of the good that comes from
making books ,Nisily available to children. When RIF's local
pry;ects were surveyed last year, the findings offered dramatic evi-
dence that putting books into the hands of children works.

An overwhelming 92 percent of the respondentsmostly teach-
ers, school administrators, librarians and parentssaid that RIF
has a "major" or "significant" effect in interesting children in
reading in the short term. Nearly two-thirds saw evidence of major
or significant long-term effects. And 87 percent said that RIF pro-
grams reinforces children's use of the library.
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One RIF project in Maryland reports and overall circulation atthe county library almost doubled with the advent of the RIFproject. The librarian attributed this rise to RIF. Interestingly
enough, adult circulation increased alongsid chi,dren's, partly be-cause parents often brought their ctiiidren to the library for RIF
distributions and styed to borrow books for themselves.

Clearly, after children have had the chance to become interested
in books through the RIF Program, they want toand should beable toreinforce that interest through the public librari:ss.

Last year, the Reading Is Fundamental Program reached 2.2 mil-lion children with nearly 7 hooks. But the demand foraccess to books in these communities greatly exceeds our presentability to meet those needs. Youngsters need RIF. And they needlibraries.
A stream of unsolicited mail arrives in our office testifying to thefact that in :iorne places, were it not for RIF, many children would

be denied access to books.
In remote rural areas and in small communities across the coun-try. and even in many of our major urban areas, books are simplynot available. Often there are few, if any, public libraries, and

many elementary schools lack libraries.
One volunteer from Flo-ida writes, "RIF is our life supportsystem," when it comes to motivating children to read. "The chil-dren in our area are not near a library," she continues. "The near-est public library would be 20 miles away if their parents had a carand gas to drive there ' * *.
Today, when there is more to learn than ever before, the increas-

ing cost of books makes them a luxury that many families cannot
afford. And even when funds are available, only a few communities
have book stores that meet the needs of children.

The public library is one of America's greatest resources. For thetime it takes to apply for a library card, an American citizenat
any income levelcan choose and read absolutely free a widerange of books covering all interests and subject matters.If we are to create a literate citizenry for the future, we mustfind ways to provide more of i'merica's children with even greater
access to reading materials of all kinds. Reading Is Fundamental
warmly supports all efforts to ensure that books are basics, not lux-
uriee, in the lives of American youngsters and of all Americans.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Se' 'Timor STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Mrs. Richardson.
I want the record to show that on a bipartisan basis this commit-

tee and its chairman have supported RIF as a set -aside in the Sec-
retary's discretionary fund in education block grants in the pastand it is our intention to continue to do so.

I will state that RIF to some others means reduction in force in-stead of Reading Is Fundamental.
Mrs, RICHARDSON. We hope that is only in Washington, DC.

[Laughter.]
Senator STAFFORD. It just shows the danger of using acronyms,which was illustrated for a good many years ago when Lyndon

Johnson was toe new President and had all kinds of programs for
the Nation, and some of the so-called moderate Republicans felt we
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needed to have programs of our own as alternatives and not simply
be in opposition to the President.

So we went a late night discussing what we could do in the way
of alternatives and developed some, and then we talked about the
name we should use, the acronym, and somebody said our program
should be called Constructive Republican Alternative Programs.
[Laughter.] But before we passed that on to the press we realized
what the headline would be and we changed it.

Thank you very much, Mrs. Richardson. We appreciate your
coming here very much indeed.

Mrs. RICHARDSON. Thank you for the 9pportunity, Senator.
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Richardson follows:]
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STATEMENT CP

MRS. ELLIOT RIO

CHAIRMAN OF TSE HOARD

REND= IS FUNDAMENTAL, INC.

MARCH 23, 1984

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for invitimine to testify before this Committee.

Access to books is crucial to the development of a literate American
citizenry.

As Chairman of Reading Is Ftmdamertal, I have seen evidence both of the
need for ince:teemed access to becks and how reading flourishes when books
are it into the hands of ycung people.

Nawling Is Firndinental, Inc. (RI?) has been working for 17 years to bring
books and children together -- in libraries and in schools, as well as in
migrant wnrker camps, juvenile detention centers, on Native American
reservations, in hospitals and other places where children congregate.

Thrcugh my work with R1P's more than 3,000 local programs nationwide, I
have disci vexed that for Children to become good readers, they must have
easy, and early, access to books.

Conversely, children who lack that access all too often join the steadily
mounting ranks of the functionally illiterate, who now minter some 23
million.

The joblessness, the delinquency, and the wasted human potential that f.lod
upan illiteracy have all been documented.

Tb oambat illiteracy, RIF has built many partnemships, and library grcups
are among our most valued partners.

Today, 136 library groups are involved with RIP -- providing volunteers,
raising funds far RIF books, or acting as sponsors of RIF programs.

WOrkshope for parents on how to enonurage their children's reading,
preechool reading activities, bookmobiles for children in outlying rural
areas, summer reading prograue, and family nights at the library -- these
are only a few of the wave in which RIF, public libraries and Friends Of
The Library join forces to pmumete reading at the grass roots level.

le'



At RW we have fresh evidence of the good that owes from asking books
easily available to children. Ahen R1F's local projects mere surveyed
last year, the firxlings offered dramatic evidence that putting books
into the hands of childiessimerics.

An ousestwOrang 92 percent of tie relgx3ndents -- mostly teachers, school
aiministrators, librarians, and parents said that RIF has a "major"
or "significant" effect in interesting children in reading in the short
team.

Nearly two-thirds saw evidence of major or significant lorertermeffecta.

And 87 percent said that the R1F program reinforces children's use of
the library.

One RIF project in Matvland reports that overall circulation at the
county library almost doubled with the advent of the RIF project. The
librarian attributed this rise to RIF. Interestingly enough, adult
circulation increased alongside children's, partly because parents
often brought their children to the library for RIF distributions and
stayed to borrow books far themselves.

Clearly, after children have had the chance to become interested in
books through the RIP program, they want to -- and should be able to --
reinforce that interest through the public libraries.

Last year, the Reading Is nandarental program reached 2.2 million
children with nearly seven trillion books.

But the demand for access to blocks in these caummities greatly exceeds
cur present ability to meet these needs. Youngsters need RIF. And they
need libraries.

A stream of unsolicited eedl arrives in cur office testifying to the fact
that in some places, were it not far RIF, many dhilioelecedd be denied
access to books.

In remote rural areas, and in small communities across the country, and
even in many of oar rejo urban areas, books are simply not available.
Often there are few, if any, public libraries, and many elementary
sdhools sad' libraries.

One volunteer from Florida wr.tes: "RIF is our life support system,"
when it come; to motivating Children to reed. "The children in our
area are net near a library," she continues. "The nearest public
library would be 20 miles away if their parents had a car and gas to
drive there..."

- 2
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1bday, when there is more to learn than ever before, the increasing
cost of books makes them a luxury that many families cannot afford.
And even when funds are available, only a few co pities have
bookstores that meet the needs of children.

The public library is cne of America's greatest resources. For thetime it takes qapply for a library card, an American citizen -- at
any income level r»- can choose and read, absolutely free, a wide are
of books awerincy all interests and sdbject matter.

If we are to create a literate citizenry for the future, we must find
ways to provide more of America'Schildren with even greater access to
reading materials of all kinds. Reading Is nmdamental warmly supports
all efforts to ensure that hocks are basics, not luxuries, in the lives
of America's youngsters.

3
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Senator STAFFORD. At this point in the record, the Chair is going
to, without objection, reserve space for Senator Pell's statement to
appear directly after my own if he wishes to enter one, and follow-
ing that in the record the Chair, without objection, will place a
letter from our most able colleague Strom Thurmond in the record
and attach thereto a letter to him from the Governor of the great
State of South Carolina, Gov. Richard Reilly.

[The material referred to above follows:]

13
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tilt freseltut fro arrasps, rr
-UNITED STATES SENATE

March 22, 1984

Senator Robert T. Stafford
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Bob:

sittom THURMOND
SOUTH GARCILAIMI

Enclosedis a letter I received recently from Governor
Richard W. Riley of South Carolina regarding the Library
Services and Construction Act. Governor Riley has requested
that his letter be included in the record of the Education
Subcommittee hearing to consider reauthorization of this Act
on March 2 , 1984.

Bob, f would appreciate your favorable consideration
of Governor Riley's request. Thank you for your cooperation
in this matter.

With kindest personal regards and best wishes,

Sincerely,

At71:497Y'
Strom Thurmond

ST/r:d
Enclosure

14

C.

1
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March 14, 1984

The Honorable Strom Thuirmond
United States Senate
218 Hussell Senate Otfice Building
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Thurmond:

I am pleased to know that you are now a member of the Senate Committee on
Labor and Human Resource. because the work of this committee impacts the lives
of South Carolinians in so many ways. At this particular time I wish to speak

on behalf of the Library Services and Construction Act since the committee will
he holding hearings on HR 2878 (H. Rept. 98-165) on March 23. It will please me

if you can arrange for my letter to be entered in the hearings record as support
far the extension of LSCA.

Sarb rsrolina has benetitted from the LSCA program since its inception 4$
the Libiatj F.ervices Act in 1956. Today we era fortunate to have county
(public) library systems in all forty-six counties. LSA/LSCA was instrumental
in the establishment of two multi-county regional library systems and ten
unified county library systems; It helped up-grade and reorganise four other
county systems, ,and two systems are currently participating in up-grade
projects. All of the public libraries have received grants to purchase books
and equipment, to extend services to underserved areas, to add programs, and to
reach special group. such as the illiterate, the elderly, pre-schoolers, and the
disadvantaged. Library service is now provided to residents of thirty-four
state cotrectionel, health, juvenile, mental retardation and special
institutions. All but two of the institutional librarian were cleared as a
direct result LSCA incentive grants offered to institution* by the State
Library. Our State Library Division for the Blind and Physically Handicapped
VAS established through the help of LSCA funds and the number of blind and
physically handicapped South Carolinians receiving library service has grown
from fewer than 600 to more than 7,000.

The statement has been made that the Library Services and Construction Act
is no longer needed because of past success at establishing the highest
practical levels of access to library services. On the basis of South
Carolina's experience, I must dispute this conclusion. Although all state

citizen have legal access to l'brsiy service through the county library

15
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system*, very few have adequate service. Our count y ( publ ic) tibtatiea have.)n !y .4 hook, pet capita instead of the three book* per capita deemed minimalt good s.t vie Seven county 1 ibrar ie. Own loss than one book pet capita.fl .41 .4f11. to provide ALI Jf the period Leal*, ti lms A-V mat et tail ,anti other .1.7k1 pi sett media needed by users. Public I ibrar ies at e just beginningtt rcqui t h., on I ine information service* needed by business, professional,and educ. at 101'141 groups.

The t.thr,tty Services and Construction Act is stilt needed because so muchremains to he done in providing the Library and information set'v ices needed byoul peoplo. You II; ,twat: Of my commitment to improv ing educ at ton in thisstare Lthi ko are a part of our educational system. ; Public I ibt arie* atet he pt imary sous continuing e.d.leat ion for citizens who have completed or! seh oil . At the same C true, children and student* use the publ is library asheavily as the school I tbrary for reading, research, And study. Many Athetteasons eau b cited for continuing LSCA. South Carol ina' is -still a lac gelyrural Fvel , count y Library system provides boolusoh i le service to rut alarea... In 19S2-83 LSCA incentive greets of $10,000 to 520,000 enabled eight(throe los to p.n....A-14st! new bookmobiles. Witho.it the '.SCA giants any of t he1. wi.,1.1 not have. provided the $20,000 to $400300 in local funds for thehA,ln,b1:0... At least nine counties current ly have bookmobiles ten or mot eyea! tld which are in need of replacement. lie hope there will be LSCA funds tohelp with the cost..

You are await that our state has a high percentage of disadvantaged andfunct tonal ly I. 1 it erst e persons. Each year the State Library uses a largepoettii of I.sCA Bile funds as grants to enable county I Lb% .ar les to fund out0,101 ti vice, and innovative programs to serve t he econosticalty disadvantaged.for several years public libraries hove been involved in literacy programs. In1483 the ;tit.. Library formed a coalition with the South Caroline Literacy Asso-Laiiin and the Office of Adult Education to combat ill l it es ary by zoncent rat ingTH-s.),i,os In seven upstate counties. Literacy ,trotects speatheaded by thettheatte, and part is I ly funded by LSCA are now underway in these; turn sod au >t het group of Count tea is being r argeted for development of
pi .5 to 19ta4

sh not omit mention of the effects of the LSCA title II (const1.tnI pot air in South Carol ins. idflen Title II was funded in the sixtles, fourteen t,inty I iht v htddgust[eta buildings, four branch library build , and: itat .iSealy butlelingbut were constructed with th,: aid of LSCA Ti t le (I
When Congress funded Tit le II through the 1983 .lobs Bi 1 1 , South Carol inaI ,!c. ived 5179 0130 in meta st I sic' ion funds. As it wa ys, t!.e State Lib( at y it s:dLSCA incentive funding, fet ing grant a of $50 , O00 to S100,0)0 to countieshay tog h igh unemployment rates. Aa a result :Leven l ibt at y hut (dings wit I becon t u c t e a , onl.irged , or c . onset t ed for energy e l f is ten,: y federal funds.! 111,..ViAkon of ape.oxtmately $150,000 us state at nevi, loy..ssent 3!,.nd . in,f s.gn 52.5 motion do, 1 ar s in Local funds. In the midst at a deptessed..onomy he local funds were provided by means of gi oot a fund.-ampatgos And private contributions.
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The construction ptogram is but one, example of the fat reaching impact of

tedecal LSCA funds. The AdMinisttation states in the FY 85 budget proposal that
"putslic 1ihraty setvice and interlibrary coopetation should now be a state and

local responsibility." Aastrally libtsty service is a state and local

responsibility. in 1982-81, 82Z of public library support came from county
governments, 152 (tom the State, and only 37. from federal funds. But that 1Z is

significant. All Library Services and Construction Act gtants in this state are

tied to local etfoit. In addition to its direct impact upon libraty resources
and services, the Libraty Services and Construction Act has stimulated the
growth of the total library program in South Carolina. Between 1956 and 19;13.

.cr ice Aid co public libraries increased (row $55,395 pet year
(51,500 pet county) to $2,339,406 ter yeas -- a 3,8972 increase.
(The Budget and Control Board which t chair has recommended another
tort...Aso from 754 per capita to $1.A0 pet capita ot $3,121,820
tot 1984-85.)

...Total public libraty income from all sources increased from
5947,361 ot 45$ per capita in 1956, to $16,989,859 or

15.45 pet capita in 1983 (atilt fat below the recommended
standard of 310,00 per capita)

., The total bookatock in public libraries increased from 1,473,132 .-

ot .7 pet capita -- to 4,435,283 or 1.42 per capita (still 2,060,401
books short of the state goal' of two books per capita and 5,182,221

short of the national standards of 3 books per, capita).

Few federal programs have produced such positive result* lot so small a

cost. The Ltbtary Services and Construction Act has been effectively
admintsteted, and its heneflts flow directly to citizens at the local level. I

strongly utge you, the Committee on Labor and Human Resources, and the Congress
to assure the renewal of authorization for the Library Services and Consttuction

Art and continoel funding for the program. I support LSCA because it has

henefirted South Catottna in the past and because much remains to be done in the
present. But I tocesee an even greater need in the future. In the Information

Age which has already begun, out citizens will need more and mote info -station

just to sutvive. Students, workers, businessmen, researchets, and government
ofticial.t all requite Information to make wise and effective decisions.
Libraries ate a primacy information resource, but they need the support of
federal reconition 44 well as funding to kLap pace with growing needs. LSCA

has helped the South Carolina State Library develop an interlihraty loan system
to hack up 311 the libraries of the state. Plans are now in place to create a
statewide automated library and information network which can have tremendous
effect on the educations! and economic development of our stare. The revised

Lthraty Service, and Consttuctton Act, with its emphr.;i4 on networking and
resout,e ghattog, will help South Catillina develop the information resources and

delivety system noeded in today's society.

rr'inr;-nrilf7pifY,17"") rp1.77,(Ty,
FYI!
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Fov /ILI throw reasons t support the renewal of the Libiary Services and
ConstructrJn At and urge your support alvo.

RWR/vIris

cc! Cook:, Dir:Ltor
ALA Washingc4n Otfice

tiett, E. CAllatiam, Lthcarran

Sont:i Carolina Stare Liblary

a

Sinc,!1,ly y:nis,

1.4
Richald W. Ritry
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Senator STAFVOR1). Now, the committee would invite the first
panel, Mrs. Jean Fletcher of the Governor's Conference on LibrarT
ies, Quincy, FL; Mrs. Mary Kitt Dunn, White House Conference on
Library and Information Services from Greensboro, NC; and Mr.
Alexander No le, Trustee, Wolcott Public Library, Wolcott, CT.

It would be the Chair's intent to take you in .the order in which
you were announced if that is agreeable, and we never seem to
have enough time here and that is true again this morning. So we
would appreciate your concluding your remarks in 5 minutes.

Mrs. Fletcher, Senator Paula Hawkins has asked me to say that
she regrets that she is unavoidably elsewhere. Her duties have held
her to be elsewhere at the moment and therefore she has to forgo
the pleasure of introducing you to the committee but she sends you
her best regards, and we will be pleased to hear from you at this
point.

STATEMENT OF JEAN FLETCHER, GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON
LIBRARIES, QUINCY, FL; MARY KITI' DUNN, WHITE HOUSE CON-
FERENCE ON I IBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICES, GREENS-
BORO, NC; A Nn ALEXANDER NOLE, TRUSTEE, WOLCOTT
PUBLIC LIBRAkY, WOLCOTT, CT

Mrs. FLETCHER. Thank you, Senator Stafford.
I represent Gadsden County, FL, which is located in north rural

Florida. It is a privilege for a person from a rural area to be here
to testify before this committee this morning about library service.

There are three things that I wish to discuss with you:
First, the value of the Library Service and Construction Act from

a rural perspective;
Second, what LSCA means to my community; and
Third, the need for continued Federal assistance.
One of the incentives in the passage of LSCA in the 1950's was

the discovery that the reading and informational needs of rural
people are not significantly ditierent from those of urban residents.

Florida has made a tremendous progress in service to the rurally
isolated, the journey is not complete. We have gone from 66 per-
cent unserved in 1957 to 86 percent served; however, due to the
growth in population there a Q Mill as many in actual numbers un-
served now as there were in 1957.

A group of concerned citizens in Gadsden County in the year
1978 addressed an issue which had been ignored since the incorpo-
ration of our county in 1823, and that issue was the need for a
public library. We had never had one. Our motto was, "We cannot
do everything but we can do something." We are not a wealthy
county.

The county commission faced numerous service needs in addition
for those for library service, but we convinced the board that the
people of the county wanted and thfq they needed libraries and
that they would supoort them with their tax dollars.

So when the board of county commissioners met to create the or-
dinance establishing the library, the meeting room overflowed and
spilled out onto the courthouse lawn. The board passed the ordi-
nance unanimously and the applause was overwhelming.

15
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During our first year, we were able to open three libraries in the
largest muniApalities. This was no small feat under circumstances
and we did th's on a budget less than $100,000.

In 3 years, our book circulation has grown dramatically. We haveregistered lFi .percent of our population, and that number growssteadily each year.
However, the fact of a low tax base in rural areas still exists.

Today, our library operates on one-third of the State average percapita funding. We have less than one book per capita which is less
than one-third of the accepted standard.

What has been the role of the Federal aid in our development?
Each year over half of the money that we spend on books comesfrom LSCA for special purpose materials. With this help, we have
addressed significant needs of the economically disadvantaged and
rurally isolated. These include the following which I will not de-scribe in detail because they are in my testimony: Vocational devel-
opment, life skills, health care information, adult literacy, black
life and culture.

Our community struggles to survive and and we struggle to doour share. We depend on the Government to help us do its part to
raise us above the limits of our unequal financial resources and todo its part in making possible the cooperative functioning of the
thousands of independent libraries in this country.

What I have tried to convey today is summed up in one simple
statement. "It takes money to run libraries." I urge you to contin-
ue to support the Library Services and Construction Act. Our
people need library services. They use it. They rely upon it, and we
cannot stand alone. Without LSCA, all we an do is to keep the
doors open and maybe the lights on, (Laughter.) (The red time light
went on

Thank you.
!The prepared statement of Mrs. Fletcher with attachments,
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Statement of

Jean Fletcher

before the

Committee on Labor and Human Resources

United States Senate

on the Reauthorization of the

Library Services and Construction Act

March 23, 1984

My name is Jean Fletcher of Gadsden County which is located in rural north

Florida. 1 am Purchasing Director and Veterans Serv'ee Officer for the Gadsden

County Board of County Commissioners. It is a privilege for a person from a rural

area to testify before this committee about library service.

There are three things that I want to discuss with you this morning:

I. The value of the Library Services and Construction Act (LSCA) from a

rural perspective

2. What LSCA mean to my community, Gadsden County, Florida; and

3. The need for c.mtinued federal assistance.

One of the i.ventives for the passage of LSCA in the 1950's was the

discovery that the reading and informational needs of rural people are not

significantly different from three of urban residents.

Since that time, media and modern education have pervaded the lives of

urban and rural Americans alike. Information needs in rural areas have therefore

become even more ocessinG. It would be an injustice to provide a severely limited

range of information to '.use who live in rural areas. LSCA funds, by supporting

21
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resource sharing, interlibrary loan, and other information delivery systems, have

gone a long way in eliminating the disparities in library service available to rural

and urban Americans. Without LSCA, rural Americana would be effectively cut

off from the information resources that they desperately need and that are

available in larger urban libraries.

Perhaps more importantly, LSCA has furnished seed money for rural library

development. This is graphically illustrated by the fact that when LSCA was first

passed, there were only four Florida counties with countywide library service, and

that in ju,t ten Nears, with the help of LSCA, there were fort-one. Without

LSC A this would not have been pt Bible.

Nevertheless, while Florida has made tremendous progress in service to the

rurally isolatd, the journey is not complete. We have gone from 66* unserved in

1967 to 66't served; however, due to growth in population, there are still as many

in aetual numbers unserved now as there were in )957.

1 want to say with X11 the emphasss I can that we do our part locally.

Statewide, u the chart in your packet shows, local support for libraries has

remained at 91* of the total funding for library services in Florida. We are not

asking for an nneeded subsidy, but for funds in areas in which the federal role

enhyIements local and .tate effort.

In 1978 in Gadsden County, Florida, a group of concerned citizens addressed

an issue that had been ignored since the incorporation of the county in 1823. The

issue? - A need for public library service. Our motto was, "We can't do

everything, but we' can do something!" Citizens from all parts of the community

joined together to establish a library. Service clubs, retired teachers, active

teachers, persons from the business community, government leaders, and just

interested folks, with the help of the State Library of Florida, worked together to

-2-
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establish our library.

Ours is not a wealthy county. The county commission faced numerous

service needs in addition to thaw for library service. We convinced the board that

the people of the county wanted and needed libraries and would support them with

tax dollars. A newly formed Friends of the Library group challenged all five

county munic:ealities, comtnunity organizations, and individuals - even school

children - to raise money to match county tax funds to show we meant business.

It worked!

When the Board of county Commissioners met to consider the ordinance

establishing the library, supporters overflowed the meeting room and spilled out

onto the courthouse lawn. The board pawed the ordinance tauwilmously. The

applause frIni the crowd was overwhelming; you would have thought that the

library was the Commissioners' first priority. We care more about the

community's quality of life represented by libraries than about the few

improvements to roads brought about by the same meager amount of money.

Gadsden County taxes are within .5 mills of the states constitutionally

allowed limit. Its resources are stretched to the maximum, and in order for

libraries to survive, the county's gunding must be supplemented by municipal

contributions, state al.', and federal assistance.

In our first year, we were able to open three libraries in our largest

municipalities, no small feat under the best circumstances; and we did this with a

budget of less than $100,000.

In four years, our book circulation has grown dramatically, we have

registered 16% of our population, and that number grows steadily each year.

However, the fact of a low tax base in rural areas still exists. Today, our

library operates on one-third of the state average per capita funding. We have

-3-
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less than one book per capita, leas than one-third of the accepted standard.

What has been the role of federal aid in our development? Each year, over

half of the money that we spend on books comes from LSCA for special-purpose

materials. LSCA provides the quality, the materials tnat address the special

needs that our people share. With the help of LSCA, we have addressed several

i,ignificant needs of the economically disadvantaged and rurally isolated.

Vocational Development: Since the disappearance' of the tobacco industry in

north Florida in the mid IV7klis, unemployment has been catastrophic. lsor

generation..., thousands had been employed in this labor- ntensive agricultural

economy. When tobacco ceased to be grown, my neighbors faced a modern world

for the first lime, without necessary training and life skills to cope with this

revolution in their lives. Our library, working with other area agencies, identified

necessary vocational materials, acquired them, and promoted their use to help

'und.,dca couritians make' the transition into modern society.

Life Skills: Not only dal our people need jotrs and skills to make them

employable, but they had to learn to adjust to the complexities of contemporiiry

An that they were being forced to confront for the first time. Our library,

using federal LSCA funds, acquired materials about topics ranging from home

economic-, to resume writing.

Health Care Information: The need for health information is very great in

our community. The infant mortality rate is over twice the average in the state.

Our library acquired and promoted the use of health care materials. Area social

service agencies and schools have helped promote the use of Sheaf:, resulting in

frequent waiting lists. Not only are materials being bought, they are being used

by a population that needs them!

Adult Literacy: Over of our adults are functionally illiterate. I,SCA

24 IEVECIFEEE
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funds provided seed money to tram volunteer teilchersand buy basic reading level

materials for adults. The volunteer program started with federal funds will

continue to make the public library a community center for help in dealing with

adult illiterates beyond the reach of our schools,

Mack Life and Culture: In Gadsden County, titl't of us are black. These are

not black people who are bound by the cultural limits of the ghetto, but by rural

isolation, poverty, and school systems hard pressed to meet the goals of standard

education. There are no cultural opportunities such as museums, theater, and

dance available here; the public liorary r Inc only opportunity within reach of our

people. Farr the first time, our black community has access to the records of its

history and rich cultural traditioru, Library Services and Construction Act funds

hav helped establish collections in these areas to respond to the needs of black

citizens atxive anti beyond the traditional basic collection of a public library.

Without LSCA, our library would be seriously crtapled, not just hurt, but

I,SC A fond,. are used to purchase materials and for the direct provision

of service; not one penny is used f'w administration. In fact, we must match with

locai Iuiad tir contributions the federal funds we receive.

Obviously, with less than one book per capita our public library cannot begin

to fill locally the informational needs of its citizen.s. nut, thanks to the State

Library and the Florida Library Information Network, materials that we cannot

provide can be borrowed from other:' libraries. This systematic sharing of

materials requires money to support organization, cominuniestion, and postage.

1,S CA provides the basis for supporting these linkages that make such cooperation

possible.

Puhli funding serves a variety of purposes, and it should Come from sources

that are' appropriate to the purpose. Our community struggles to do its share. We

OF
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depend on. the federal government to do its part to raise to, above the limits of our

unequal financial resources and to do its part in making possible the cooperative

functioning of the thousands of independent libraries in this country.

Since rural library service is often associated with bookmobile service, I

would be remiss if I did not mention this method of rural service delivery. Over

the years, many LSCA dollars have been used to establish this service. I regret to

inform you that rising costs have significantly decreased the number of

bcoisinooiles in our state. For example, my neighboring six-county regional

liorary, which covers three thousand, seven hundred and seventy nine miles, has

had to take their three bookmobiles off the road. I understand that fourteen of

our !amines have established books-by-mail service as an alternative.

Wink. LSCA funds have been used to experiment with this alternative

service delivery, the costs for many of these programs have been assunied by local

governments. This is a fine example of how LSCA seed money helps us adjust to

changing times. It also may be an example of the fact that our rural popul..tion is

not receiving the quality of service they received in the 70's.

hat I here tried to convey to you today is set forth in this simple

statement, it tte:es money to run libraries." I urge you to continue to support the

Linrury Services and Construction Act. Our people need library service, they use

it, they rely on upon it; we cannot stand alone. Without LSi..7A, all we can do is

just keep the doors open and the lights on. Let us continue to maintain our

partnership, to assure that our nation is strong by providing every citizen the

opportunity to avail him- or herself of knowledge and information wherever they

might reside in our country.

-6-
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SELECTIVE STATISTICS OF PUBLIC LIBRARY DEVELOPMENTS IN FLORIDA
LSA 1957 - LSCA 19$4

1957 1967 1984

Population of Florida 4,244,900" 6,083,000 10,595,1001

Population Served 1,817,633 5,231,380 10,375,332

Local Revenues $2,373,827 $9,545,836 $62,237,725

Per Capita Expenditures
From All Sources $ .36 $ 1.49 $ 7.05

EXPENDITURES BY SOURCE Local 98.5)6 Local 91.7% Local 91%
State 0 State 2. % State 7%
Federal 1.5% Federal 6.3% Federal 2%

(%) of counties receiving
[SCA direct grants

if (%) participating
in LSCA statewide

g (13%) 41 (61%) 57 (85%)

Programs (F1.1N, inter -
library loan, etc.) 9 (13%) 67 (100%) 67 (100%)
Books Per Capita .80 .86 1.502

Bookmobiles 3 33 41

Books-Sy-Mail 0 14

1 Projected 1983 estimate, University of Florida, Bureau of Economic Research

2 FY 81-82 Statistics. immtriailiimmlm Directory with Statistic.
BEST eri,
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Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much for a very good state-
ment, Mrs. Fletcher.

Now, the committee would be very pleased to hear from Mrs.
Dunn. Mrs. Dunn, we want yoi. to know that Senator East had
hoped to be here to introduce you to us but this seems to be a day
when Senators are trying to be in three places at once, and he
simply could not make it.

We would be pleased to hear your testimony at this point
Mrs. DUNN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Mary Kitt Dunn. I am a member of WHCLIST, a

task force group elected to monitor the resolutions that were made
at the White House Conference in 1979. This .group organized in
1980 with a delegation of 118 lay and professional librarians follow-
ing the conference. We try to be responsive to current activities as
well as the resolutions and have been active and involved with
such things as Reading Is FundamentalI am happy to have an
opportunity to hear Mrs. Richardson this morningand to respond
to the report on "A Nation at Risk."

This group is made up of lay people, and I emphasize that be-
cause lay people involved in libraries are volunteers. I am a volun-
teer. My experience with libraries in public schools spans 20 years
of volunteer work.

I am also a member of the steering committee for the task force
that is tracing the resolutions. As a member of this committee, I
have the opportunity to be in contact with the legislation and am
happy to see that legislation has passed the Congress in the sup-
port of libraries, specifically the LSCA Program.

Most recentl-, I have served two terms, which is 4 years, on the
North Caro . Advisory Committee for the administration of
LSCA funds. ,...ecause of my involvement with libraries and espe-
cially because of this 4-year experience, I want to thank you for
this opportunity.

I can tell you firsthand if every program that this Government
funded were administered and evaluated as carefully as these pro-
grams in North Carolina, it would be wonderful to behold.

From my experience on this committee, I can testify that the
Federal funds for LSCA are efficiently administered, providing
quality programs and effective services for North Carolina.

One of the first projects that I recall as a new member of the
committee was an outreach service to the elderly and handicapped
in a western region of North Carolina. Having had considerable
personal experience with elderly in my own family, I immediately
recognized the need and importance of such service to the quality
of life in the later years. What better way can we recognize the
contribution of hard working older Americans than with Federal
funds for effective library service.

While I was on this committee, the 25th anniversary of LSCA
was celebrated. I would like to tell you some of the things that 25
years of LSCA funds have meant to North Carolina. In the early
construction funds in title II, onethird of all of the libraries in the
State of North Carolina were, built. For the first time in a State
with large rural populations, this made library service more acces-
sible to all th. people. We now have libraries from Hatteras Point
on the Outer Banks to the Quallaboundary Library on the Chero-

2 8
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kee Indian Reservation, and I would like to comment here that the
Quallaboundary Library is now a public library. It is not currently
receiving LSCA funds, and I think that is a significant fact.

Direct grants' to public libraries through LSCA are a means of
improving service to all the citizens of the State. All of our public
libraries receive some form of direct grant to be used at the discre-
tiOn of the local librarian who has his or her pulse on the needs of
that particular community but it is definitely evaluated and re-
viewed by the advisory committee.

When you bring citizens and lay people into an advisory commit-
tee as volunteers, they care about what happens and develop a gen-
uine interest and visit. We made site visits and talked to the librar-
ians and looked at the projects and really saw and felt that the
needs of special populations were being met and that the services
provided by this program are definitely valuable to North Carolina.

Additional programs serve the special needs and populations. I
already mentioned the outreach to the elderly. The summer read-
ing program involved '120,000 children in North Carolina last
summer. Its cost, $6,000 in LSCA funds. That is a good use of seed
money, and this encourages reading throughout the summer for
school age children and it has story hours for the preschoolers.

The blind and physically handicapped rely heavily on the serv-
ices, and this is definitely an intellectual lifeline for them.

I will skip now to the last paragraph. Lifeline to all of us is what
libraries can provide. In short, effective connections, and LSCA rep-
resents that to me because it brings together in a cooperative
manner so many agencies that provide good service in libraries,
and it has been my experience as a volunteer when agencies coop-
erate a lot more gets done more efficiently.

I sincerely believe that it is importantno, essentialto main-
tain effective connections as we move toward 2000 A.D.

I, a citizen, a taxpayt.r, a reader, a believer that information is
the foundation of freedom, am keenly concerned that the libraries
of this country are kept strong, viable and growing.

Was it not Thomas Jefferson who said that people are capable of
governing themselves if they have adequate information? The
changes that have occurred since then are indescribable, almost in-
surmountable to those of us who are attempting to process them in
our lifetime.

I sincerely request your support of the LSCA Reauthorization
Act. A lot has been accomplished in the last 25 years. The next 25
are the challenge. Without the dollars, indeed, the capital to build
access to information, we may continue to be "A Nation At Risk".

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
{The prepared statement of Mrs. Dunn follows:]
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Statement of

Mary Kit Dunn

Member of WIMLIST

to the

Subccomittee on Education, Arts, and Humanities

Senate Labor and Human Resources

on

Reauthorization of the

Library Services and Construction Act

March a, 1984

Good Morning! My name is Mary Kit Dunn. I am an ember r the WHCLIST, a

Task Force group elected to =nit=
the progress being made on Resolutions of the

White House Conference, on state and local as well as national level. This group

also tries to be respcsisive to current activities and =corns at the national level

such as the Report on "A Nation At Riak".
This pup is soda op of lay people and

librarians who were delegates te the White Hewse Ceedenerce who are dedicated to

geed libraries. I live in Greensboro, North Carolna. I as a Carter Ctunselor at

a small private college, Greensboro College. I as alai a member of the Steering

Crerrittee fu the Task Force that is
tracing the Resolutions from the White House

Conference on Library and Infermatien Services. I as not a librarian. I as a

library volunteer. My volunteer experience with libraries spans 20 years, including:

story-telling in school libraries, serving on church And school library committees,

attending the North Carolina Governer's
Conference on Libraries, and the White House

ConfezenLv on Libraries.

Most recently, I have serval two terms on the North Carolina Advisory Comeittee

for the administration of LSCA funds. Because of my involvement with libraries for

yam years and LSCA for four years, I want to thank you for this opportunity to come

and tell ytxt how beneficial these
federal dollars have been and are to North

Carolina.
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Prnnry eoperience on the North Carolina Advisory Ourrattee, I can testify

that tee' federal funds for Lsi-A are efficiently adninistered providing quality

prc)Trzns aid effective ser.'ices for North Carolina. C*- of the first projects

that 1 recall as a new member of the turmittoe was an cot-reach service to the

elderly and handicamd in a western region of North Cawlina. Having had con-

siderable personal experience with elderly in my own family, I immediately

recognized the nerd and in of such service to the quality of life in the

latex years. %bat better way to reocxrnize the contritution of hard-working older

Americans ttan with federal funds for effective library zervice?

While I w.s on this comittee, the 25th anniversary of LSCA was eels rate.'

I would like to tell you same of the things that 25 years of I.ScA :unds have meant

Neat: Carulina. Fur Wirth Carolina, the early construction furs in Title II

WIC used t.4: build are third of the libraries in the State. In a state with a

large ru ji rx-/Allation, this made library access possible for the first time.

LI:aeries fur Hatteras Point on the Outer Banks to the Quallabourdary Library on

the Cherokee Indian neservation, all of those libraries have either been built or

aided by US,IA funds. nirect Cants to public libraries through LSCA are a means

of impruN'Ino service tr all citizens of the State. Additional programs serve

special marls and porolataons. I have already mentionai cut-reach to the elderly.

Other significant programs are the Children's Summer Heading Program waich involved

120,000 child: en in NOrth Carolina last sailer. This is designed to mcco.rage

rasiirra tluoughout the oxares for school age children and to have story -hcoxs for

pre-schoolers to encxxuage them to read.

The Wuxi and Physicall handicapped rely heavily on the services provided

through LSCA funds. Irl...oks and magazines, on tape and in Braille are an intellectual

life-line fur Chain.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Federal dalars also provide for library pro:Trate in state h4pitals,

currection ceniters and prisons, patients, residents, and inaates, all citizens

berw fit from library service which in a different way is their life-line

w the world.

lite-line to the world sounds extreme maybe. Hut that same life-line can be

there tor all of us for continuing-education. After formal school, at any

level, the Public Library is the one resource r rulable to everyone. As the

population ages, nue peAde will be retired, have mare leisure, have more need

for all types of inforu-tion, programs, films, public forums, etc. (In one mall

community in North C.arulina the only place in town that as large enough to

acxxsaadate ttrc town meeting is the public library.) To invest federal money

in Illearies is a life-line to an aging, population in a wrildrooessing world.

As 1 undrstard it, LSCA is a classic example of an -idea which (dame into

reality beda...sv ehouqh parple believed, omandinaoad, ohanunioated, and choperatud

to make It possible: In short, EFFIL7nTECINNECTIQNS have brought libraries to

million, people tz date. I sincerely beli,vc that it is irmoOrtant, no, essential,

to meintain 1.1"FD:TIT. CtieMLTICCS as we move toward 2.000 A.D.

I, a citizen, a taxpayer, a rewde:, a believer that information is the

foundation of fitadirn, am keenly canoe:nod that the libraries of this country are

Lept strog, viable, and grok ing. htisn't it Thomas Jeffereen who said that

pexi.le arc eatable of governiag thanslves if they have adequate information?

Thv chartges that have occurred since then are indescritable, almost insurmountable,

to those of us who are attampting to mocess that in oar lifetime.

I sincerely request yreu ampport of the ISCA Heauthar zation Act. A lot has

teas. aclani)lishei in the past 25 years -- the r.ext 25 are the challenge. Without

the &JILL: so indeeil the capItal to luild aoctns to ircrocmat_ion, we May oontulie

to be A Nation At Risk.
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Senator STAFYORD. Thank you very much, Mrs. Dunn.
If we did not say it earlier, all of the statements of all witnesses

will appear in the record in full as if read so that nothing will be
omitted from the record.

Now, Mr. No le, we would be glad to hear from you. As I said ear-
lier, you are a trustee of Wolcott Public Library in Wolcott, CT,
and since there is a Wolcott, VT, and many Vermont settlers in the
1700's came from Connecticut, I suspect that some of your earlier
ancestors trekked to Vermont and established Wolcott, VT.

Mr. NOLE. That could be, sir.
Senator STAFFORD. I should also say that Senator Weicker would

have liked to be here this morning to introduce you, but again, he
is caught up in other events and was not able to be here.

Mr. Not.E. I understand.
Thank you very much. I appreciate the ability to come here

before you. As you stated, my name is Alexander Nole. I am the
recent chairman of the board of trustees of the Wolcott Public Li-
brary. I have served on the Wolcott Library Board for 20 years.. I
am also a member of the Association of Connecticut Library Boards
and am currently serving as its treasurer.

I am h;..re today to speak with you about the importance of the
Library Services and Construction Act to people who live in small
towns like Wolcott and to the people of our State.

I would like to limit my address to two areas which are of great
importance to me. The first is library resource sharing and the
second is literacy.

Last year, Wolcott ranked 147 on a rank in wealth of Connecti-
cut's 169 towns. Obviously, a poor town of 13,000 people does not
have the financial resources to provide all of the library services
which are requested by its residents. Although no library can offer
everything which is asked for by its public, small rural communi-
ties are especially hard pressed. This is ironic because the public
library is often the primary cultural and information center in a
small town as it is in ours.

We are fortunate, however, because the State library in Con-
necticut uses both State and Federal funds to offer library services
which we could never afford locally. Our librarian can make use of
a State interlibrary loan center to secure books for local people
from other libraries in our State and across the country. She did so
152 times last year. In addition, our regional library cooperative re-
ceived an LSCA subgrant for a regional interlibrary loan system.
Due to that system, we were able to borrow for our citizens 237
items from other neighboring libraries.

Through these interlibrary loan systems, Wolcott also lends its
lx)oks to other libraries so everyone is able to participate, even li-
brarie..s like ours whose resources are limited.

We do, however, receive 1-dey service from Connecticut's LSCA
fund film service. Although 16-mm films are generally too expen-
sive for a small library to purchase, we were able to provide 65 film
showings last year by borrowing films from the State library.

In addition, Wolcott residents benefit by two State-funded pro-
grams which are used as matching funds for our Federal grant.
The first we call Connecticard. This is a reimbursement program
which allows every resident of Connecticut to use his local 1, rary
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card in any public library in the State. You can see what benefits
this would have fire residents of a small town. Because State funds
of almost $500,001) are.. used to reimburse the larger libraries, our
residents can use libraries in the town where they work, where
they shop, or anywhere they choose.

A complimentary State-funded service to Connecticard is Connec-
ticar. This is a library delivery system which shuttles books hack
and forth among libraries. Therefore, in Connecticut you cannot
only borrow library materials from whichever library you choose,
you may also return them to any library. The Connecticar vans see
that the materials eventually get to the right place.

Looking to the future of resource sharing, our regional library
cooperative received an LSCA subgrant last year to plan for coop-
erative automation activities in northwestern Connecticut. Wolcott
is iavolved with 1 other public, academic, and school libraries in
planning for an automated circulation system which would both
link all of these libraries for resource sharing and alSo automate
routine activities such as book circulation and acquisitions. In addi.;
tion, Wolcott has profited by another LSCA subgrant which partial-
ly funded a gaphio artist to be shared by 25 libraries in our
region. This has enabled many small libraries to publicize their
services and programs to the people of their communities.

Beyond the basic library business of providing books and infor-
mation, Wolcott has made use of other LSCA funded State library
programs. We have had a State library consultant to help us with
plans tO a new library building. Our small library staff has been
able to attend inst'rvice training workshops which are regularly
held by the' State library.

The other issue which I would like to discuss today is literacy.
Wolcott is atljacent to the c'tv of Waterbury. a city of 100,000
people which is even further down on the rank in wealth than Wol-
cott,

In 1975 and 1979, the public library in Waterbury received an
LSCA subgrant to establish a local literacy program in that city.
The' library worked with the Literacy Volunteers of Connecticut to
-rovide one-to-one instru lion in reading and English as a second
language for teens and adults who are functionally illiterate or

; cannot speak English.
Today there is a Literacy Volunteers affiliate in the Waterbury

Public Library which served 15C) students with 1OS tutors last year
alone.

There., are currently 19 literacy volunteers affiliated in Connecti-
cut, most of which are headquartered in the local public library,
and 1,SSc; students were served by those affiliates last year.

It is important that libraries be able to provide both materials
and space to support these programs. In the coming year, the State
library will offer grants to those 19 libraries to purchase litere-y
materials. This work should be continued and expanded. Libraries
are a natural place for adults to be able to continue their educa-
tion. Certainly adults who have not yet learned to read should be
able to turn to their local libraries for help.

The LSCA Program is a source of seed money to start programs
like the one in Waterbury, A small amount of well-placed Federal
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money can bring on ongoing State and local support for these im-
portant activities.

[The prepared statement of Mr. No le follows:)
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i an Alexander Bole. Chat.etan of the Board of Trustees of the Wolcott Public

Library. I have served on khe Wolcott Library Board for .20 years. I also

have been a member of the Association of Conqecticut Library Boards, and am

currently serving as its Treasurer.

I an here today to speak with you about the importance of the Library Services

and Con ''on Act to people who live in small towns like Wolcott, and to

the peop.., of ou: state.

I would like to address two areas which are of great importance to me. The

first is library resource sharing, and the second is literacy.

Last year, Wolcott ranked 147 on a rank in wealth of Connecticut's 169 towns.

Obviously, a poor town of 13,000 peopll, does not have the financial resources

to provide all of the library services which are requested by its residents.

Although nojibrary can offer everything which is asked for by its public,

small rural communities are especially hard pressed. This is ironic because

the public library is often the primary cultural and Information center in a

small town, as it is in ours.

We are fortunate. however, because the State Library in Connecticut uses both

state and federal funds to offer library services which we could never afford

locally.

our librarian can make use of a state interlibrary loan center to secure books

for lorAl people from other libraries in our state and across the country.

She did so 152 times last year. In addition, our regional library cooperative

received an LSCA sub grant for a regional interlibrary loan system. Due to
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that syutem, we were able to borrow for our citizens 237 items from our

neighboring libraries.

Through these interlibrary loan systems, Wolcott also lends its books to other

libraries, so everyone is able to participate, even libraries like ours whose

resources are limited.

We do, however, receive one-way service from Connecticut's LSCA funded Film

service. 16mm films are generally too expensive for a small library to

purchase, but we ware able to provide 65 film showings last year by borrowing

films from the State Library.

In addition, Wolcott residents benefit by two state funded programs which are

useal as matching funds for our federal grant. The first we call

connecticard. This is a reimbursement program wich allows every resident of

Connecticut to use his local library card in any public library in the state.

You can see what benefits this would have for residents of a small town.

Because state funds of almost 000,000 are used to retehursa the larger

libraries, our residents can use libraries in the town where they work, where

they shop, or anywhere they Choose.

A complimentary states funded servl. to ronnecticard is Connecticar. This is

a library delivery system which shuttles books back and forth among

libraries. Therefore, in Connecticut, you cannot only borrow library

materials from whichever library you choose, you may also return them to any

library. The Connecticar vans see that the materials eventually get to the

right place.
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Woking to the future of resource sharing, our regional library cooperative

received an LSCA sub-grant last year to plan for cooperative automation.

activities in Northwestern Connecticut. Wolcott is involved, with eighteen

other public. academic, and school libraries in planning for an autooated

circulation system which would both link all of these libraries for resource

sharing and also automate routine activities such as book circulation and

acquisitions. in addition. Wolcott has profited by another LSCA sub-grant

which partially funded a graphic artist to be shared by twenty-five libraries

in our region. This has enabled many small libraries to publicize their

services and programs to the people of their communities.

Beyond the basic library business of providing books and information, Wolcott

has made use of other LSCA funded state library programs. We have had a state

library consultant help us with plans for a new library building. Our small

library staff has been able to attend in service training workshops which are

regularly held by the State Library.

The other issue which I would like to discuss today is literacy.

Wolcott is adjacent to the City of Waterbury, a town of 100,000 people which

is even further down on the rank in wealth than Wolcott.

In 1918 end 1979 the public library in Waterbury received an LSCA sub-grant to

establish a local literacy program in that city. The library worked with the

Literacy Volunteers of ConnecticUt to provide one to-one instruction in

reading and. Knglish as a second language for teens and adults who are

functionally illiterate or who cannot speak English.
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Today, there is a Literacy Volunteers affiliate in the Waterbury Public

Library which served 150 students with 108 tutors last year atone.

There are currently nineteen literacy voaunteers affiliates in Connecticut.

most of which are headquartered in the local public library. 1.886 students

were served by those affiliates last year.

It is most important that libraries be able to provide both materiels and

space to support these programs. In the coming year. the State Library will

offer greets to those nineteen libraries to purchase literacy materials.

This work bhould be continued and expanded. Libraries are a natural place for

adults to be able to continue their education. Certainly adults who have not

yet learned to read should be able to turn to their local library for help.

The LSCA program is a source of seed money to start programs like the one in

Waterbury. a swell amount of well-placed federal money can bring on-going

state and local support for these important activities.
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Senator SI Arrow). Thank you very much, Mr. Nole, for yourstatement. I think the record might very well reflect this morningthat we are advised that Mr. Nole has just been named the Con-necticut Library Trustee of the Year Award for which we offer ourcongratulations.
Mr. NOI.E. Thank you. Word gets around very fasi.. ; just heardabout it yesterday.
Senator STAFFORD. I might ask you this question, Mr. Nole. Doyou believe that the Connecticard system which you described inyour statement for Connecticut could operate equally well in otherStates?
Mr. Nook:. No question about it, sir. I think it is a wonderful op-portunity for other States to make use of.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you.
Mrs. Dunn, a special title for library services to Indian tribes wasa strong recommendation of the delegates to the White House Con-ference on Library and Information Services. Could you commenton what prompted this concern and what do you think is the ap-propriate means to meet this need?
Mrs. DUNN. Mr. Chairman, as I understand it, the concern wasprompted by the fact that Native Americans felt that they hadbeen unserved in public library service, and from my experience inNorth Carolina, I would use the Quallaboundary Library as an ex-ample, and that is all that I have knowledge of. Whether thatwould work in States with larger populations, although we do haveseveral tribes in North Carolina. but in other places in North Caro-lina, they are served through the public library because they areintegrated into the community.
We do have in North Carolina, as a result of LSCA funds, a for-eign language center, and this, although our foreigners are relativesmall in number, they are growing, and this center serves theentire State. It is located in Cumberland County, and it is onemeans of helping these people assimilate into our culture and yetprovide them at the same time materials that they can read in.their own language.
I do not know if that directly answered your question.
Senator STAFFORD. Well, that will do for the time being. Thankyou.
Mrs. Fletcher, does Florida have any special user groups whoseneeds have not been met. under current law?
Mrs. FLETeliKa. Yes, we do have some needs that have not beenmet. We have not been able to get into the handicapped area ofproviding for all them. We have sign language for the hearing, butwe need some Braille machines. We need a number of other things,and people to help us to coordinate these programs. I think that isthe most prevalent need right now. And circulation materials forthe aging.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much. For the committee Ithank all three of you for the time and trouble you have gone to tocome and he with us here this morning.
Now, I will ask the second panel. Mrs. Patricia Klinck, who isthe State librarian in Montpelier. VT; and Mr. Bruce Daniels, whois the Deputy Director, Department of State Library Services inProvidence, KI, if they would come to the witness table.
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Mrs. Klinck, since I am your Senator, I can say welcome to
Washington, IX 7, and to the Senate Subcommittee on Education,
Arts and Humanities. We are glad you are here, and I am going to
ask you to proceed in just a minute.

But before I do that, I will say to Mr. Daniels that my partner in
this committee, Senator Pell, we hope will be able to get here by
the time we reach you so that he can introduce you.

Mrs. Klinck, would you care to go ahead?

STATEMENT OF PATRICIA KLINCK. STATE LIBRARIAN, MONTPE-
LIER, VT AND BRUCE E. DANIELS, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, DEPART-
MENT OF STATE LIBRARY SERVICES. PROVIDENCE, RI

Mrs. KLINCK. My name is Patty Klinck, and I am the State li-
brarian in Vermont. I am also the immediate past chair of the
chief officers of State library agencies and a member of WHCLIST,
which was described Mrs. Dunn.

Vermont is probably, and I will take issue with Florida, the most
rural State in the United States with two-thirds of its 520,000
people living in towns under 2,000. What we lack in people we
make up for in libraries. We have '220 public libraries, but only 20
of them have professionally trained staff; 100 of them have no tele-
phones, and almost that same number are open less than 12 hours
a week.

Vermont, like a few other States, is a State with a town-based
gover ent. It does not have an intermediate level, and the tax
base i small and scattered. We talk about per capita, but in a
State here most towns range in the number of 1,000, $10, $20 or
$30 pe capita does not go very far for library service in the days of
technology.

I recently read in one of the dissenting view in the House where
one of the reasons for getting rid of library funding was that such a
small percentage of the overall national amount of library funding
is Federal. In Vermont, this small amount is crucial.

I.,SCA has meant the difference for Vermonters between the 19th
century and..the 20th century, the difference between having a few
books to read and having access to books and information both
throughout the State and natio ally. LSCA was the source of fund-
ing f )r automated interlibrary ans nationwide through OCLC. It
was the source of automation t at allows every public library free
access to the bibliographic da bases. In 1982,.it provided for the
initiation of automated co uterized cataloguing for 70 small
public libraries in a State _ere not one, even the largest public
library, could afford this service by itself.

Federal funds have allowed us to develop a comprehensive train-
ing program for untrained public librarians. It provides, like Con-
necticut, a statewide film service, supplementary collections to
small public libraries, services to 2,000 blind and physically handi-
capped, but most important, it provides an integrated interlibrary
loan system where the most isolated Vermonter within a few days
can have information from any collection in the State of Vermont
including the university and now nationwide.
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I think the greatest value of LSCA has been its flexibility, the
ability to devise balanced programs that can make a difference in a
State where na library can carry out a program by itself.

Most of my concerns about the bill are in my written testimony,
but in striving for balance and in striving for flexibility, I would
like to mention one concern I have, and that is in title I where
there are several priorities, the disadvantaged, the physically
handicapped, and now the elderly.

I realize the wording was taken from the former title IV for the
elderly, but I am concerned about the specificity of the wording in
title I for this particular constituency. In a rural State, the how-to
specificity specifically in my case, looking toward the transporta-
tion line, if taken literally and without very clear qualifications in
the report as to the intent of that section, could become very costly
in rural areas.

I look at Vermont, but I more look at North Dakota or Wyoming
where the distances are so great and transportation would be hard
to provide. If this cannot be taken out of the bill, I would like to
see that it be looked at very carefully in the reporting language to
insure that arbitrary and very specific regulations are not written
to take this constituency above other constituencies.

I would recommend, I think as an ideal, that this be taken out as
far as specific language and be put in as a priority, leaving the de-
velopment of the planning to each individual State to be addressed
according to the needs and the conditions and the other programs
of those States. If that cannot be done, look to the reporting lan-
guage to write intent.

And I think this is the other concern I would like to mention in
the bill is that the whole bill be looked at for intent in the report-
ing language. I am very concerned that the bill which is a flexible
and reasonable document gets very caught up in regulations and
guidelines when it goes the next step, and this has been a great
concern I think not only to me but to many states throughout the
country.

Sometime ago I read that the difference between the haves and
the have -.tots used to be economic and now it is quality and quanti-
ty of information, and I think the one thing that LSCA has done is
allowed isolated rural areas to have access to information that they
never would have had in any other way, and I think just for that
alone that the reauthorization is a positive and forward thing.

[The prepared statement of Mrs. Klinck follows:]
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before the
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aPdare for inforrhar, on retrieval. However, whits the coSt Of Nardwore may decrease.
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trtiv_ state funds Could also Or ratin.Iv reduced Or eliminated rattle' than be required to

,i1Criase to Lose the place of f'eaera. funds. Although we would all like to have assurance

tnat the states will replace Facers' rends it event of ;,atperal decline. i t t highly onroaliSLIC

and lArlStsfy rt,en it weir Nipper, i^ view of declining state reeources, I would urge that

ty° f*ffrul''fl 4N11"9*5 be made %tate': rtroROncibir/ries for matcning funds. and

.'earr, yuu. -eoe^a, re.31,,,at,ons be rea.ireC Or 3^,,t03 Cyan it nc..
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Federal funds are avail:tole. env" of these changes would be to Sec, 7 I,Peyments). First.
Sac 'a ".. , an amount equal to the Federal-share of the *total,, sums expended by the
State and its sub.Myistoris carrysng out the programs under such plan..." State
hnesry ,igenc es are responsible for many iit,,,ary programs and constItuencies other than
that!!! fait under LSCA wh.ch. .ndeed, may not be e!,gible Fir LSCA funding, AMburttll

o,rn.7,,e are above and barn:'. --)at hnc; -equ.ren ants and even though
,:n, te programs wtch are part .ally LSCA funded. they c.snnot be included
for ,eportrg purposes because they are not allowable expenses,

Second. at the ei d of Sec. and Sec 72 add the words long as there were Federal
funds in mat veer.'

my second maior concern is Section 11[47., the amendment added to H.R. 787e concerning
the elderly, We all agree that library service! `..o the elderly are a priority under LSCA
eu-d reei.ze cre vording was taken directly From the former Title devoted to Older
Americans, would QuIPStiOn. hOwever, the necessity of requiring the specific dr tailed

ter.a For this priority it this At wrole it is not required for others, e.g..
hand,capoed 1.4.0,,,04,1,aged, These "how to dete,in should be left to state plans as with
other pr,dr,t'es as 2-1.:rldfl.onc and needc; d.ffer from state to state. Just one example
.s proyidng tranSpertatron whrrh while r! ,curie locations s feasible, in far-flung rural

became an expensive, difficult, and even impossible
task and w.!, draw omadeduate .,eryiceS to ail populations.

w,irds are .ntercreted at presently w- could leave almost no
funding for horary service to the Overel, hopulatign,

My th..1:-..-:r4-ern conies under Title i wansr,'uCtion, specifically the process of disposing
rawleings built Several years ago anr funded partially wth LSCA. The present process

reqi.res an extremely cumbersome procedure at tne Federal level before a building can
De "deitbraned.- it would be helpful if a mechanism could be developed whereby the

state library agency which IS responsible fOr aphrh,q00 Title II projects and distributing
Cunt][: &hap could he ri:elizOne,ble for signmo off buildings cased on local condition* and
cnanging populations, The USI, E would be required to review and cosign the decisions

does with grant funds, This ...pule provide a flexible and reiespnable approach to
a jrowrig problem as some buildings or.9inally funded with LSCA the past are no longer
adequate or useful but must continue to be maintained at local taxpayers' expense. Tne
ioesi, of cour.le, would be to nave one ge: or criteria gppl,:abie to the disposal of any

ovilding which had been buil:. remodeteo, renovated, et.:, rages-diem of under ...orators Federal

Program the fundS orIgInited.

My Pourtr and it or Ovr si unserustof r105 Peer ornyad, reasonaole

;,4 ; A v4 . e;_hit-L.: *;
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and flexible IegiSlation. Unfortunately, the regulations. guidelines, and interpretations

that follow can be arbitrary and sawn to have little relation trii thee intent of the bit'

and rather than clarify indeed hamper the states looking at services in view of local

conditions, geography, need for service and overkill La lance. Regulations and operating

guirtelinrs are crucial to planning and implementation and should be continually reviewed

to insure that they clearly and realistically meet the intent of the legislation.

Some tirne ago I read that the differenCe between the have and have not areas of the

world. the developed and underdeveloped. which up to now has depended on the economic

and product wealth of a nation, in the future will depend greatly on who has the best

qualitative and quantitative accuse to information. Will our own rural areas become

have riots.?

As technology increases, do my concerns about the ability of our citizens to read.

Literacy and back to the basics are important issues today. yet we continue to see

great decline in reading end writing skills, We now have pocket calculators that do mathematical

equations Or language translations. Our children play computer games in kindergarten.

Are wt- corning full circle to a new elitist society in which the few will read and reason,

the image or the Renaissance man perhaps. while the rest of humanity will be doomed

to push buttons to gather food. fuel, ,and knformation? Who then will advance technology?

The i:halienges of the late BOs and gilt ...Ili continue to nclu,.a funding. and the information

exclusion. In my mind. the library is the institution that can use err. :',-ology but can

relict and hopefaily prevent an information imbalance or n erloed. I admit the library

was instituted ins simpler time but its basic role insuring that .nforrnatIon is available

to all has no'. changed, it is only the methods and the formats that change. We must

channel the capability of technology to provide the proper incentives. legislation, and
funding to insure that individuals no matter where. rich or poor, have the same right

and access to information resources wherever the resources are located, This is the

challenge of the next decade. In a world where pendulums swing to extremes the library

must work to maintain balance, balance between efficiency and service - balance between

the machine arid the human, to insure that people taws both the right to read and savor

and the right to quick access to current information. The reauthorization of L.SCA rs

a positive step toward Chia goal.

T hank you.
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Senator STAFFORD.STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Mrs. Klinck. We have
listened carefully to what you have said and all of the members of
our committee will read the statement that will be fully in the
record.

Ai an aside, I would say that in our towns of 1,500 we do not
nee libraries to know what is going on within the town, but we do
net them to know what is going on elsewhere in the country.

Now, like Jot Wayne leading the cavalry-to the rescue, Senator
Pell has arrive . here just in the nick of time.

Senator Pe' , the next witness is from your'Sfate.
Senator PL-L. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I would ask

that an opening statement that I have here be inserted in the
record as if read following your opening statement.

Senator STAFFORD. I have already, without objection, made that
arrangement.

Senator PELL. Thank you very much, indeed.
it is now a great delight to introduce Bruce Daniels with whom I

have worked over the years and who does a grand job as deputy
director of the Rhode Island Department of State Library Services.
I am very glad you are here.

Mr. DANIELS. Thank you, Senator Pell.
Mr. Chairman, I am deputy director of the Rhode Island Depart-

ment of State Library Services. The department is the agency in
Rhode Island that administers LSCA. On behalf of the library com-
munity' in Rhode Island, I want to express our appreciation to the
Members of the Senate for their continued strong support for li-
braries. We feel that Federal funding is essential for libraries. Li-
brary and information services are no longer just a State and local
issue. Information is transmitted to and from libraries across State
lines and from one region of the country to another. Federal fund-
ing is essential if libraries are to provide the necessary infdrmation
to industry and research as the U.S. enters an era of industrial re-
development and redeployment and to the individuals in this coun-
try who will need to be retrained to function effectively in this new
economic environment.

I would like to spend a few minutes highlighting title I and title
II of LSCA. We are pleased to see the continued emphasis in title I
on services to special populations. In Rhode Island, we --Te LSCA
funds to support services to the blind and physically handicapped.
Currently we are serving over 3,000 individuals in Rhode Island
many of whom have no other access to library services. If we lost
LSCA, we would be forced to reduce this service by 33 percent.

We also use LSCA funds to provide library services to State-sup-
ported institutions. Currently we serve nine institutions and four
alternate care facilities with library materials and equipment, li-
brary programming and consultant advice on the development of
on-site library services. If LSCA were not reauthorized, we would
be forced 'co reduce this service by 20 percent.

We are very pleased to see the addition to the priorities of LSCA
programs for establishing libraries as community information cen-
ters and for using the new technologies to meet the library and in-
formation neeis of communities.

We have found that the demands on the Itkeski libraries: Be-
coming more scientific and technical, 'much more so than in the
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past. This demand is coming at a time when much information
shortly will be avail,!1-.le only through accessing to on-line data
bases. These data bases are very costly. They range in cost from
$40 to $285 per connect hour. We feel that in the future we will use
LSCA funds to provide startup costs for providing on-line data base
searching in our local libraries.

Related to the new technologies is the concern about educating
the general public in the use of computers. The West Warwick
Public Library in Rhode Island used LWA funds to establii ;h an
adult computer learning center in the library. It provided courses
in the fundamentals of using microcomputers and in simple pro-
gramming. It has been a very successful program, one that we hope
we can duplicate in other libraries in Rhode Island.

Literacy is also a very big concern in Rhode Island. We have had
one library in particular, Coventry Public Library, use LSCA funds
to establish a training program for literacy volunteers. Through
the Worts of this program, a State chapter of the Literacy Volun-
teers of America was established and we look forward to many
other libraries in Rhode Island following Coventry.

Other libraries have established adult basic education collections
to support adult learning activities in their communities. We feel
that in '.he future there will be more libraries needing to offer
these kinds of collections and we look at LSCA funds to provide
that kind of support.

I would like to turn now to title II, public library construction.
We are very pleased to see that title II is once again in the reau-
thorized version of LSCA. We hope that it will be funded in the
future.

In the past LSCA has provided funding for 17 construction
projects in Rhode Island. Currently we are using funds from the
emergency jobs bill in twe of our projects, in North Scituate and in
Smithfield, RI. The projects that these two libraries have undertak-
en will double the public service area that they will have available
to their residents.

We, every 2 years, undertake an analysis of the projected con-
struction needs of our public libraries. At this point, we are project-
ing over the next 5 to 10 years that 14 libraries will need to under-
take a construction project of some type. The total cost of all these
project.. is estimated to be over $23 million. You can see that we
desparately need LSCA title II.

In summary, the reauthorization of the Library Services and
Construction Act is essential to the continued strengthening of li-
brary services in this, country. Some have said that since Federal
funds for library programs are only 5 percent of the total spent for
library services the loss of Federal funds would not be felt. The
Rhode Island Department of State Library Services strongly dis-
agrees with this particular assessment.

In Rhode Island the loss of LSCA wouio mea., a 33-percent re-
duction in services to the blind and physically ha idicapped, a 20-
percent reduction in services to the institutionalize -I, and a 20-per-
cent reduction in support of activities which streni then public Ii-
brar)T services.

Library and information services are not just thi 7esponsibility
of State and local government. With the introduct on of the new
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technologies, information and library materials are shared across
State and regional boundaries. There is a Federal role in providing
funding for library and information services,

I thank you.
[The 'prepared statement of Mr. Daniels follows :]
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bTIMCNY OF

BRUCE E. DANIELS

DEPUTY DIRECTOR, RHODE ISLAND DEPARTMENT OF STATE LIBRARY SERVICES

ON THE REAUTHORIZATION Of THE

LIBRARY SERVICES AND CONSTRUCTION ACT

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANITIES

OF THE

SENATE CDIMITIL ON LABCM AND HUMAN RESOURCES

WASHINGTON, DC

MARCH 23, 1984

My nanir is Bruce E. Daniels and I am tho Deputy Director of the

Rhoda Island Department of State Library Services. The Department is

the agency in Rhoda Island which administers the funds provided by the

Library Servscrs and Construction_Act. In addition I am also

representing the White House Concertino* on Libraries and Information

Sarvica* Taskforce (WHCLIST). The Taskforce, created as a result of

resolution of the 1979 White House Conference, is compo*ad of two

delegates from each state and is responsible for monitoring this

imolmmontation of the White Hausa Conference resolutions,.

On behalf of the Rhode Island library community and the White

House Confers-once on Library and Information Services Taskforce, I want

to express our appreciation to the members of the Senate for your
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continuing strong uupport for libraries as evidenced in the LSCA

reauthorization legislation. Federal funding 'or library services has

had tremendous impact on the development of aid the strengthening of

those services. We are now, however, at crud al point in the history

of the development of library services. With the explosion of

information and the revolution in the way information is accessed,

libraries must drastically change the scope of services that they

provide to serve their communities effectively. It is essential that

federal funding for libraries continue. Libra-y and information

services are no longer 5ust state and local issue. Information is

transmitted to end from libraries across state lines end from one

region of the country to another. Federal funding is palientiel if

libraries are 14 provide the necessary informatifin to industry and

research as the United States enters an era of industrial redevelopment

and redeployment and to the individuals in this country who will need

to be retrained to function effectively in Chic new economic

environment. The reauthorization of LSCA is vital if libraries art to

achieve their goals. Therefore, I strongly urge that the Senate

approve the reauthorization of LSCA.

fr
TITLE I-- LIBRARY SERVICES

The continuation of the emphasis in Title I on services to special

populations is important. Currently in Rhode Island, LSCA funds we

supporting services to the blind and phviscally handicapped whith reach

over 3.00A Clillons who sometime' have no ether adds** to library
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services. These services include the provision of materials in

braille and recorded formate, specialized reference services, and large

print material,. If ISG4 funds disappeared, we would be forced to

reduce this service by 32S. Such it reduction would have devastating

impact on the blind and physically handicapped county in Rhode

Islond.

ReSidents of the state supported institutions and group homes also

receive specialized library services which are supported in part by

LSCA funds. The **voices provided to nine institutions and four

alternate care facilities nclude library materials and equipment,

programs designed to meet the residents' particular needs, and

consultant advice on ways to strengthen existing institutional library

services. If ISCA funds were no longer available, thee, services would

have to be reduced by 20%. Such reduction would severely impact

services to the institutionalized Just at the time when many residents

are moving. into group hame settings and when library services to the

institutionalized need to be revamped to take this change into

consideration. Public libraries, et the moment, do not have the

resources or the expertise to provide aervicirs to group homes.

The addition of program, for establishing libraries as community

information centers and for using the new technologies to meet the

library and information needs of communities to the LSCA priorities

strengthens the ACt, The Rhode Island Department of State Library

Services has made this one of its priorities. Currently in Rhode

Island, citizens are examining proposal which would result in a

fundamental change on Rhode Island's economic development policy. If

It Is adopted and is successful as expected, st will shift Rhode

V, , Jti RIO
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Island', declining economic base from its dependance OA smoke 'tack

industries to an economic base with strong ties to education end
research. Those new industries that will be created will need to have
a strong information delivery

system to support their research and
development activities. The demands on local libraries will increase,

and the demands will be for matereels
and information that are more

technical than current demand. At the sate time It is eetimatoi that
scientific and technical information will increase at a rate of 40% per

your and that knowledge in general will double 'every twenty months. in

additiOn, the publishing industry is publishing more and more reference

and technical information only in an on-line Comet. These

developments make it essential that local libraries have access to
thee* data bases. The cost of these data bases, however,, is very high.

Currently access to these data bases range from 40 to 265 per connect
hour. in the very near future the vendor's of those data bases will be
providing the text of scientific and technical Journals exclusively

on-line. The coot of accessing these data bases may well be even
costlier. Added to those costs, of course, will be telecommunications

charges. it is estimated that
telecommunications charges for libraries

will be increasing 60% to 100 %. Researchers, business people, and

students need to have access to this information. LSCA funds can

provide the start-up costs for providing these much needed services.

Related to the use of the new technologies is the need for

educating the general public in the use of computers. Thsis4seed IS

growing, especially with the out-of-school adult. It is a problem of

computer literacy. The Wes Warwick Public Library. fior examele,,used

LICA funds to establish a computer learning center. The center

54
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provided courses on the fundamentals in using microcomputers and in

simple programming. In addition it provided participants with time to

practice on COMputEPTS in the library. The program was successful and

the demand was 'vrtry high. LSOR funds in the future could support start

up and demonstration project* in other libraries. Schools are providing

training to students but very little is being done for adultiii this is

ea issue that can and should be addressed by libraries.

Two other areas of major concern to public libraries in Rhode

Island are the literacy and adult basic education problems. Rhode

Island has a high illiteracy rate and a very high rate of adults who

either have had no high school training or Wm 'have not graduated from

high school. Th 1980 census revealed that 21% of the adult population

has received no high school training end,339$ of all adults have not

graduated from higel school. Libraries in Rhode Island have begun to

respond to these situations by using LSCA funds to establish pilot

projects in literacy training. The Coventry Public Library used LSCA

funds to begin a training program for literacy volunteers. The project

has been very successful, and has led to the establishment of a Rhoda

Island chapter of the Literacy Volunteers of America. In a subsequent

protect funded by LSCA funds., Coventry Public Library, in cooperation

with its local cable television franchise, created literacy tutor

training program tapes to be telecast over cable television.

Several Rhode Island public libraries have used LSCA funds to

establish basic adult education collections. The Narragansett Pier

Free Library. the North Kingstown Free Library and the South Kingstown

P.iblie Library developed-collections of high interest/low vocabulary

materials to support the adult basic education activities of the

tylti rif,-iT.:171711y1EM
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Washington County Adult Learning Center. In the future as Rhode Island

industry requires a more educated work force, more and more libraries

will no* to respond to these adult education needs. LSCA funds could

be used to establish literacy and adult basic education classes in

libraries and to build collections aimed at the new adult reader.

'TITLE II-- PUBLIC LIBRARY CONSTRUCTION

The Rhode Island Department of State Library Service, is very

pleased to sew that Title II has remained in the reauthorization of

LSCA. In the peat, iSCA has provided funding for 27 construction.

projects in Rhode Island. We only hops that funds will be appropriated

in future year's.

There is great need for funds for public library construction in

Rhode Island. the funding that Rhode Island received last year under

the Emergency Jobs Sill Act was quickly used up to support projects in

North Scituate and in Smithfield. North Scituate's project provides

for an addition to the library which will double its public service

area. In Smithfield, the East Smithfield Public Library is remodeling

a vacated school to replace the existing library which is too small to

respond to the needs of its community. East Smithfield's service space

will double as a result of the move.

There is stile, however, much to be done in Rhoda Island. Every

twu veers we survey local public libraries to make an assessment of

potential construction projects. The current projection that we have

for the nest ten years indicates that fourteen public libraries need to

undertaker construction proiects totalling ovtr, S23,000,000.
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These pro,wcts not only 'wayside permanent comOunity resources a%
maior public facilities serving 411 citizens in u' and towns,
but also provide productive employment for local contractor* and
construction workers. They also create the incentives fgr raising

matching local funds.

TITLE III- -INTERLIBRARY COOPERATION AND RESOURCE SNARANG

As we approach the Twenty-First Century, the advantages of

interlibrary cooperation and resource sharing become more and more
significant. As mentioned earlier, scientific and technical

information is expected to increase at significant rate annually.

Currently the average cost of a book is $30.59 with increases' in the

future projected at 14% per year. Journal subscriptions average $44.80
per year with a annual increase projected at 14.5X. It AS evident that

no library will be capable of owning east books or journals that will

be pub/ishod. Libraries will find it an ever increasing need to

cooperate with each other and share resources.

Guar the past 20 years we have used LSCA funds to support the

Rhode Island interrelated Library Network (50 public libraries, 4

regional library centers, the Principal Public Library, and 11 academic
and research libraries) as the molar vehicle for interlibrary

cooperation and resource sharing in Rhode Island. The Network handles

over 36,000 interlibrary loan requests per year provides backup

reference services to local libraries and provides for delivery of

materials among the libraries. Much more needs to be done. Greeter
use of the new technologies needs to be undertaken to increase the

r117 r;\17,{1r3
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so elp and effectiveness of the Network.

This past year LSCA funds were used to purchase an electronic mail

and office automation system to replace the Network's teletype system.

Five public libraries and eleven academic and research libraries will

use the system to transfer information on materials that are requested

by users of local libraries throughout the state. This is a beginning

step in increasing the quality and speed of service of the Network to

the local user.

To further increase the efficiency of the Network, a statewide

data base of information on what each library owns Is needed.

Currently twelve public libraries and eight academic and research

libraries have their records in a machine readable format. To have a

statewide data base, the remaining thirty-eight public libraries and

the-- academic and research libraries would need to have their records

converted to a machine readable format, and the varying records would

have to be combined and reconciled. Such a project is estimated to

cost over $600,000. Once a statewide data base is created, local

libraries will need to purchase terminals to access the data base and

will have to pay the related telecommunications and maintenance costs.

These increased costs will be more than offset by the improved access

and quality of service, the ability to do cooperative collection

development, and the reduction of the duplication of processing

services.

TITLE Y-FOREION LANGUAGE MATERIALS ACQUISITION

The Rhode Island Deparent of State Library Services strongly

EITINTILMES. gain
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supports the purpose of this title. Rhode Island has a very large

number of citizens whose primary language is not English. In the 198*

census, a total, of 146,914 residents spoke a language other than

English at Nome. This has a significant impact on libraries. The

Central Falls Public Library is a case in point. Central Falls, in

recent years. has experienced a significant increase in the number of

Spanish-speaking residents. At the sane times, Central Falls has

oxperienced severe financial problems which have prevented the city

from providing the library with funds to revamp its collection to

reflect the changes in its community. As a result a significant part

of the community lacks library materials to meet its needs. Title V

would *noble the Central Falls Public Library to apply for funding to

enhance its collections to better serve its Spanish-speaking Community.

Rhode Island has also experienced a large influx of Southeast

Asian immigrants, and public libraries have found it very difficult to

find funding for materials to serve this new population. In 1979 the

Providence Public Library used its Maier Urban Resource Library grant

to purchase Laotian and Cambodian library materials. If additional

funds were availably, public libraries could apply far grants to

purchase the,* specialized materials to meet increasing community

'educational and cultural needs.

TITLE VILIBRAAY LITERACY PROGRAMS

The Department of State Library Services supports Title VI as an

essential part of the LSCA reauthorization. As discussed earlier,

Rhode Island has a significant illiteracy rata end, at a result, public
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libraries are very much interested in addressing this problem. Title

VS would offer plblic libraries another funding source for developing

literacy programs end building library collections for new adult

readers.

The White House Conference on Libraries and Information Services

Taohforco hos also carefully examined the reauthorization legislation

and fully supports it. Our analysis has shown that the reauthorization

legislation /redresses twenty-one of the resolutions that were adopted

by the White House Conference on Library and Information Services in

1979. These twenty-ono resolutions represent over thirty percent of

the number adopted by the White House Conference. WO are very pleased

that the Senate has responded to the concerns of the over 100.000

Citizens who participated in the Whit. House Conference process.

SUMMARY

The reawrnurization of the Library Services and Construction At

is essential to the continued strencirheninq of librar reroi,:es in this

COuntr. +'ne r~aa said that since federal funds for librar,., program,

are only 5'4 the total pent for library seruices, the loss of

federal funds ,,nuld not be felt. The Phodir Island rrpa,tment <f Ctaite

Libfary '-eryices strongly disayrre, wirh *0,11, a,raessment.

in Pr-, Isis rr.,kr Locr of t_CA funds would mean a 37'. redurinn in

lioroiQeS To rr-4. blind an -f pt i.0all hnd4c.appod. a 20'4 re4iP7'ion in

Se, 'iC04 ) the H-,5,,IrutInnalszeo, and a 24r: reducticn in *ut,;,o,t of
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atfens9tan public library service*. Library and

Off' 'Vr !UV' !NV rospunsitility of ate and local.

gyvetr7*-,f,... with t,f, --trpou.:_tior of the new technologies,

At, fl,4T4rtAlt are shared across state and regional

bour.daftws. tr,r r is a feder41 role in providing funding for library

zr,d informatio

I appfoialy the opportunity to testify today on behalf of the

Rhode IslanU Department c' State Library Services and the many fin.

libraries, library professionals and interested citizens in Rhode

Island. I cave tried briefly to give you some idea of how these

rodaal funds at used in Rhode Island and how wO would use the future

funding to Improyw and expand library services to our citizens. Rhode

Island is small, culturally divot's*, and has a strong tradition of

local library service. Rhode Islandosa.will greatly benefit from

incrwasad access to information, technological innovations and national

information szircrs and services which this legislation provides

support.
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Senator STArroan. Thank you very much, Mr. Daniels.
Mrs. Klinck, you mention in your testimony that only 20 librar-ians in Vermont have specific training. How do LSCA moneys helpyou to provide consultation services to these library programs?
Mrs. Kuricx. One of the things that LSCA funds provide is for astatewide consultant that will work upon request with any librari-

an on a local level on a 1-to-1 basis, and because of the State law,that is the only way we can do it is if they request it, and thatperson last year went and visited over 100 libraries to work.
Senator STAFFORD. In your testimony, you state that 50 percentof the libraries in Vermont are without telephones. How do theselibraries benefit from new technologies?
Mrs. Kursiex. Basically flexibly. We will deal with them in anyway they want to be dealt with, but I think the most importantthing now is we provide computerized cataloging through OCLC, anational cataloging data base for them. They just mail in theirorder slips and we put it on the computer and the cards are mailedto them, and we have them on an automated data base.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much.
Mr, Daniels, you mentioned support for a separate title for for-eign language materials acquisition. What would this new titleallow the State of Rhode Island to do with LSCA funds that youare not able to accomplish through title I, the basic State grants?
Mr. DANIELS. It would enable a number of our libraries who have

a fairly significant non-English speaking population to be able toapply for grants to strengthen their collections. Several communi-ties have large Spanish-speaking populations. We have not beenable to provide funding to provide materials because of using title Ifunds for other purposes.
We also have a fairly large Southeast Asian population whichhas settled in Rhode Island, and libraries are beginning to receivea number of requests from this particular constituency, and thematerials are very costly and we feel that the new title would pro-vide the opportunity to acquire more materials than what current-ly is possible.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you, sir.
Senator Pell.
Senator PELL, I would just like to follow up that point about theSoutheast Asians. I believe I am correct in saying the city of Provi-dence has, on a percentage basis, the largest influx of Southeast.Asians of any city in the United States, including Los Angeles. Imay be wrong in that but I think so.
So the request for reading matter is obvious. How many books dowe have now in Vietnamese or the Southeast Asian languages?
Mr. DANIELS. It is, I would say, a very small collection, Senator

Pell, probably no more than maybe 100 to 200 titles.
Senator PELL. And with all the Portuguese immigrants that wehave coming in, do we have any Portuguese collections of books in

the public library system in Rhode Island?
Mr. DANIELS. Several libraries have very small collections, butagain, they are not adequate to meet the needs of the constituen-cies, and there have been greater demands on the libraries for in-creased collections.
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Senator PELL. The percentage-of Americans rached by library
services is now about 94 percent. Do you think Oiat our State does
about the same as that or better or worse?

Mr. DANIELS. I would say it is probably about at that level. How-
ever, the level of sophistication of the service varies from communi-
ty to community. Many of the smaller libraries have not been able
to tap into many of the new technologies yet, but we are beginning
to move in that direction, and I hope that by i'ae year 2000 that all
the libraries will be able to use the new tec!..nologies to serve their
communities.

Senator PELL One final question. Maybe you could inform me or
maybe somebody on the next panel could, but I have always been a
great admirer of the Library of Congress catalog cards. I notice
now that the New York Public Library and the Library of Congress
are starting to leave using those cards and putting the data on to
computers. Do you think this is a good idea? Are they doing it in
other States?

Mr. DANIELS. I think it is a good idea, Senator Pell, because it
provides much quicker access than through the printed card. With
the information online, we will be able to access that much quicker
than we have in the past. So I very definitely think that in not too
many years we will see libraries using computers to access materi-
als rather than having the printed card that we now currently
have in most libraries.

Senator Nu- Does that mean that we will eventually get rid of
having the printed card?

Mr. DANIELS. I think that we probably will by the 21st century
definitely, if not before.

Senator PELL. Small libraries will have their own computer ter-
minal?

Mr. DANIELS. I would think so, yes.
Senator PELL. Thank you very much.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Senator Pell
I think this would be a good time, while Senator Pell is here, as

the ranking member of this committee, for the chairman to say
that, while Senator Pell can speak for himself, I believe he is join-
ing me in preparing legislation to reauthorize the Library Act and
probably with about a 15- percent increase in authorized funding
over present funds. So we thought you all might like to know that.

Senator PELL. I concur in that thought and would support the
chairman, and we will do our best.

Senator S'FAFFORD. In view of the commendible brevity with
which all of the witnesses have spoken thus far, in the spirit of
Calvin Coolidge, I am going to make you all honorary citizens of
Vermont.

We have one more panel to go, and I want to thank the panel
who has just spoken.

The next panel will be Mrs. Barbara Markuson of Indiana Coop-
erative Library Ser.% ices Authority, Indianapolis; Mrs. Jane Heiser,
Literacy Resource Librarian, Enoch Pratt } ree Library, Baltimore;
and Mr. Edwin Holmgren, director, branch libraries, New York
Public Library. New York City.

Ladies and gentleman, ve will go in the order in which we an-
nounced your names, if that is agreeable.
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To Mrs. Markuson, I would say that. Senator Quayle has especial-
ly asked that. I convey to you his regards and his regrets that he
has not been able to be here personally for your testimony and to
introduce you to the committee.

STATEMENT OF BARBARA MARKUSON, INDIANA COOPERATIVE
LIBRARY SERVICES AUTHORITY, INDIANAPOLIS, IN; MRS.
HEISER. LITERACY RESOURCE LIBRARIAN, ENOCH PRATT
FREE LIBRARY, BALTIMORE. MD; AND EDWIN HOLMGREN,
RECTOR. BRANCH LIBRARIES, NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY,
NEW YORK, NY

Mrs. MARKUSON. Thank you.
I am Barbara Evans Markuson, executive director of the Indiana

Cooperative Library Services Authority, which is a statewide li-
brary network located in Indianapolis.

For 20 years, I have worked to promote library cooperation, auto-
mation and networking beginning at the Library of Congress on its
automation project and as a consultant to State, local, and Federal
agencies and have been working on library cooperation at the State
level for 9 years.

I brought with me a jigsaw puzzle of the State of Indiana because
I thought it might illustrate what it is that we are trying to do
with library, network services. If we think of this as every library
in the State of Indiana, every library has only a piece of the infor-
mation puzzle.

If we put 50 boxes here and had all 50 States, I think you could '
sue what_ a fascinating task it was a few years ago to have a person
come into your library where you have this much of the informa-
tion puzzle, but they need a part in another library. We had very
laborious means to try to locate this information. Where out there
iti it".'

I went yesterday to the terminal-
Senator STAFFORD. I was going to say, Mrs. Markuson, that that

looks almost as complicated our efforts to try to come up with a
balanced budget. [Laughter.]

Mrs. MARKUSON. It is something like that. We may even be doing
a better job: [Laughter.]

I went on the data base yesterday, and this gets back to Senator
Pell's question about the Library of Congress catalog card record,
by cooperating and putting this information into data bases, we can
locate those pieces more rapidly. So we find out yesterday a small
library in western Indiana needed a book on radiology and dental
practice, and we looked through our information pieces in Indiana,
and we did not have this piece of the information puzzle, and we
borrowed that book via the computer network from Clarke County
Community College in Las Vegas.

One of our industries, Miles Laboratory, needed a book on adver-
tising. and we looked through our information pile and we could
not find it and we went to the University of Tennessee.

I also just at random picked a State to look up in the OCLC data
base, I happened to pick Vermont and found, for example, that the
Vermont Chap Book, a quite rare book, was owned by Middlebury
College, and we also have it in at Notre Dame. A book on Vermont
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lakes and mountains was input into the data base by Middlebury
College and that cataloging does it once for the whole country in
that network system.

So what we have been doing' through LSCA grants at both the
State and local area is provide ways for small libraries to tap into
these data bases through cooperatives to put together the informa-
tion puzzle. It is very important to realize that at the Federal level
you are looking at a high technology society with important educa-
tional goals, and we are suggesting this cannot be done with a low
tech information system.

I think it is quite fortunate that libraries are so willing to work
together because, in a sense, we are building from the grassroots
up a national information system, without specific Federal direc-
tion or legislation, simply because of the pressure from our users to
find those pieces we need of the information puzzle.

In Indiana, LSCA funds have helped us buy equipment for librar-
ies to use networks. Most importantly, it has allowed us to be the
catalyst, to provide the trainers, to demonstrate new ways. The lev-
erage from this funding is enormous.

When our -organization started, we started on LSCA funds. We
were a cooperative dedicated to new technology and 'automation.
We now have $400,000 a year from the State government. So the
leverage from your LSCA title III money has been incredible for us.

We started an information retrieval program. When we began
very few libraries in the State of Indiana offered online searching.
So virtually all modern information abstracting and indexing serv-
ices were not available in our State.

We have had an LSCA project for 3 years. We now have 75 li-
braries that are offering these services from local budgets. The le-
verage of this money is that it is our research and development
and our risk capital. We urge you to do everything you can to
retain the funding and to increase it.

[The prepared statement of Mrs. Markuson follows:]

3 '
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Statement of Barbara Evans Markuson, Executive Director,
Indiana Cooperative Library Services Authority (INCOLSA)

Before the Senate Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities
on Reauthorization of the Library Services And Constuction Act,

March 23, 1984

My name is Barbara Evans Markuson. I am Executive Director of the Indiana
Cooperative Library Services Authority (114COLSA) a statewide library network
located in Indianapolis, Indiana. For the past twenty years, 1 have been
working to promote library cooperation, automation, and networking, I began at
the Library of Congress on its first automation project, later worked as a
consultant to local, state, and Federal agencies, and for the past nine years
have been Executive Director of INCOLSA.

The INCOLSA network was founded in 1974 to make automated services
available to all types and sizes of libraries through cooperative action. Our
goal is to link to national networks and to develop a statewide network.
National network linkages provide access to national standardized
bibliographical data bases and support services while ins -state networks will
concentrate on direct user services seri, as automation of circulation of books
to users and user access to online library cat,:lgs.

INCaSA is a public not-for-profit organization with a membership of 154
participating libraries each with a vote on network policy, programs, and
budget. This network began with LSCA funding and we are happy to report that
State funding has now replaced LSCA funds for basic operation of INCOLSA and for
telecommunications support for member libraries. Our annual state support,
$39.3,260. is now larger than the Title III grant provided annually for Indiana.

I stress this because you should be aware that recipients of LSCA funds
work very hard to supplement LSCA funds for projects with state and local
funding. overall states have been successful in doing this and state funding
for libraries ha: increased dramatically since the beginning of LSCA. LSCA is
not a hand -out program; rather it provides needed development and risk capital
for projects vital to the continuing development of our library systems.

My testimony will concentrate on Title III and the achievements that we
have made in multi-type library cooperation. I would also like to comment
briefly on the importance of the other titles in LSCA and provide some
practical, grass roots comments on specific features of the Act.

Title III Interlibrary Cooperation and Resource Sharing

Think of Published information resources as a gigantic jigsaw puzzle. Each
library has only a limited budget, so it can purchase only one piece of the
Puz7le. If it gets a user request for information unavailable in its
coli.ction, its staff has to locate the library that holds the missing piece.
To have a coherent national information system, we need, ideally, to have
informiriim about tt,e piece', of the information puzzle held by each library,
However, there is no specific Federal program to develop such a system. LSCA
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Title III and litle I funding have been critical because they help us work
toward a coherent national wstem by building from the grass root level though
cooperative programs and projects.

It will be readily evident that, unless we follow some standardized way to
describe each library's piece of the information puzzle, we will not be able to
find needvd information easily. I believe that libraries are ahead of other
fields in realizing this problem and are working at every level toward its
Solution, The Library of Congress MARC format is our national standard for
inputting library catalog records into computer data hases. The Anglo-American
Catalog Rules are our guidelines for describing the materials in our
collection. Increasingly we are requiring that all of our network and
cooperative members adopt these standards to facilitate resource sharing and
virtually all vendors offering service; to libraries also comply with these
standards.

Changing from local to national standards requireS A massive retraining
effort as well as commitment of local library time and mooey. INCOLSA and its
16 peer networks have provided training to thousands of library staff members in
one of the most massive training efforts in library history.

There are three major intra-state library networks: OCLC (Online Computer
Llorary Center) which is the oldest and 'iargest, RLIN (Research Library
Information Network) which concentrates on the needs of research libraries, and
WLN (Washington Library Network) which serves libraries in the Pacific
Northwest. The INCOLSA network and 16 other State and regional networks are
affiliated with OCLC. The OCLC network alone has nearly 6,000 online terminals
serving more than 3,000 libraries in every state in the Union. Over ten million
titles and more than ?0O million holdings are registered in this data base.
Networks such as INCOLSA contract with OCLC, also a not-for-profit organization,
to provide automated services for ordering, cataloging, and lending materials in
d Cooperative system.

This tremendous development is a testimony to the cooperative thrust of
modern librarianship. It is also a testimony to what can be achieved if we have
access to outside grant funds, such as LSCA, to help libraries make the
changeover to a new technology. The presence of state and regional networks
provided a mechanism to affect a very rapid technolgy transfer. For example,
Itig)t.';A staff helps Indiana libraries participate in the OCLC network by
providing consultation, handling orders for equipment, and training staff in
national cataloging rules, the MARC formats, and the operation of the system.
We hill our members, and, in turn, pay OCLC for our share of the cost of
operation of the OCLC nation-wide network. After a library becomes operational
on OCLC, we provide ongoing assistance in answering zuestions that arise in
daily operation, in retraining for new network features and systems, and in
training new stiff who join the library. We also work with OCLC in evaluation
of sugnPstinns that libraries make for system improvement. A librarian from the
Indiana university School of MediCine Library says:

"Th' two day session Eon the OCLC/MARC formal was well - organised and
eiii,niely informative...We are pleased that INCOLSA offers these
val.laUle training syssions..."

.2-
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LSCA funds have helped libraries participate in Mee, KIN, and WLN by:
providing support for network staff; providing funding for conversion of
important resource sharing collections; providing funds for purchase of
terminals and seed money for'eonversion to automated operation, and for
workshops and special training programs. Foundation funds and other private
sources have been coordinated with LSCA funds. For example, the Kellogg
Foundation provided $10,000 grants to assist small colleges throughout the
country in converting to online networks. Small colleges in Indiana, such as
Huntington College, Earlham College, Wabash College and the University of
Evansville, were able to take advantage of these grants because LSCA fundi
had helped put INCOLSA in place so that our ,staff were ableto help bring Itese
libraries up on the network.

We still have many small libraries that cannot afford the costs of national
network particiPation. These libraries have access-to the OCLC data base
through cooperative programs. For example, in Indiana we have nine multi-county
coopers" , also initiated with LSCA funds, which serve,as iotermediaries.
Any library in Indiana can call its area network which will in turn search the
OCLC data base to help it locate needed materials. Last year in Indiana some
100,000 items were shared among libraries and, of these, 65,000 were letated in
the OCLC system. For example, a faculty member at a small Indiana college has ,
stated:

"As someone frequently tied up on bibliographic research, but limited for
family reasons in the time I can spend off-campus, I can testify that
interlibrary loan is a radical advance for scholarship in a small,
isolated place; and interlibrary loan depends largely on the OCLC
terminal to be effective. The combination has already revolutionized
the research process for a small-college teacher. The completion of
the OCLC database would not only make the process fully effective, but
might also pave the way for a consortium approach to a tightening
economy; so the whole library system would benefit as well.'

Through state libraries, area cooperatives, and state and regional state
networks we are beginning to make national resources available to citizens
throughout the country. LSCA Title III fupds are vital to our ability to expand
these networks and to offer services to more libraries.

Perhaps some examples of how this network assists the end user would
be helpful. A school librarian in northern Indiana writes:

"Students were able to obtain needed research from books not coesnanly:
found in a high school library...with the cost of these tyros of
research books averaging between $15.00 and $30.00, our hiq school
library would find it impossible it provide all the research materials
requested by faculty and students.'

The Lowell (Indiana) Public Library writes that:

"a small library...cannot ever hope to have a completely adequate
collection ... people need new technical materials on energy,
agriculture, new job training cooperation is the only answer."

-3-
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A citizen states:

"the interlibrary loan network is a fantastic compensation for living
In a small community, because it makes available to rural residents the
advantages of the larger city library."

As illustrated by the quotes above, networking directly benefits those
rural communities and small libraries which have only a small piece of the
information puzzle by bringing their citizens access to a larger share of
information.

The networks described above provide users with access to all- types
of library materials. However, this service is only one part of the
information puzzle. Users also need to search for information that lay
be found only in online information retrieval data bases that index ...urnal
articles, research reports, and government and technical bulletins. Most of
these data bases alr generated by professional groups, such as the American
Chemical Society, by governent agencies, such as the Department of
Transportation IRIS data base, or by commericial organizations, such as
Information Access Corporation. For various reasons, the network systems by
which these data bases are accessible are provided by the private sector and
libraries pay a use charge to the system provider, a royalty fee to the
data base producer, and e fee for telecommunications access to the data
base from their local terminal.

To offer this new information.sersice, libraries need to plan for this
new program, understand how the systems work, know what each of the several
hundred data base( includes and, how it is organized, and, finally, have
staff trained in operation of terminals and in formulation of search
strategies. Clearly, it is difficult for the individual library to take
on such a task by itself. INCOLSA, under a Tit12 III grant, has been
running a model project geared to helping Indiana libraries upgrade their
information services to include online information retrieval. Under this
grant, INCOLSA monitors developments, implements contracts to reduce the
cost of services through cooperative purchasing, provides an information
retrieval training room, and conducts management planningcseminars, online
system training programs, and training on specific data bases. When this
project began only a few libraries in the stete were able to offer online
reference services; now more than 75 libraries offer this user service.

Title III funds also help us purchase loaner terminals so that libraries
can borrow equipment to test the service before making purchases from their
local budgets. These loaner terminals are also used fur training classes.
Tole III also helps us reach the end user of information services. Fvr

example, we provided an information retrieval seminar and demonstration
for the faculty of Wabash College; we helped the Indiana University School of
Dentisty hold an information retrieval open house for the entire faculty and
student body; we Are helping the Butler University Library introduce online
searching to their chemistry classes; and we have helped small public libraries
hold information retieval demonstrations for local businessmen.

Information about this project has been shared through presentations
to other networks, to library associations, and through newsletters. The

-4-
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INCOLSA Information Perieval training module has been incorporated with modules
from other programs in other states And will form the basis of regional training
workshops to be conducted by the American Library Association's Machine-Assisted
Reference Section of the Reference and Adult Services Division. This only one
instance of the multiplier effect of LSCA funds. We are studying reports from
an LSCA project in Pennsylvania on microcomputer networks. All states are
generous in reoortine arid sharing project results so that we do not duplicate
effort and learn from LSCA projects throughout the country.

INCOLSA is helping cuhltc libraries join together, to purchase shared local
network systems. Ti this Title I project, INCOLSA ha'selected a system, based
on a statewide needs a.:,sessrent, which libraries can buy on a pro-rata basis.
each cluster will support many libraries and each library users will have access
to the entire catalog of all the libraries in the cluster. For example, the
Knox County Pub,lic Library user in Vincennes, Indiana now has access to a
catalog of about ?0,000 titles; through the area network the user will have
access to more than 40t'e',IO titles held by the other libraries in, the system.

In addition to resource Sharing, local automation will help libraries
roaJce repetitive task: and free staff for more user assistance. At Evansville
Pr:blic Library, for example, operation of its library system requires
maintenanee of a manual tile of over 71,000 patron records, and tracking nearly
I',500,000 transactions each year as they loan out and receive back over
1,:%rive itcmc nrerewed by users. Automation of these activities will allow
more attention to direct user service.

Title ! will stimulate the develop pf these shared local systems;
hnweve, the el:. ,e tn.' funds mutt come from local sources. Our cluster
bullet[ that fe, every dollar of Title I funding, local libraries will
materi e, lb ere a 4 10 La bais, depending ()ono the size of the shared network
yStrr,

Many such as Massaehusetss and Illinois, have been able toe110 legal systems through LSCA funds. In most cases, the data
bases for the Is-e-a' systems are based on the national, standard cataloging done
on 'he OC.0 ntt*Ors so that the local systems are an extension of the national
avreem. reveloovint'ef tnese shared local network systems, which directly
ieceive user wr.07e' is a critical need to Which Title I and Title III funds
will be directed over the next few years.

Other Titles

!JAWS LSCA Advisory COmmittee, I can attest to thened TitIns rellttfl to construction, illiteracy, and foreign lanaguage
As a delegate to the White House Conference on Library and

letaemzion ':eavi:es, I strongly suoport and encourage rapid improvement of
liorary services to Indiuns.

Crxe,irwtinn Are sorely needed. Many of our smaller towns still nave
th,, ortlm,11 (tr,qty h,titritn,TS wt'lrh are literally bursting at the seams. lax
+.Jrirn. 1r, Int'ift to ient to meet the total cost for upgrading these
buildings, ti,,t the availability of.cost sharing title II funds is often just the
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boost needed. Resilents of small communities take great pride in their local
institutions and this Title, which also stimulates local jobs and orders for
small businesses, can contribute directly, to the quality of life for many local

communities throughout the U.S. Our committee received V applications and were
only able to fund 7 through the special funding received under the Emergency
Jobs Rill (PL 98-8).

Buildiees are often a major impediment to the library's ability to provide
a full ranee of community services. This Title is equally important and
complimertaey to Title T and Title III in the improvement of our national
provision of library service.

Many studies have pointed out the great numbers and plight of adult
illiterates. Since decision-makers are literate, it is often difficult to
relate to and understand the terrible isolation and minimal quality of life the
illiterate faceS. A few years ago I traveled in Japan on a lecture tour for the

U.S. Information Agency. During this trip I was often on my own. I, for the

first tilW,, was an illiterate in a fast paced, high technology society. I

couldn't real signs, captions on exhibits in the museums, do intelligent
ShoOpInq. Or ev,7,r know what I was getting from the menu. I was totally
dependent. on others for information and often felt reduced almost to the status
ef a preschoo' child.

Re(rW eaocation reports have noted that the parent must take on a more
active re'e it the gualy of education is to be upgraded. The child of an

elitrat parent carries a special burden since the home situation cannot
reinforce the school program. A literacy volunteer in Virginia told me of the
pride of tnn ather she had worked with when the mother was able, for the first
time, to real a tied time story to her children. This simple act, which we all
take for granted, aemonstrates the information deprivation suffered, not just by
the adult illiterate, but for the children and young people in their care.
funeine for reducing illiteracy will be leveraged many times over in improving
the quality of family life throughout the U.S.

Sev eral years 3(10 t was an evaluator for LSCA projects to migrant
Spanish-seeakino workers. Without reading materials in their own languages
these workers had very limited facilities for family recreation and intellectual
r',,,v1,)1;ment. The eaeerness with which they attended the bookmobile run
deroestrated for hunger for information and the need to keep touch with their
re,rioe rolt.re. Teo;ehout the 11.5. citizens with special language needs have a

eivre 'a6e)1 et ireearmation resources upon which to draw; support to
leoreve Oevelnpaert of local collections in needed languages would improve
cooity ot acce,o for these citizens.

"eleolfio .ieitures of the LSCA Act

,S ve write the LSCA law, please help us by retaining as much
fieglt.,;1;tv, A, These grantF frequently on to small agencies, such
as th!! ln net have contract managnrs or budget specialists. Any

e;le,rat! a of th law or ,eleinistretive reoulations improves the output andtrEvery hour ! spore on red tape is hour lost to our
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Forward funding is critical. It is not pleasant to tell staff that they may
not be working after September 30; only very dedicated technical specialists
will work for us, since they don't have to face this kind of situation in most.
lob settings Technical planning cannot be effective in the fits and starts
that annual fund:ng fosters. The problem is also exacerbated because we do not
actually get funds in October - this year my organization got its first LSCA
collars in January. This means that we have to hold up project activity for a
full quarter and then work like mad for the next three quarters. Computer
Specialists, the telephone company, and the firms holding our maintenance
contracts are not willing to provide service for nothing while we wait around
for our LSCA funds. Small organizations simply,do not have budgets to divert
funds to cover LSLA programs during this period and, as a result, the very
receipients to which the program is geared face the most difficulty in
Participating.

I would especially urge you to eliminate the requirement for a special
state plan for Title III. The needs assessment described in the House version
is entirely laudable - but will he almost impossible to achieve. I believe that
to answer the;e questions in enough detail to provide a guideline to state
planning wool'' take the entire Title III grant. We can make just as much
progress with a general statement of needs for technical development
incorporated in our general state plan. You would only have to sit in my office
for 3 day to be convinced that the need is there - a school principal wants
it format inn on the feasibility of putting the library catalog on the school
compute-, a ',mall college wants to know how its local campus network can
intartaaa with the library network, a small public library wants to assess
microeoraioter systems, a public library needs help on a data base, and a large
university needs a modificationjaf a data base contract so that its data base
can be loadel. I urge that effticlive use of technology be added to the basic
state plan and that the detailed needs assessment proposed for state libraries
outer Title III 1e eliminated. Most state libraries will not be able to do this
ivfhout amifienal sta"'fing and, in many cases, this work is being done by
r,tate, reylee,11, we national level networks who can share information with state

we ur,:o vac to allow State libraries more flexibility in Title I and Title
I!1 projerts, i'ur example, Title I encourages public library use of technology.
The reality e, that while the largest Public libraries can use' technology en

own, the eeill liarary will often need to use the services of its network and,
in r.d,,Y , W!:1 he d Multi type network. Is this Title I or Title III?
i4#! ifl hanar the aocisions of the state librarians and their advisory
COr-711!iVt. nut have to worry about whether the decision will De reversed
i,.,,,- In

,iri 1,1,14#,...,t#,0 await, State librarians are charged with improving
Ihrar y 3)1#.1r state and, as the distinctions between Titles are

el le ,,e0 that we will reduce, rather than improv;ii the
efaaati,,aaaa of Ina t!)!:a program. In practice the two types of programs are not

cyala,ja#,, I recoaimend that such canperative Services should be
cloirly eliaible for funding through Title I.

I ,,trongly that Title V and VI be adminsistered by state library
ua a, anaa.1 revt,r, the troml to hlaak arants 1Nd state level

,,dmihiaterina these grant'; from Washington will send the message that
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these are solely national level concerns and that state support is not needed.
Indiana, and many other states, already have effective adult literacy groups who
can work with the state library to devcelop the type of programs we need. For
example, the Indiana Adult Literacy Coalition includes a broad spectrum of
citizens and the Indiana Department of Public Instruction and coordinates with
the Indiana State Library. It has,been argued that in the past literacy grants
were not given an appropriate priority. This problem is, I believe, addressed
by assigning literacy a special Title. I urge placing this title under state
library administration and working to assist state libraries in developing these
programs. Isolation of these programs will be detrimemtnal to develgpment of a
comprehensive state plan within the state.

If a cap is set on the funding allowed for state library administration, I
would urge you to exclude the costs of the Advisory Councils from the budget.
We need to ave broad participation. Ili Indiana we have a 30 member council
which is very active and which meets four times a year. The cost to support
this Council is about SIZ,000. If administration costs are reduced, State
libraries may be forced to reduce the citizen and professional input into state
library planning and review of LSCA projects.

Funding for Title IV

I nnte that Title IV Library Services for Indian. Tribes will be funded by
reducinn the allotments from Title I and Title III. I find this an extremely
emharassing solution to the recommendations of the White House Conference on
Libraries and Library Services. Despite the budget crunch, surely we can find
some money to address this desperate problem. I remind you that the American
Indian was the ultimate resource sharer.

Impact of Divestiture

toceasinely library services and resource sharing depend upon
telecoemunicatioes. The impact of the ARAI- divestiture on the specialized type
of netwcrks that librararies have developed and need is absolutely disastrous.
Our lines linking Indian? libraries to OCLC will increase about 86% in cost.
Increases of this sire cannot be absorbed by small colleges, public schools,
public libraries, and small hospitals. They may simply be forced out of
netoor'K,Inq. Library boards, committed to sharing and networking, are now
worried that they cannot handle the phone bills.

I urge you to reconTnend a special library rate be established by the FCC so
that we can continue to bring information services to every community in the
U.S, We are willin to ply a fair price, but increases of R6% following an
in,:oace of 35% within the last throe years, are unfairly burdening American's
educational and library network systems.

Summary

It 1., to overstate. the importance of LSCA. This Act, it seems toe, hAt is losiratilo in Federal assistance programs. It
lnyolior's ',cal, and Federal government in joint planning and programming.

-8-
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!t is efficient, !t wrirk.. !! delivers. Almost every Congressional district
receives benefits virtually on a daily basis. It gives attention to advanced
information technoloov, Out recognizes theeinformation deprivation of the
handicapped and illiterate. India., tribes are assisted in the improvement of
their Quality of life. It creates jobs. Citizens participate in program
administration. Projects benefit the researcher, the small businessman, and the
school Crowded urtan communities benefit, but so do isolated, rural
areas. LSCA is not a dead-end, hand-out program - its dollars,are leveraged by
matching local and state dollars and the volunteer time of hundreds of planning
and didvisury tjr^up,

LSCA has been an effective program. New technology and new social
ores,;.res reg.ire a new LSCA. I am confident that, with the network structures
now in place, even Tyre benefits will result from the reauthorization of LSCA.
I urge your continued scoort and pledge that we will continue to get the most
s can :Jut of every dollar you give us. It is a pleasure to have participated
in YoJr deliberations -on this vital itn

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much. I think it is especially
appropos you Mentioned Middlebury College because when I earlier
alluded to another use of libraries, it was the library of that college
that I met my wife at.

Mrs. MARK L:SON. Well you will be glad to know they are auto-
mated.

Senator STA FF.)RD. Mrs. Heiser, we will now turn to you.
Mrs. IlinsEs Thank you.
I am here today, as stated in my testimony, representing the

Enoch Pratt Free Library where I am the literacy resources librari-
an; however, in my remarks, although I am speaking about the
Pratt library, I wear several other hats representing all public li-
brary. I am the past president of the alternative education pro-
grams section of the Public Library Association and a past member
of theirboard of directors.

What that has done for me is allow me to look at a lot of alterna-
tive services provided through public libraries: parent education,
job and i'areer information, information services, I&R services,
things that from my experience, it gives me kind of a global picture
of what LSCA has done.

The other hat that I am wearing currently is to be the American
Library representative on the coalition for Literacy which the
American Library Association has pulled together. So I have a for-
ward looking picture of just what can be done through libraries
and cooperation tc solve the literacy problems in this country.

Alternatives and literacy are what I am going to focus on today.
In addition to my testimony, I gave you a rninitour through the
central hail of the Pratt library just as an idea of what LSCA can
do.

As you .walk in the front door, I think you can see a representa-
tion of people services, That is what we are all about, and what
LSCA has done for the people. We have, as you walk in, informa-
tion right smack in the middle. Think of it as a half circle, as this
room is, as I walk in the front door, there is information. To the
right are our traditional uses. You check your books out of the li
brary. That is what most people think of libraries as being, a place
to check out books.
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However, as I continue, about where Senator Pell is sitting is the
library for the visually and hearing impaired, and we have a Kurz-
weil machine and other things for the blind and hearing impaired
provided by LSCA. As you continue through that, you have an I&R
services about in the middle where Senator Stafford is. As I contin-
ue around that half circle, they is job and career information
which is so closely connected to the education services that librar-
ies provide. That is our newest LSCA project in the Pratt library.
With seed money of $50,000, and now cooperative contracts with
the University of Maryland, they are receiving over 1,000 inquiries
a week. Baltimore has a great unemployment rate, and people on
all levels are looking for new employment.

As you come around, I am on the extreme left. Education serv-
ices I think are traditional in libraries. Literacy is the other end of
the spectrum. Libraries are thought of as an education place where
in the old tradition, if you could not afford to go to school you could
go to your public library and learn to read.

In my testimony, I outline really a snowballing effect. I think
most of us got involved first providing space because education
needed community-based homes for GE1 programs and adult basic
education programs. t

Many of us have taken it upon ourselves to go a step further,
and once you get involved, it goes backward. You find people who
want the GED. Then you find half of the people cannot reed.,

I always tell the people from our profession who criticize librar-
ies for getting involved in teaching of reading that, well, if' you
really do not like that idea, how do you expect you are going to
stay in business if we do not have any readers coming in the door.

I have tried to use that argument with the Sun papers to help
fund some of our program,. because I understand their circulation
is gong down, but I have not been very successful yet. I have been
more successful with LSCA funding.

We have done everything, not only the Pratt library, but any li-
brary I know involved in helping people improve the quality of
their lives through better education. We have coalesced. We have
begged. borrowed and "stole." We have made arrangements with
education, with volunteer groups, with community groups and we
have worked ourselves up to the point where we really feel that we
want to go a step further. We want to become more active. That is
why we have worked very strongly for the inclusion of a literacy
title in the reanthorizzion bill.

I hope that tnat will give us something to go to the bargaining
table with I always feel badly, saying we are committed, we would
like to join you, but we have no money. The world is funding ori-
ented. they alwa rs say, "How much money can you contribute?"

1.SCA gives us that little bit of leverage to help us contribute our
share. I hope in that way we will be able to continue our efforts
and join in the e:*4)rts to solve the illiteracy problem in this coun-
try.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Heiser follows:]
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I was very p' eased to be invited to peak to this committee today. The

majority of ay lihrar experience in the last 20 years has been in providing for

the needs of adults n"outreech" and non-traditional types of cervices, with a

focus. on the funccio.elly illiterate adult. In addition to the actual provision

of services, I have ps ticipated in needs aseasement. Planning. proposal writing,

and project development a.f implessentatirin in a variety of rural and urban settings.

Many of the projects that I la, e worked with and consulted on were started with

full or partial I.SCA funding. I t...pe that ay remarks will help this group better

understand the affect the use of these moles has ...de on the lives. of those who

need the services end the need for the continuance and expansion of this funding

in light of the constraints and limitations placed on the urban library budget in

these times of fiscal austerity.

The Enoch Pratt Free Library has a lolls trosition (nearly 100 years) of com-

mitment and supportive service to adult education. The nets-se of this service has

evolved over the years from providing aide to the highly motivated independent

learner to the provision of tutorial services for the adult non-reader. There are

many variations in between these two points all designed to sleet the diverse needs;

abilities and interests of the adult learner.

In a study funded by the U.S. Department of Education Office of Libraries and

Learning Technologies (completed in 1981) project staff identified 15 areas or ways

in which libraries could be involved in literacy education.

I. Provisioe if Information and Referral Service* (ISR) on and to available
literacy education program.

2. Provision of apace for literacy education el

1. Provision of material* and equipment for literacy education classes.

4. Provision of space for training literacy education tutors or volunteers.

5. Provision of 'materials and equipment for training literacy education
tutors or volunteers.
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6. Troiaing library staff in literacy education activities.

7. Training individuals or staff from other agencies, institutions
or community groups in the provision of literacy services.

8. Identification, acquisition and maintenance of materials for new
readers or low level readers for use in the library.

Y. Identification of and assistance in,seinttnance of materials for
new readers or low level readers for use in a literacy education
program undertaken by a community group, agency or institution

II). Identification, acquisition and maintenance of literacy materials
for interlibrary loans.

11. Provision of outreach services to population.s with needs in literacy
education.

12. Provision of outreach services to community agencies or institutions
involved in literacy education.

li, vuhlicizing literacy education activities conducted by the library or
h% other groups, agencies or institutions in the community.

14. Provision of one-to-one private tutorial sessions.

IS. ()the?

Yitty-three percent of the libraries surveyed were involved in some way. Over

the years, the Pratt Library has become involved in "all of the above" including

myriad of "other" arLxvlies necessary to support the above or to address other needs

identified in the process.

The shift in focus from the "traditional" service to the independent learner

to include thr low level or non - reader can he attributed to several factors:

(I) the changing population of urban areas

(2) the response to two studies of Pratt services written by Lowell
Baltiunre Reaches Out: Library Service to the Disadvantswi

and The Pratt Library: A Question of the Quality of Life,
(3) the molor push toward "outreach" services in the profession aided

by LSCA funding.

In 1970, with ft's aid of LSCA funding and the galtimore City schools, Pratt

atmvt d the first of its efforts to provide strnt:tured learning alternatives by

estaMishing a GED program for inner city adults who needed a High School diploma

at its Pennsylvania Avenue /trench. The response was overwhelming. It was eviA.T4

f
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that taint classes ware necessary to seat the demand and that there were ashy

individuals whose skills were below the level necessary to work on the GED. In

197',, again with LSCA funding and help from the Baltimore City schools, An

(Adult basic 6duCetit,T1 - Pre GU)) classes were added. This only partially ful-

filled the need. The provision of these ASE classes pointed out that nearly 50%

of those who signed up were not able to participate in the class because their

reading abil.,ty was below a 5th grade level. With the aide of CETA funding a

une-to-one tutorial called the Community Literacy and Learning Progress was as-

tAbIliihtki. This program utilised 30 full tiae tutors and Literacy Volunteers of

America (LVA) clothed's. Pratt became the first library ffilliate of LVA. From

the start of the program, volunteers were used to supplement and expand the pro-

gram. When the CETA ,rogram ended, the tutorial uas continued by an expanded

volunteer force. These programs have been extremely popular with adults seeking

to better their lives through additional education. GED classes have served ap-

proximately 200 people per year ARE 300-800 per year; and the tutorial 300-500

per year. Masses and tutorial slots are always full. Waiting lists have always

exceeded 100 people.

When education was established as a priority, second only to that of access to

information in the 1978 Plan of Service, the Pratt Library reviewed its commitment

to meet the ever increasing demands on the above services. The need for support

services was addressed and LSt1A and other funding resources were sought.

the expansion of the one-to-one tutorial for functionally illiterate adults

is a good example of Pratt's commitment. When CETA ended and the volunteer force

was expanded from 30-200, Pratt also opened its training to the public. increased

demand for rsatetiels, training and consultation resulted in the establishment of

the Literacy Resource Center (CRC) with LSI:A funds. When there was a used for ad-

ditional ,utreeeh to establish programs in the community, a VISTA grant was sought,

Tv fuithei expano and meet the needs additioual funds Mere sought from the Adult

nigher Education Act and R. Dalton bookseller. Pratt also tool, a leadership role

in the coordination of services in the City by being the sejor force in the rPritl-
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liehment of the halttmor* City Literacy Coemisaton,

With the focus no education prompted be a Utica at lick, the stage is

act for major efforts towards the solution of
the illiteracy Problem in the country:

The American Library Aaeociatioe has organised the
Coalition for Literacy, a pimp of eleven motional
organisations, each with a deep commitmest to work
toward the eradication of illiteracy. Their goal
is to launch a nationwide matt-media ea:mitten to
raise swiersems and mobilise TOAOUTC&A.

The Secretary of Education has announced and to in
the process of implementing: his Adult Literacy
initiatives which will include eight elements in-
cluding the Rational lusting. of Education (NIE),
National Adult Literacy Project and college work
study students.

The private sector has established a new foondatiOn
called the Business Council for Effective Literacy
to enlist the help of business and industry in at-
tacking functional illiteracy. a. Balton Bookeeller
Kee already pointed the way with its 2.5 million
dollar grant.

Libraries like the Pratt have established their credibility as viable and

effective providers of alternative adult education services. TVo states, California

and Kentucky, have used LSCA funds to establish statewide effort.. However libretto',

particularly In urban areas are in danger of losing the ground they have gained. De-

mand, for service have more than doubled due to cutbacks in funding for AAE programs,

an increebe in the numbers of displaced workers and our own success, lnfletion and

the wide spread practice of freezing budgets at current funding levels haves no

margin to absorb the increasing demands for service.

The LSCA Act has been re-written to reflect the attitude of the profession in

yjiateg to the tel,ortence of literacy education in librarise. I realize that LSCA

funding alone cannot solve all the problems. Nowever it is necessary to stimulate

initiatives. foster expansion, provide for training and ntilizatton of usees,ary

expertise for nerds ellaesseent, program development and implementation. It ale,

will allow libraries to contribute to and loin cooperative ventures as an equal

partner. Libraries like the Pratt are AP essential element in the solution of the

nation, illiteracy Problems. I hope that Congress will provide is with a

notional commitment and A strong funding base so that we 417.1 fullY PertigiPai

in the efforts to stop the trends that are making U.S "A Nation at Risk."
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PHOGRAM

CtAS

((Allege
Level Ad-
vieory Ser-
vice)

G.E.D,

CURRENT ADULT cooTimuimc EDUCATION PROGRAMS AT THE PRATT LIBRARY

NO. EP FT

ACTiVglak
INY91.Y12

6

MILRATIA
AGENCIM

College Entrance
Examination Board

P.1181V5Z

To help adult independ-
ent students prepare for
college credit by exami-
nation

ILAR URVILE
WWI

4 Baltimore City
Public Schools
Area of Adult
Continuing Education

To prepare adults for the
High School Equivalency
tests for groups' of up to
25 adults.

FUNDING ESTIMATED
Of PEOPLE

5 E R V.E2 AIP

974-- No money ex-
changed, Train -

ing for Librarians
provided by CEEB.
Also some materials
provided.

840

1970-- Title I LSCA 2,960
Meltimor* City
SchooltiAdult
Education Act.

GED Video -

tip'.
CETA Manpower To help adults prepare for 1976- -

GED test with CI.41. tutor
or on own.

Adult Altaic

education (Frew
GED)

LSCA 4,500
CETA
EPFL General Funds

To offer to neighborhood 1976--
cl in reading, writing
and arithmetic. To pre-
pare adults for GED study
for groups of up to 20
euiI

Title I LSCA Balti-
more City Schools
pays for teacher.
(Cut. 1982) E.PFL

pays for seteriels.

1982 Adult Ecluemacic,
Act.

3,300

Computer Lit- 1 Provide hands-on erPstiente 191$3
*icy project with computers for inner

city adults..................

Mini Media 1 Antiwar* City
Center Public School.,

Northwest Man-
power Agency,
Park Heights Cow-
*unity Corp., Youth
Services Sureeu

To provide alternative
sources of information to
non-readers.

LSCA

1975-- LSCA
Enoch Pratt General 14,117
fund..

.1 -
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Reading
Resource
Canter

NO. EPPI.

AGENCIES
rNvnIVE6

2

COOPERATING
AGEgGIff--

Baltimore City Plan-
nil* Department,
Saltiroie City Public
Schools, Perk Heights
Community Corporation

2

PURPOSE

To increase reading
skills of residents
of ell *gas.,

COmmunir"!

Lir!,:acy k

imarniog

Literacy
lesource

Center

CETA Mayor's Office
of Manpower Resources,
Slue Chip -in Foun44-
lion,

To aevist beltinore

citizens of all dies
with literacy and
learning skill's es-
sential to functional
literacy.

Tutorial

To provi4a materials,
training, consultation
and other support serv-
ices to those working
with the functionally
illiterate adult.

Pi-. I.

YEAR SERVICE FUNDING
BEGAN

1976-- HUD end NeD
grantpEnoch
Pratt general
funds, Adult
Education At

1976--

ESTIMATED No.
OF PEOPLE
SERVED TO DATE

7,000

CETA (1976-1981) 5.535
EPPL (1981
Blue Chip-in
(1981 )

Vista
Volunteers
B. Dalton
Adult Education
Act

1974-- LSCA
EPTL general
funds

R. 1. too

Ad Education
Ac

153 org.

12,056 in-

dividuals
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Senator Swarm). Thank you very much, indeed, for a very good
statement.

Now, Mr. Holmgren,' we would be very glad to hear from you.
Mr. HOUViGREN. Thank you, Senator Stafford and Senator Pell,

distinguished members of the committee, I am Edwin Holmgren,
director of the branch libraries of the New York Public Library.

At the onset, our LSCA projects emphasized improving outreach
serv:ceb, to the economically and culturally disadvantaged, primar-
ily in Central Harlem and the South Bronx. These projects concen-
trated on saturating pocketY of special need with library materials;
programs and staff fluent .1 the language and techniques needed
to go out and draw into the library setting people who wanted help
in locating jobs, appreciating their heritage, improving skills and
learning to cope with complexities of city life.

This is exemplified by the fact that we print many of our docu-
ments now both in English and Spanish and we use LSCA to help
with; the translation costs of these.

The projects continue today in a wider var;4ity of neighborhoods
la sntuse all of our citizens have these same needs. In more recent
years. 1,..SC.A projects for us have included equament end staff sup-
port for improved service to the blind and physically handicapped
who receive Braille and recorded books and magazines by postage-
free mail thr 'ugh our library for the blind.

When LSCA funding exceeds $(30 million, the major resource li-
braries portion is activated to pr wide urban libraries with addi-
tional funds. We have used these funds to acquire much needed
specialized books, period cals, micreforms, recordings, films, espe-
cially prepared for viewing by the hearing impaired and for pur-
chase and cataloging of foreign language materials for ethnic col-
lections. Languages represented range from Haitian Creole, Viet-
namese and Spanish to Korean and Russian.

All of these ongoing prof acts need increased funding not only to
compensate for the effects of inflation but to expand service and to
allow for more development in th areas of new technology, on-line
information access, interlibrary cooperation and increased use of
microcomputers by public libraries.

There are three areas which I would like to give particular atten-
tion to today. The special responsibilities of urban library systems
and the needs of their POpulations, support for literacy and foreign
materials and the importance of construction funds,

The history of this legislation has been one of growing recogni-
tion of the fact that unserved areas and populations can he as diffi-
cult to reach u urban as in rural areas, I commend the Congress
fin- its sensitivity in this regard.

In a big city like-New York, the barriers to access tend not to
these of distance as in rural areas but rather poverty, illitec may,
age and a lack of a common language and/or culture.

.

An elderly person can be as isolated in an apartment in a crime
ridden block as in a farmhouse far from town. Though the diversity
of New York is legendary, we are not unique in this regard as Sev-

of the speakers this morning have pointed out.. Every large
citY becomes home each year to new groups of non-English-speak-
ing immigrants.
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Leerning English in order to gain citizenship is linked to the
need to read signs and want ads, apply for jobs . :n d communicate
with employers and'neighbors....A foreign speaking adult who re-
cently completed a library sponsored course to learn English wrote
a letter of thanks to the teacher which began "Dear Mother
School." The library provides access to information and free educa-
tional matetials and services which can release the skills and tal-
ents of Anir new citizens to benefit themselves and their communi-
ties.

Attached to my statement you will find some testimonials from
people using these programs.

We need continued s. sport of Congress to serve these special
populations.

Second. I would like to draw your attention to the new titles V
and VI created in the the House bill, those for acquisition of for-
eign language materials and for literacy programs. Both of these
are areas of major importance to public libraries nationally and es-
pecially to libraries facing some of the complex population mixes I
have described. Therefore. I commend the special emphasis that
the House bill gives to these areas and asks that the Senate bill
also highlight these needs.

However. I do ask that you give consideration to more flexible
means of support than those outlined in the House bill. Also, a
techrical change is needed in the maintenance of effort section re-
lath; to the MUHL [major urban libraries! section to make it pro-
portional to any Federal funding cuts in the over $60 million part
of the appropriations. The present language inhibits increases, in
our grants.

Third. I would like to emphasize that library renovation and con-
struction funds are much needed. The New York Public Library
still has 29 if its S2 branches built through Andrew Carnegie's be-
quest in the early 1900's which are not fully accessible to the
handicapped.

In conclusion. I would like to salute and celebrate the accom-
plishments made possible by your support of past LSCA legislation
and appropriations and to urge you riot only to continue this noble
tradition by reauthorizing LSCA but to strengthen and expand it
for the benefit of the New Yorkers whom we are proud to serve
rind all of the citizens who need Paid use public libraries throughout
the United States.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. liolmgren followsl
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Senator Robert 1. Stafford, Chairman
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there are trace areas to which I would Iikv to give particular attention teddy;

the ius i.41 responsibilities of urban library syst=s and the needs of their
ar ions; support tor I I tet acy and tot e tgn i.vtriu.ige ziateni-as: and ttse

tmp,rtame ,f cow;tr,Ictioti funds,

this I eg isl.it ion has been one i rtuwiriK re,ogn it lam of the

tact chit ooderserved Areal% and populations can he A. dittiXult to reach tit

.441 3S III 3 rural ata I commend the Congress t'ot its SentittiV,4ty in

t S tO'g At ti a big c y l iks New York, the Lai r let's to Access tend not to

he those dist ance, 34 in rural extras, but t if. 111

and is common language andfor An elderly person can be as

A ti'd r i 311 apartment in is ct tux! -r idden block as In d tiirmhouse tat tram

f AO Alas,...t suburban section ot Staten Island, to Chinato.en, to

ran' -ppet West Cid.: , to 4 prim.at ily Spanish speaking neighborhood in

iho broux, , Nee Fohlic Library must provide service to ail ot its users.

1LYVT,tt? tit'w Yotk is It114,estdAry. we ate clot unique its this tgAtd,

r ; It u. r it v tPC ot114. PM' eal-ti year to new g $H,p S Of 11011 iOle, iSh spvIking

Le.erntni F.ng, ish in order to Kato cIt izensh tp is 1 inkcd to the

bee.! to Toad ti.uis and want .b.14, apply tot jot's And voramiinieate with viploy-,rs

IC 4!:11,r ,; . A tor+, gn speaking adult who yet entlY eosivleted ri 1.0rAty

learn I 1. SSI rz ,t e a letter ot thanks to .'he teacher wilierii tt,thot Thv Libtaty provids to IntOIMAriOn and

At ti-03( 64.1tf 11, and 4rivives which can tele4se the.' skill,: and ttivnts

.ur i/ns to boner it theiniel vets and their communities.

An :.t.itngvnt you will find test imonials from users of several of

Ts witiih speak eloquentlY thout thv vtlu of the, pro AM.s.

Av.)11 1,1 1,.!; find tdOltiotial :-rettiv wttvs to twtvt these diverse
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population;:. we will continue to need the support of LSCA and the Collar-ma.

f would like to draw your attention to the new Titles V and VI created

in the house bill, those for acquisition of foreign language material,' and
-rograms. toth of thcse are acres of major importance to public

librAr tees nationally, and especially to libraries facing some of the complex
tovu art ion mtAt's I have described. Therefore. I commend the special emphasis

sy,c ne,,ge hill gives to these areas, and ark that the Senate bill alto
.,11ght She., iio,..rvra, I do ask that you give eonsidetatioti to more

tic0',Ie man; suppor t than that outli"ed in the Rouse bill. The haute bill
plovtaer, re: it rvcly low maximum grants for both literacy prograsns and

A program that allowed those library systems with

rb, ,;f e4re,: in these areas to make the case for vivre funding would have

t.os ,,r.ater impact.

emphasize that library renovation and construction tunds

Y.,A 'Title II ate much needed. The New Yuck Public Library,

tit, hrrilt through the Andrew Carnegie bequest In the

Are Arill not tul ly acrssihle to the physically

lent example of how major urban cities' liblarica

Sams branch renovations were accomplished

ve.tr, Ill t t I funding was available, and the 1963 Federal

. : t.elo ni; improve the facilities at one branch, but new
1;it Itt Title II .ter essential. The Library community is

=MI( rd 1,.(K;., vt[h Inteested mcmheri of the House and Senate in ,'scripts
f e t,uut4 t.treJ t h la ye at and cont inued in the future, I urge

s. 4.4 hlgkl level of authorization for this important
r,t6,11,

A s;av tV Ibis New York State Departmeyt of Education estimates that
m Hu 11:1!!0;1 in needed for the State's public librarieu Mait

*
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In conclusion. J ei,uld like to salute and celebrate the accomplishments

made possible by your support of past. LSLA legislation and appropriations

and to urge you not only to continue
this noble tradition by reauthorizing

LsCA, but to strengthen and expand it fox the benefit of the New Yorkers %Mom

we are proud to serve sod all of the Ettizeost who matted and use public

tiOrartet; thlotighttut the United SiAtel.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very nvich, Mr. Ho lingren.
To you and to Mrs. Markuson, if you care to respond, do youthink that the AT&T divestiture and the resulting increase in tele-communications costs will inhibit or prevent library resource shar-ing and cooperation?
Mrs. MARKUSON. In our network the effect is going to be stagger-ing. About 3 years ago we had a 35-percent increase which wipedout one-third of our State support. We had to go to supplementary

local funding. We have an 86-percent increase coming if the divesti-ture goes through as planned, and that means many of our smaller
libraries are already worrying about whether they are going to beable to pay the bill.

I had a talk with a school library yesterday that I may have towithdraw from the network. It is also having a devastating effecton smaller libra ;ies that planned to come into networking; their
boards were interested and committed and now they are wonderingwhether they face just an unending spiraling cost of telecommuni-
cations.

Senator PEI.I.. If the chairman would permit an interruption.
Senator STAFFORD. Certainly.
Senator PELL. Why might it not work in reverse because, as I un-derstand it, the long distance costs are going to go down, local costsgo up, and your charges are more for long distance that the other?
Mrs. MARKUSON. Many of the library networks work on a polledtechnology and the cost is in the station termination. Where weused to pay $36 at the end of the line, the cost would go to $143. Soit is quite true that the long distance may go down, but local linesgo up, because of the termination costs on these dedicated data net-

works. are what will really eat us out of house and home.
Senator Plat. ?.. But if you want to get a book from Chicago or abook from Los Angeles, it would cost you less .to make the inquiry

to Los Angeles under the divestiture than it does now, I wouldhave thought.
Mrs. MARKUSON. It is not st, much like long distance phone calls

where I dial in and I go off. These library terminals are up all daylong because we are cataloging and we are doing reference. It is inthese dedicated data line situations where you are paying all day
for that station termination. Those are the costs that are going up.The line costs are going down but the total bill is going to cost usmu re .
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Senator STAFFORD. In other words, the only thing that is going
down is the price of a share of AT&T stock. (Laughter.]

Mrs. MARkusoN. Well, librarians would not know about buying
stock. (Laughter.]

Senator STAFFORD. Do you have a response?
Mr. II0I.MGREN. I think our answer would be approximately the

same The other half of our house, the research libraries have esti-
mated that their casts will go up 60-percent because costs of data
lines I believe are going to be billed at a substantially higher rate
than those for voice lines, and that is part of this problem.

Senator SAFPoso. Thank you very much.
Mrs. Heiser, you have been able to establish a variety of literacty

programs under title I of LSCA. You support including a new liter-
acy title in the reauthorization. What new initiatives would this
new title provide? Would this overlap the efforts of the Adult Edu-
czition Act?

Mrs. HEISER. I do not think it will overlap. We have had a lot of
talk about the Adult Education Act. There have been a lot of cut-
backs in that act. and one of the reasons we are so heavily in the
business is to help them meet the needs that they have.

For instance. in our own particular city, we applied for the por-
tion that can come to alternative education at their request be-
cause they we,-e cut back. Instead of serving 5,000 people this year,
they. are only able to serve 1,500, and so we got our heads together
and said. "Sow where else can we get some money?" So we applied
for something that they could not.

The other is that the title VI will apply a little leverage. In some
cases the need in a State is not necessarily large enough to have
that State director make it a priority. It may be a one-time need. It
may he just seed money, and there are so many other needs. So
that having extra money would allow them to bring in experts for
training

For instance. I am going to Kansas next week. There are no co-
operative or other large efforts in that State. I am sure that at this
point in time it is not a priority iti their 5-year plan. Therefore,
they would need an extra influx of money in they needed to have
experts come in to help them with the planning.

I like to look at it also as a wedge. There are some peop/z? who
are not convinced for a variety of reasons, either political or philo-
sophical belief that libraries should he involved. Having that extra
will allow anybody to apply f'or it and get something going.

I found through experience that once you open the door arid
start even a small program, you can mak,. people realize what an
absolute need this is.

Senator STAFteotio. Thank you very much.
Mr Holmgren, do you believe that the needs of special user

groups such as the elderly are being adequately met under title I of
LSC A?

'Mr II01,MGREN. Well, they are not adequately met because the
funding is not adequate. Certainly all of us have projects such as
those that have been mentioned here today, but the need is so
great. In many parts of New York City, the growth in the elderly
population is the biggest growth we see. Even if the total popula-
tion of one of our communities has declined, the number of elderly

'ta
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is increasing, and we need extra help to give them tie special serv-ics that they need.
Senator S AFFORD. Tha Ok you very much.
Senator PELL.
Sena' or PEi.L. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

am particularly glad to see Mr. Holmgren here as I have greatregard and respect for Vartan Gregorian and hope very much thatyou will give Mr. Gregorian my respects when you go back to NewYork. ;-

Mr HoLismatEN. I will. Thank you.
Senator 14:1,1.. When I was a guest at your library the other day Iwas struck by the fact that it is both a public library receiving gov-ernment support and a private library. What percentage of yourmoney comes from charity or private resources and what partconies from either city, State or Federal Government?
Mr. lioi.mc;REN. The branch libraries that I represent serve threeboroughs under contract with the city. We get additional State aid.Of our budget which is approximately $37 million for these threeboroughs, over 95 percent is city tax money and State tax money, asmall balance of private gifts and special funds and things like
Of the research libraries, the budget is made up of income fromthe endowment. The total budget is in the neighborhood of $18 mil-lion, I belt've, around $5 to $0 million is privately raised or fromfoundations or from the endowments and a very small amountfrom the city of New York for the ma'.itenance of the buildings. Sothe primary support of the research libraries is through gifts orspecial Government funding such as that that comes through theendowment.
We are really more like .a university with a public: college and aprivate graduate school, if you will, than the typical pattern of apublic library.
Senator Pial. Do you have mobile libraries, too?
Mr. Ifol.mGRi.:N, We are phasing them out. We had eight when Icame to New York. They have mostly been phased out as we havereplaced them with permanent locations or with bus service takingpeople from isolated areas to a library, primarily Lecause of the in-creased costs of fuel and the very large costs of replacing bookmo-

biles, which for us now is around $1T)0,000 to $200,(100 a vehicle,:locj WV are finding it inure efficient to take people where the li-brary is ()r rt,i)Lit'e it with a permanent outlet.
Senator PELL I remember setting up a bookmobile in the Hun-garian refugee camps many years aif. They would bring Hungari-an literature to these people and it leant a great deal to them. Iwould have thought that a program of this sort, bringing books inSpanish to the people in Spanish districts or bringing books to the'people would be just, from a public relations view point, a goodidea and also stimulating people who might not otherwise'be con-scious of books at the libraries, to see the mobile library there andgo in

Mr. lot,NniREN. It is. although in Nev/York City, we have librar-les at least in the more built-up areas within 11/2-mile radius sothat in most parts of the city until you get to the Upper Bronx orSouth Staten Island, you are within reiativtly close range of a li-
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brary, and what we concentrate on is taking the library out to
block parties, summer lairs in the parks, using banners. There is
never a special day in Central Park, Puerto Rican day or what-
have-you that the library is not represented with a full display.

So we do go out. We do use that kind of public relations ap-
proach, but we increasingly use other means to do it than the book-
mobile itself.

Senator Pm. Is the Enoch Pratt Library a private library or a
public library?

Mrs. HEISER. It is a public library. We do enjoy some endowment
moneys from the original Enoch Pratt grant, but we have both Fed-
eral and State moneys. We are the State library resource center so
that we' are responsible for providing materials to the rest of the
State, and a good portion of that is supported through State money,
sonic Federal' money, but the rest comes from the Baltimore City
government.

Senator PELL. There really is no organization of private libraries
is there? Of atheneums?

Mr. IIoLMnREN. We have several in New York City, the Mer-
chantile Library and the Mechanics Institute Library. There are
several small ones. They can mee, through ALA with the public li-
brary group. I do not know if they have a small association of their
own or not.

S4.mator PELL They do not. I think they should be encouraged to
do so.

Thank you very much.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Sentor Pell.
And for the whole committee my gr, titude on their behalf to all

of you for helping us this morning as we consider the library reau-
thoritation

Thank you,
Additi(mal material submitted for the record follows:1
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March 20, 1984

The lionorable Robert Stafford
3.8. Senate
5219 DSOs
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Stafford:

I have reviewed the proposed amendments to Title Sigher
Lineation Act proposed by Congressman Simon and would like to

.offer the following cossentas

Begtion 1: The title 'Academic Libraries and Information
Technology MMWtncesent Act" is a sore accurate reflection of the
programs being funded by the amended act.

Begtiono 2: College Library Resource Development Grants.-- In
general I agree with requiring a needs test for receipt of Title
II:A funds. In the past, the funds were divided equally among
institutions that did not qualify under the earlier Title II:C
guidelines as a research library. Conseqpently libraries such
as the University of Vermont. received funds under Title II:A: our
share in 1983 was less than $900, a dollar amount which is so
minimal that we questioned whether to 'continue to apply. Sy
requiring a needs test, the funds can be dintributed to fewer
truly needy institutions in amounts which can have a significant
impact on their services and collections.

As to the specific requirements of the needs test proposed
in Section 3 on pages 3-4 of the amendaent, I question the
relevance of tests 1 and 2. Test 1, which requires that the
institution has low general expenditures per student, when
compared to other institutions of comparable sine and program,
does mot lend itself to conclusions about library support by the
institution. A small student body in a college with a
comfortable institutional budget may result in a per student
spenditure which is quite high compared to other institutions,

As Repeal Opportimity Iltompllytr
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yet the per student library expenditure could still be quite low
if the library is not receiving proportional support. Having
worked with per student expenditure comparisons in the past, I
find that there are many variaoles unrelated to library support
which would cause this figure to fluctuate and that it is not a
good measure of library need.

Test 2, which requires that the percentage of institutional
budget used for student aid is high compared to other
institutions of comparable size and program, is likewise somewhat
independent of library need. It does not prove anything about
the total institutional support for the brary. Teats 3 and 4
appear much more predictable measures library need, and I
support them.

acatiok I: I support the changes.

Sectioa a: College Library Technology and Cooperation Grants
(Title 2:D).--I would recommend strongly that the title be
revised to 'Academic Library Technology and Cooperation Grants.'
It is important that ALL academic libraries be eligible for these
grants, since networking cuts across all sizes of academic
libraries. The important aspects of any proposal are the overall
network design, the breadth of cooperation, and the resources
available for the project. This section absolutely should 1,10T
use a needs test by size of library; such a needs test would
defeat the whole purpose of the section. In fact, it is the
medium-sized and large academic libraries and regional networks
which are most likely to spearhead the development of these
cooperative networks and innovative uses of technology in
libraries. The small college library is much more likely to use
the system as a participant but not be responsible for
development, due to the lack of institutional and human resources
required to mount such an effort.

As an example, I would like to describe the effort currently
under way in the state of Vermont. Following a joint study
during 1983 of long-range needs for the libraries of the
University of Vermont, the Vermont Department of Libraries, and
Middlebury College, which make up the three major research
collections in the state, the directors and administrations of
these three institutions have entered into a cooperative project
to automate internal functions of the three libraries in a manner
which will also support a statewide on-line library network. The
Vermont Department of Libraries, currently responsible for the
statewide interlibrary loan network for public, academic, and
special 1.braries, will also be responsible for the
on-line system as it affects access by other libraries in the
state. Thus, the planning, design, and administration of the
project for a statewide library network is coming from the three
largest libraries in the state; all libraries in the state will

9`I
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be able to utilize the interlibrary loan components of the on-line system from any compatible terminal or microcomputer.

Consequently, I would urge that the criteria provided inTitle Urn regulations, which are referred to in paragraph C onpage 8 of the amendment draft, be very carefully constructed so
as not to exclude medium -sired and large academic lioraries from
participating. These criteria should be similar to those inTitle II:C, which are flexible in the variety of evidence which
can be submitted to substantiate the quality and significance ofthe proposal. The key items in these regulations should be(1) the iMpact the proposal would have on library cooperation,
either regionally, statewide, or nationally/ (2) the quality ofthe network design) (3) the institutional and human resources
available to carry out the project,. (4) if an equipment upgrfide
or replacement, the nature of the upgrade; and (5) theinnovative features of the proposed use of information
technology.

On page 8, line 16, the title of the act should be correctbd
to agree with the title on the first page, Acftdemic Libraries
and Information Technology Enhancement Act.

I would like to comment on Title II:C, even though no change
to that title is projected in this amendment. If Title II:A is
to require the needs test prescribed in this amendment, it is
even more important than previously that the new Title II:C
criteria (which was revised last year) for judging whether alibrary is a research library should allow for the medium -sired
research libr&ry. A library system such s the University of
Vermont will hut qualify under Title IDA, ye- it is likely to be
excluded from consideration under Title II:C, if quantity is the
major criteria stressed, even though it is TSE major research
library in the state of Vermont and serves as the major resource
library for the statewide interlibrary loan network. State
university libraries in the smaller states such as Vermont, New
Saspshire, and Maine should be recognized under Title II:e
criteria for the research roles they play within their states and
regional networks.

Finally, I would like to comment on the possible addition of
Title II to the Library Services and Construction Act, as opposed
to it remaining a totally separate piece of legislation. I would
speak against this, since --the two pieces of legislation have
quite different intents and audiences. Library administrators
understand the current legislation and its application; to merge

,the two pieces of legislation into one would, I fear, cause a
great deal Of confusion and competition between public and
academic libraries.

5
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I hope.these comments are of use to you as you review Title
II. If I can be of further help, please call on ea.

Sincerely

)204L44/

mancy L. Eaton
Director of Libraries '
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'Atli§ statement is submitted in aopport-of the reauthorization of the Library
Services and construction Acteod to offerIsomm thoughts for consideration as
your Committee deliberates an the continued role of the Federal SOVernmmnt's
support of library and information services necessary to the well-being of the
people of our country.

You will be receiving.subetantial testimony enumerating the many ways LSCA has
assisted in improving and extending the access of people to the services and
resources available in libraries. Appended to this statement is a report
which outlines the specific program uses of LSCA in Connecticut. An updating
of this report is now being prepared and will be provided to your committee
within the next few weeks.

lased on my experience in Connecticut, as head of a State Library agency
responsible for the administration of the LSCA program in our state and in my
previous experience as a local library administrator-receiving LSCA grants for
'specific LSCA projects, I can state with strong conviction that the LSCA
program has been and, hopefully. will continue to be a noteworthy, succesefUl
Federal program. At both the state and local levels, I can attest that the
ultimate result of LSCA funding has been improved access to a wider range of
library and information resources for more people. This positive progress has
been made through a relatively modest investment by the Federal Coversseent in
the shared support of library service with state and local governient.

As your committee deliberates on a specific approach in constructing a
reauthorized LSCA law, I would strongly urge that you examine closely those
major elements that have made this a successful program.

The current law places the authority and responsibility for the administration
of the LSCA program in the State Library agency. In assuming this role, State
Library agencies were required to establish broadly representative advisory
groups to advise an the LSCA prove.. We were also charged with developing
and implementing statewide Long-range plane for the LSCA program.

;44 4441 Olio "mail EN V4.11,
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This approach to the LACA program has resuitain state-developed, Lang -range
plans which have fostered a new relationship between all types of libraries in
the states. Rather than the categorical approach, the states have been
provided the flexibility within general guidelines to address the special
needs of their Matte. It is ma approach which recognizes the significant
differences. both in needs and capabilities between all states. Locating the
authority and responsibility in the state agency with the requirement for
in-put from an advisory group and specific plans has made it possible for each
state to use different approaches best suited to its an unique situation..

It is my hope that this approach, tested sod proven successful over the past
twenty years, will serve as the foundation for the reauthorization of LI.
This is tue approach taken in the reauthorization bill recently adopted by the
Muse of Representatives. The Muse bill retains the strengths of the
existing law. while incorporating several revisions designed to reflect the
substantial technological developments of recent years and the particular
needs identified through the experience of twenty years_

In reviewing the provisions of the !louse bill. there are several areas the
Senate should consider for possible modifications

1. The language in Title I, specifying services to the elderly, should be
modified to make it consistent in length and specificity included for
other groups. he adopted, it could overemphasize one group at the
expense others. Its specificity Could also reduce the flexibility of
states in I. approach to meeting the needs of the elderly. The specific
priorities an. uses of Title I funds should be left to each state as it
identifies and ?Lana to meet its particular needs.

2. The Title II provision which requires the return of the federal portion
of the:construction cost of library building no longer used for library
purposes should be qualified in those instances when this is part of a
planned replacement by the local community of en inadequate building with
a more adequate library facility. The leteraination of this particular
situation and whether funds are being used for an improved library
facility should be the responsibility of the State Library agency. This
would be consistent with the authority end responsibility vested in the
state Library agency for the administration of Title II.construction
funds.

3. although I support strongly the use of LSCA funds in assisting the
continued technological development of libraries and library service, and
the emphasis in the Musa-passed bill on technology. I would caution
against an overemphasis or a restrictive approach in Title III which
sight limit Title III funds to technological hardware and software.
There is no question that this will be a substantial use of these funds;
however, inter-library cooperation and resource sharing involves many
significant matters beyond technology. Title III language should allow
use for technology but should not preclude other uses necessary to
support resource sharing.

98
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4. 2 share the concerns addressed in Titles V and VI of the House bill. In
fact, the Connecticut State Library has recently initiated a special LSCh
project to encourage literacy programs in the state's public libraries.
This is being done cooperatively with the State's Litelrecy Volunteers
organization. In considering the specific provision of these two Titles,
I would only ask that your cosaittee consider a mechanism id idh assures
that a program administered directly from Washington is related in some
substantive way to a state-wide plan developed by the State Library
agency with the assistance of an advisory council. It is hoped that such
consideration will assure that the needs of the state and its various
sub-regions are net in the most effective way.

5. The matter of administrative cost should be examined closely. The final

language adopted in the Mouse Dill of 5% or $0,000 provides some
alleviation from the original language; however. for smell states this
could still present a serious problem. It should be noted that a

substantial amount of the administrative tut/part necessary to operate
I.A is a result of the extensive reporting requirements of the U. S.
Office of education. As a state which is now just beyond the level of
administrative costs adopted in the Howe bill, I caO still ate serious
problems, particularly for smaller states. If the appropriation for LSCA
remain' static or .aaller states ars hold to the $50,000 limit. increases
in salary coots could mean a growing strain on the ability to administer

the program effectively.

The problem might be addressed in several ways:

a. By increasing the maximum dollar level for LSCR administration;

b. By providing some growth mechanism for administrative cost. to
reflect salary increases;

c. By providing some limits an the magnitude of the administrative
detail imposed by the U.S.O.S. on the LSCA program. This should not

be intended to relieve the Stites of necessary reporting to verify
the responsible end appropriate Ins. of LS= funds, but to maintain

it at an efficient and reasonable level.

In closing, I would only emphasize that the LSCA program is a successful and

effective program. Its effectiveness has been largely du. to the ability of
each state working with people within the state to deal with its needs in a

way best suited to that state. The House bill recognizes this strength and I

endorse its approach with the modifications noted above.
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STATCIDIT OF

JOAN RESS REEVES
R.I. LAY REPRESENTATIVE AND REGION I REPRESENTATIVE

WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE ON LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICES TABXFORCC
CHAIR, R.I. COALITION OF LIBRARY ADVOCATES

TRUSTEE, PROVIDENCE PUBLIC LIBRARY

TO THE U.S. SENATE COMMITTEE 124 LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES

ON THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE LIBRARY SERVICES AND CONSTRUCTION ACT
MARCH, 1934

I am writing to expriss my strong support for reauthorization of

the Library Services and Construction Act. I rico* used and loved

libraries all my life; for the past flue years, since the Rhode Island

Governors Conference on Library and Information Services in 1979. I

have spent most of my time volunteering in the cause of libraries.

Federal support, through LSCA, has been vital for our local

libraries. It has generated further community support; and both kinds

of support, in difficult economic times, have been crucial to our

libraries' survival.

From 1980 to 1983, I chaired a newly formed Friends' group of a
branch library. I was struck by the spontaneous response our group

received from the community. Wits six months of its formation, 250

peoples joined the group -- all of thaw to express their appreciation

and to commit their support for a library that gives thorn important

information for their daily lives, recreational reeding to enrich their

and, for some, a point of contact with other people.
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'When I walk into my branch library, I notice two things

especially: I see little pre-school children, from great diversity

of backgrounds, holding their mothers' hands, coming for story hours

and movies, looking at books -- and making their very first contact

with the world of information, education, and recreation that is

unfolding before them. Across the lobby area, in the adult room, I see

older people reading newspapers and magazines they can't afford to buy;

browsing among books that expand their narrowing world; being in touch

with other people in the increasingly isolated world of the elderly.

Federal funds are helping another group of older people most of us,

do not see: those who are shut -ins, at home and in nursing homes, for

whom a uisit from the bookmobile is the highlight of their lives.

Our libraries are not only for the extremes of ages. My three

daughters researched their first high-school term papers in the

Providence Public Library; they will always turn to libraries for the

information they nerd. When I go to a new city, I go first to my public

library for travel information; and, whenever I'm out of i good juicy

novel to immerse myself in to get away from the heavy realities and

responsibilities of my world -- to the library shelves I go, and derive

pleasure from just choosing among hundreds of books to read, and from'

that special musty smell that only a library has.

And what of the more pressing needs of our people -- needs that

may mean survival in these difficult days/ Libraries have been called

the universities of the poor, places '4h ...re people who lave not had the

advantages of formal education ,..an Lea. nd improve, their lives. For

the unemployed, or those who have to change job directions, libraries

r4o'...
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offer information -- sometimes even counseling, and often referral

services - on jobs and careara, and on upgradirg skills. Our local

libraries share information with each other, with community agencies,

and with colleges and universities to cve people opportunities they

could get nowhere else.

For . functionally illiterate -- and Rhode Island has the sad

distinction of having one of the highest rates of functional illiteracy ,

in the country -- libraries, with the help of federal funds, have taken

some impressive steps toward a solution. In 1980, the Coventry Public

Library established the first literacy program in a public library in

Rhode Island. it was, I think, an ideal pilot projects one where

federal funds provided the seed money, a volunteer croup provided much

of the labor, and the library provided the place, personnel, and other

resources. Since then, Coventry has had another literacy grant and one

for an English as a Second Language program. Dozens'of volunteer

tutors have been trained -- some through a program on cable television

-- and dozens more students are benefiting by this training to improve

their lives. And that is only one of several libraries in Rhode Island

who have implemented literacy programs with federal funds.

Other LSCA grants provide seed money for nrojects having to do

with automation. Some of these pr'mote resource-sharing throughout the

state and beyond its borders, through the Rhode Island Interrelated

Library Network. In this way a patron of a small local library can

have accent to the library collections of other libraries not only in

Rhode Island, but in other states. The federal funds in support of the

102
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Network have provided an effective and cost-efficient means of

answering the information needs of Rhoda 'Slanders.

Some automation grants tackle the problem of computer literacy for

adults. An LSCA grant enabled the West Warwick Public Library to buy a

microcomputer and to hire ateichtr to train people in its use. Not

everyone can afford a computer at homes through the library, anyone Can

acquire computer skills.

Other groups depend heavil on help from LSCA fundlis Rhoda Island

has had a large influx of Indo-Chinese immigrants. The Providence

Public Library has used Major Urban Resource Library funds to develop a.

collection of Laotian and Cambodian materials. Federal funds enabled

these Indo-hinese people to adjust to life in the United States, and

to become self-sufficient.

The blind, the deaf, the physically handicapped, minority groups,

and other specirl constituencies have a21 bees beneficiaries of LSCA

funds in Rhode Island.

Whether sr is small children who need the library for their

earliest learning, or students who some day will be running this

cb,...c..try; whether it is a emallbusinessperson who needs help and advice,

or a mayor company seeking technical informaton -- at all ends of the

spectrum, libraries are a crucial part of our educational system.

Knowledge, it was said over and over again at the White House

Conference in 1979, is power. For the strength and power of our

country -- for the quality of our lives, for our economic health, for

our national defense, for our technological advancement -- we need an
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ducated, informed citizenry. And we need support for I.braries, which

ar among the greatest

Thank you for the

subcommittee.

educattonaI institi.tions in this country.

opportunity to submit this testimony to your

Joan Ress Revues

236 Freeman Parkway

Prouidenc, R.I. 02906
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TESTIMONY

by Virginia H. Mathews
Before the House Postsecondary Education Committee

March 15, 1983

My name is Virginia H. Mathews. I am an editor and w writer

of professional books for library me6ia and information Specialists,

and also a consultant in the literacy and library fields. I am

also a member of the Osage Indian tribe whose reservation is in

Oklahoma, and the daughter of Osage Indian historian, John Joseph

Mathews. I serve as the chairman of the American Library 4.ssociation's

committee on library service to American Indian People, and also

represent Indian interests on the White House Conference 0a

Library and Iliformation Services Taskforce, a citizens groups

concerned with follow up and mplementation of the recommendations

from the 1979 White House* Conference on Library and Information

Services.

I am testifying in full support of the provisions of the

proposed Title IV in the amended and extended version of the

Library Services and Construction Act to provide for library

services to Indian tribes and reservation communities. These

provisions follow closely in letter and in spirit the substance

of the resolution passed by the delegates from across the nation

who participated in the White House Conference, concerning Indian

libraries. This resolution in turn incorporated the recommendations

made and voted upon by the Indian delegates to_the all-Indian

White House Preconference on Indian Libary and Information

Zervices on or near Reservations which was held in Denver in

1978.

I am especially pleased to note that y6ur draft Title IV
0

":!,11
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contains provisions not only for purchase of materials and

developeeee. of appropriate facilities and programs, but for such

things as preservice and inservice training of Indian people as

library workers in these programs; dissemination of information

about library services, and assessment of tribal library needs,

as well as .rateeeortation to
provide eccess'to library information

And services for those living in t(.e often isolated reaches of

the reservations. We are gratified to note that this title also

incorporates the suggestions of our preconference concerning

consultation with the Secretary of the Interior and his staff for

the purpose of coordinating programs under Title IV with programs

related to library- information adwinisteree by Interior. It

should be reoreed, however, that up to this time no program of

this kind has been operated by the Department. This is in spite

of the fact that over about the past ten years, several plans and

proposals have been developed under the auspices of Interior, in

weich 1 and several others have been involved. Neither is there

at thie lime any program or funding dedicated to the operation

of eutliz/community reservation library services for Indian people

living on or near reservations by any federal agency.

Awareness or a crucial need for library and information services

and of the serious negative results of the lack of them has been

growing among tribal leaders and Indian organizations throughout

the past decade. Communications between these leaders and the

prdressiOnals in the library field (including an increasing number

tat are Inlian) has been strengthened in the course of several

successful demonstration projects, and especially through the

efforts of the National Commission on ribrariea and Information

!I
;

'.. 7' '
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Science. The Commission has conducted hearings in several

locatiOns throuehout the country, and carefully investigated the

complaints about the lack of library services lodged with them

by Indian people. A report of toe situation they found, together

with recommenda'Aons for beginning to rectify it, was prepared by

the Commission in 1974 and sent to the twc1 relevant agency heads:

the Secretary of the Department of Interior and the Commissioner

of the then U. S. Office of Education. From this report came the

impetus for the development of a library improvement plan in the

Department of Interior which was never implemented. Later, at

the instigation again of the National Commission, Interior/BSA

collaborated on the sponsorship and organization of the White House

Preconference concerned with libraries' developed for Indian

people on or near the reservations. Throughout the development of

the improvement Flan. and the planning and preparation for the

White House Preconference -- a total period of about four years --

there were full and frequent inputs sought from the tribes, from

Indian organizations and interested individuals. Beginning in 1976

The Amtrican Indian Libraries Newsletter published by the ALA

Indian libraries committee disseminated news and encouragement :Ai

tribes to begin library development to the extent possible on

their own, reaching out 1,7r private sector and special project

funds to meld 4ith tribal allocations for getting started. The

Ala Committee offered such technical assistance as was possible

for volunteer individuals with their own jobs to do and no funds.

No week, goes by without my, or one of my Indian librarian

colleaecs,receiving letters and phone call) requesting help with

%,i7 f1 T
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feeding sources, materials selection and organization or training

workshops for reservation personnel. Wecan seldom give more

Act.:ve assistance than that we give over the ppone or by

letter, India:, people4living on or near reservations know that

they badly need library and information services for a variety

of reasons, and they realize it eecreasingly every day. Many

hove been struggling to meet the need, a few with potable success,

and several with some help from the states which were willing to

allocate small amounts of money frdm LSCA and state sources. None

have been able to develop, ^ewever, a steady and reliable source

of OperatiJnol funds upon which project and private sector funds

could 'oe built. That is the great function that funds from Title

IV could fulfill, With it, tribes could contract for technical help.

One of the best examples has been New York State where the

;staff of the state librar'y agency in the state department of

education has worked with the Mohawk and Seneca nation reserv-

ations. Wisconsin, too has made an enlightened effort to work

with its Indian reservation populations. In New York, the

Akwesaane Library and Cultural Center, begun through the persistent

and impassioned effort of tribal leadership, won the respect and

the assistance of the state library agency and has become the

27th member of the regional library system in its region -- the
6

Clinton-Essex-Franklin Regional Library System headquartered AL

Plattsburgh, N. Y. It is highly regarded by the director, Stanley

Ransom,as a valuable contributing member of the regional network,

providing much valuable regional saterial to other member libraries

as well as receiving materials and assistance from the . Mr.

Ransom asked that I convey to you the wholehearted support of his

I
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upstate rural region for Title IV which he regards as la national

recognition and reinforcement and an evolution for the work

that has been done by Indian people to get library services, and

by those who have tried to help them."

This example leads me to say that you should perhaps consider

adding a fourth purpose to the three you already have stated for

this Title IV: to enable Indian reservation libraries to become

part of regional and other library networks, and to proVide both

access points for Indian people into the riches of shared resources,

and permit them to share their rich resources with others in the

larger soziety. Many aspects of Indian life today and historically

have been extraordinarily well documented but ironically Indian

people themselves have little or no access to these printed' and

computerized databases. For instance, the dictionary catalog of

the Edward E. Ayer Collection on America and the American Indian,

first published in 1961;lists 90,000 pieces in its collection.

Supplements in 1970 and 1980 have added about 19,000 books, and

in 1980 the collection now holds every doctoral dissertation on

the American Indian. The subject catalog of the library of the

State Historical Society of Wisconsin has some 230 pages of

citations on the American Indian; Psychinfo (database for

paych.;logical abstracts) has 595 entries on Indians, and Medline,

the database on health and medical matters has 2000 items cited.

The ERIC database on educational matters holds 7575 citations on

Indians, and there are thousands of other entries of interest and

userulneas to Indian people in dozens and doze,is of other data-

bases anJ indexes. Developing library/information centers on

or near reservation communities through the help of Title IV funds

s, irf n.
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will give Indian people glints through which to access all of

this information about 'nee'%:ves.-- their culture, their health,

their educational potentials, their job and career possibilities.

and much, much more.

Reservations are important to Indian people --even, and

perhaps especiallyito,that half of the population that do not

live and work on them. It is due in large part to the eRnse of

community and the preservation of their culture afforded by the

reservations that Indian people have survived to become one of

the fastest growing population groups in the country, now 1.4

million of us. Remember too, that there are millions of other

Americana who are not counted as Indian but who treasure their

part-Indian heritage. Indian people live all over the country,

'but those fortunate enough to have their reservations behind them

go back to them frequently to draw strength, courage and self-

identity, and to help maintain their Indian values which are so

often in conflict with the harshly competitive bottom-lins society

at large. Real operating community librariei on the reservation

will greatly enhance motivation for learning in both adults and

young people. Indian people have a deep and innate respect for

knowledge and for the wisdom distilled From the combination of

knowledge with experience, and they have a deeply imbedded

instinct f':o. passing it along from one generation to another.

Indian families have strong ties and Indian parents who model

good ongoing learning behavior have shown amazing results even

without libraries to help them. It is very common for a oarent,

going back to school to get a degree or even a high school
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equivalency certificate, or an older brother or sister who has

taken the plunge into postsecondary education, to inspire all

the younger children to stay in school or strive to go beyond

highachool themselves. With libraries to help parents to create

a love for books and for learning in preschool children, and to

reinfece reading and learning habits -- their own, and their

childrens -- great things will be possible for Indian communitieS!

Indeed, recent studies have shown that improving the literacy,

language and learning skills of adults can have significant impact

on the educability of their children through the intergenerational

transfer of literacy and motivation.

Add to all of this the greater job Flexibility, the potential

for the development of higher literacy =Id thinking skills so

needed by almost all workers (98% according to recent studies,

in today's high technology society, plus economic and ma:ligament

information for tribal leaders that the library information

center on or near the reservation can provide, and you begin to

get a vivid idea of what Title IV in your amended LSCA can mean.

There is the potential of tremendous intellectual aptitudes among

Indian people, as well as aptitudes and talents in the arts,

the professions and business. Thousands of Indian people who have

earned their educations against great odds are contributing handsomely

to American life, and many more will be .ble to do so with the

opportunities libraries provided with the help of Title IV can

give them.

Many major Indian organizations and groups have expressed

their support for the elements included in our White House
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Conference resolution, so many of which are incorporated in-

Title IY. They include the National Congress of American Indians,

the National Indian Education Association, the. Consortium of

Indian Controlled School Boarda,and the NatioOal Advisory

Council on Indian Education. This last, NACIE,is a Commission

appointed by the President to advise on education matters affecting

Indian children, While it serves specifically 1n an advisory

caracity to the Indian education programs within the Department

of Education, it has oversight responsibilitievalso for relation-

ships with BIA and between DIA and the Department of Education

programs. Even the Bureau of Indian Affairs, through its

Congressional and Legislative Affairs Office (UDDI) supported

the Indian library elements of an earlier discussion bill related

to community library services, basing its support in the response

document on "a great need already demonstrated" and the fact

that"it is the wish of the tribes that these needs be mat."

A recent (October 1981) report adopted by unanimous vote

of the NCAI's general assembly at its 38th a..nual meeting, included

",support for Indian libraries and learning centers" and concAuded

that " library information centers must be madr available not only

to school-age children but to all adults as individuals, parents,

and lifelong learners; as well as to Tribal planners, businessmen

and service providers." In a letter to the executive director of

the National Commission on Libraries and Information Science, a'so

in 1981, Ronald P. Andrade, Executive Director of the NCAI

in part; "It has become clear that library and information ',CCM

is sssential to the political sophistication, the economic growth,

the social well-being, and educational development, and the

t'
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cultural survival of our people. We have become increasingly aware

of this over the past few years in relation to the efforts to

effect self-determination by the more than half of our population

that lives on, or has close continuing ties to, reservations...

"Thy White House Preconference on Indian Library and

Information Services,'eponsored by NCLIS with USDI, and the

resolution., coming out of the White House Conference itself, have

helped immensely to give visibility to Indian information needs

and to raioe hopes and expectations in the national Indian community...

"NCA1 wants to pledge its wholehearted support...the groundwork

that has been laid by a small but dedicated group of Indian

librarians, with the sponsorship and help of NCLIS, has whetted

the appetite of Tribal leaders and reservation communities for

technical libraries and Information centers, books and other materials,

and abuve all, Interconnections with axistins databases so that

Indian people can "plug in" to needed information and so that

reservation libraries can become part of regional and national

networks."

I would like to close with an expression of my thanks and

appreciation to the Postsecondary Education Subcommittee for its

wisdom in amending LSCA to include the proposed Title IV to

close a gap anJ ...Mance the future of Indian reservation people

with libraries and information services,

V rginia H. Mathe1s
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News Update as of May 16, 1983

i; 'tto amend and extend t he Library tier-
ces, and Construct ion Act was rewritd by the Sub
einun it So(Solidurlor (:ducat ion in a bill dated
Mar tt Vi he flu- lull a,:is -marked up- the precious

an amendment mtrotitavd by a subenounittee
me0000)r *ifs pAlssAid. deleting the language of the
discussion frtIi who t. specdosi that furolsappropriated
f:s 'miles 1, I I. and 111 wnoid not err paid out unless 2
101,1'10 re al.. appropriated for Title IV Rite so.
callist hold hostage mechanism).

I in %lay i I t he tufrEdiacat anit Labor Committee,
;mon icing it subcommittee's ttititti changed the 2

1poll'follt from an 1,dii.A.11 ilumfing in addition to funds
(to tri feet IttIiiiit (amore sett ices under I.:SCA) to a

/..r,.,t ct trom the timd amount appropriated
to the states for client her to les l'his means that 2 per.
rent of the amount, received to the rioter for titles 1.
1 1..11111 I 11 will ge iiir*st to Indian trtbesias defined in

!illl ste p this in effect is considering t he in.
Man I...meths at: s tttty hurt state -disiiiing up the

iiist s, t Isnigh the tt were another state. so
that s'ah state gets a 2 pecnt smaller ens -aunt. This
was a friend) gesture nit the part of the committee.
tiecause it istins that the title will he funded Ian
al1etrtatis, mechanism to the "fluid hostage- one that
ass knociiN1 out).

As far cis at' bait' been able 1st fezur out, each tribe
is t.ligthIA, ter tI'dIe St;:' I I, ft Aanning with fiscal your
lys5, It 1, not riches. but it is certainly a good wart.

It in titolibto S'151 will need to ascertain whether Your
t rill' tits t criterion. Snare tribes have only
recent It hewn r.sognited by the tl,ti Covernment even
t Miy do not have trust lands. (ft hers have state
rservat inns As far as at) have fawn able to discover,
tflk one third of the states hilts, nu federally recogna
'ill tribe-s at this tin with or without resertations.

it ins ate from cane of these states, we ask that you
make a special effort to talk to your member of Co
greys ;aid ask h an or her to ask ot her members of your
state's congressional d gation also to vote for H.R.
2s7S when it VOISIV`i to he floor of the House. with
special interest in has mg a huh stay as It is now. We
dun t want anyone k tits king lad or altermg t he present
strength of the Indian libraries' IV when it comes

rt

... '''%
"I.1 ;

-

11 4

up for a vote. Ask that they show their statesmanship
and their sense of fairness by voting for this even
though they may have no Indian people to whom it will
give direct and immediate benefits. Remind them that
there are Indian people living in every state of the
Union. Remember to tell them that Indian people
represent a large proportion of the tiny percentage of.
all the American people who still have little or no ac-
cess to even minimal public library services. Re wire to
talk to your senators also when the bill goes to the
Senate and is given a Senate number,

In any case, whether your state has recognized tribes
within its borders or not. talk to your congressional
representatives Inns about the importance of voting
for LSCA and supporting Title IV.

If your state librarian is jumpy- don't assume it,
but find outabout the 2 percent set aside, explain
how small the amount is. how desperately it is needed
and stress the fairness and equalization issue.
Iternember that Title IV, like the other two titles that
have be'e'n added to this amendment and extension of
liSCA foreign language programs and literacy pro-
grams through public libraries-- will only begin to be
funded in fiscal 1986 (which starts October 1, 1984f.

Remind everyone -and remember yourselfthat
Paul Simon. who chairs the Postsecondary subcommit-
tee, is from Illinois himself lone of the states with no
federally recognized tribe!, and this is true of several
members of his subcommittee and the larger Edura.
Linn and Labor Committee too. Indian people and the
library information services they need never had better
friends!

V. H M.
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The Long Path
to American Indian
Libraries

Well at last. as 1982 drew to a close. something real-
ly exciting came to fruition for American Indian
Libraries: the Deus* Postsecondary Education Sub-
committee, chaired by Rep. Paul Simon a ILL),
issued on December it a discussion draft of an Un-
numbered bill to amend and extend the Library Ser-
vices and Construction Act, containing a substitute for
the Title IV of the existing bill: "Library Services for
Indian Tribes." The current Title IV, Older Readers'
Services, which was never funded. will now be incor
porated in Title I of LSCA. The purpose of the
substitute title is to "(1 ) promote the extension of
publi-7 library services to Indian people living on or
near reservations: (21 provide incentives foe encourag-
ing the establishment and expansion of tribal Library
programs.; and (3) improve the administration and im-
plementation of library services In Indian Country by
providing funds to establish and support the ongoing
library progrsuna".

The findings section of the proposed bill states that
this special provison is needed for Indian tribes
because. "ID most Indian trines receive little or no
funds under Titles I, II, or III of this Act knee they
have .no tax base for matching funds -ed. note]; (21 In-
dian tribes and reservations are generally considered
to he !separate nations and seldom err eligible for direct
library allocations from states: (31 the vast majority of
Indians Living on or near reservations do not have ac-
cess to adequate libraries or have access to no Libraries
at all as a coneequence and (41 this title is therefore re-
quired specifically to promote special efforts to pro-
vide Indian tribes with library services."

F.d.trd end rrvised (rum Aforrumn Indian Libraries in ALA
Yrorronly. 1944.1

t' 4

2

Indian tribes are defined as "any Indian tribe. band.
nation or organized group or community, Alaskan
Native Village or regional or Village corporation as
defined in or established pursuant to the Alaska
Native Claims Settlement Act which is recognized as
eligible for the special projgrams and services provided
by the United States to Indiana because of their status
as Indiana." Each tribe would receive, under this nth..
equal allotments from the Secretary of Education
upon wibmission of an approved application made to
the same. Funds *nutted but not used because of non -
application or nue-quallificatkm would be allocated by
the Secretary of Education among Indian tribe:- which
had submitted approved plans for special project
grants. Special project grants would be administered
under the supervision of a qualified librarian. and the
Federal share of the project coat would not exceed P.O
percent. It is important to point out that the intent
here is not to deny funds to reservation with no
qualified professional librarian available on the reser.
vatinn. but to ensure that technical assistance is
available to those responsible to the tribe for library
development.

The Amencsa indion Libraries Newsletter is published
periodically by the ALA OLDS Committee on Library
Service for American Indian Peopk. Virginia Mathews
(Osage. Chairperson. The newsletter is gent by
subscription Newsletter adittir. Dr. Cheryl
Metayer. Duran Whemkeef. 1ifailing tier additions and
address changes should be sent to Jean E. Coleman,
Director. OWS, ATIVIOCIA Library Association. 50 E.
Yarns, St., Oilman, IL 60611: (3121 9444180,
Manuscripts and letters pertaining to editorial content
should be met to Cheryl MetayeeDuran. PhD.,
Editor, American Indian Libraries Newsletter, UCLA.
Graduate School of Library and Information Science,
406 Hilapard Ave.. Id Anirelea. CA 90024. Sueseeir-
-rem RAT'S Aar: 16,00 (individuals); 17.00 (Libreria,
institutions, agencies); 1110,00 (forsigeoverseas(: $2.00
teach beck copy).
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'the uses ti) fit moth of tta, eliewly the
riwconrrientiationa mote under the Indian Library thin
nihus proposal whh was passed as one of the fkarr-
voted resolutions of the White House Conference on
I.ihraries and Information Service in 1979. This resolu-
tion in turn inforporateri the recommendations made
and voted on +.y Indian delegates to the White House
Preconferenc, on Italian 1,i3ritry and Inf-irmation Ser.

hi or Near lit-servations in Funds, neei,.ed
either under the haw allotment formula or ass special
project grant mold be used for:

",l. ierve or.% preservice training of !radians as
Vsbfarte workers,

2. p ct of library materials:
3. conduct of stxrail library programs for In,

diana;
4. salaries of Library workers.

l'OlOttructewl, purchase. renovation or remodel-
ing of litirary buildings irr farihtit s:

ti rransp ortat on to enable Indians to have iat.00R.0
to Library services.

7 clt.o.ettlinatim, of inforrmstitin shout literary sr
vices:

i aSNOStirnent of tribal library needs:
9. contracts to provide library cures to Indians

living tin or Cleat re'RetlittOttS01 io aecortplisfi
acv of the arti%ities described it ore graphs
I s

Any tribe that supports a public library system
shall continue to exprni from eeeral. state and local
sources an amount not less than the amount expended
by thr, tribe fr..n such sources, for public library Me
yin's durury, t)s- fisIai year preceding the fiscal
year for which the determination is made SM.thing in
this Art shall hrronstrued to prohibit restricted collec
lions of Tribal cultural materials with funds made
available under this Act

Any tribe or band which desires lei receive its allot-
ment shall submit An application therefor which
contains such information as the Secretary may re.
quire by regulation Any I nciian tribe or hand which
desires to OR't-Or'i a special project grant from funds
available shall submit a plan for library sin -tees onor nai vo India., reservation Such plans shall be sub-
mitted At such tins., in such form, and contain such tic
formation as the Sectetary may require by regulation
arid shall set fin th a program for the year under which
the funds paid to the Indian tritw or fiend will be used
cinsistent with A . a long range program, and 13 any
con'r portals., tto he suppin'd)

''t he Sctiretat r shall consult with the Secretary of
the Interita for the purpose of 4-mirth:sating programs
under this Title with the programs assisted under the
various Arts administered by the l/epartment of the
Interior pertinent to Indians P:thrudat note there art'
no Arty or program. atiminirterini by the U S Departmend the interior of any other agency dedicate:I to
,iperatultl of inahfir lihrury p .9-n+ for Indian people
riving ori Or near rercruutom

ALA hot ilatIorn for each of the tis- stars 19/34
1`..tstai would }A an a mi nt 'quid to two percent of the

total appropriated for title I, II. and III. Pundit. ap-

;

propriated for titles 1, 11. and 111, would not be paid
out unless the two percent wav also appmpriated,for
Title IV. Thu.s appropriations for Indian programa
would be in addition to funds going ui other public
library services under ISCA. Nee News Update for im-
portant chi:teams-1

It has been a long road to the development of this ti-
tle program which would provide for Indian people liv-
ing on or near reservations access to library and tare,
Illation services that is equal to minimal services ac-
cessible to all other citizens of the linked States as a
drone for development. The intensive push for improve-
mint of Indian library services over the put decade
has been based on cimimurricatain with Indian tribal
leaders. Indian organizations, and many others cum
carried with this need. This communication has evilly,
ed through the following frequent input from the
tribes to the Bureau of Indian Affairs plan for library
improvement !initiated by ALA's Indian Library Ser-
vices Subcommittee members under the auspices of
the Department of the Interior's Office of Library and
Information Services, but never implemented by the
departmenti, full and frequent communication in con-
nection with planning for the White House Precon-
ference on Indian Library and Information Services
ithroughout 197"; and 197S): and above all through the
splendid meal-via-se and cumin oink it inn tool developedby ti. ALA Subcommittee the American Indian
Libraries Newsletter. Established in 1976 and planned
as a quarterly, financial constraints determined its ex-
istence as a thrift -limes-a-year publication. However.
in 1962 it was eliminated altogether from ALA's
budget. This is ironic and tragic at the very moment
when Indian people all over the country need more
than ever to hear the latest news about the legislation
and other opportunities for library development for
which they have waited so long. The previous issue of
this Newsletter was in utnental in getting out the
word of the. ptaseibility of an Indian libraries title, and
Paul Simon's committee and staff were arnar,-.1 by the
enthusiastic and helpful response they receive.; iron
Indian people across the country.

Now there is much work to do. the committee and
Congress will hear from Indian people and their adr
vocates about the importance of Title IV. Itt, :fforta to
locate funding for the continuation of this Newsletter
must be initiated.

We are grateful for the t )LOS office within ALA and
Jean Coleman who struggles valiantly with us to hold
on to our gams despite adversity We also have a grow.
ingsant3 loyal membership in the American Indian
library Association, A new brochure released in
Decent txr. 1982. described the amorist ion and its pur-
pose and plans. Progrvas along the path of Indian
library development has been slow but steady. The
new legislation will certainly assist us in our efforts to
complete th. Journey.

3

1116

V110.1tv14 II. MATIlt VSN(Otalgtti
Chairperson. OLOS Subcommittee on

Library Service.: for American 11144011 People
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Excerpts from Testimonies Presented to the
U.S. House of Representatives, Subcommittee
on Postsecondary Education, March 15, 1983

I. lairssi. Thl

I am totsee Smith. Associate Professor of Library
Science at Tessa Woman's University. I am an enroll
ed inrushes. of the Comanche Tribe and President ofthe
American Indian Library Association, I also represent
the Indian nations as the professional member of the
White House Conference on Libraries and Information
Services Task Force whose purpose is to implement
the resolutions passed at the November M., 1979,
White House t7oriference. Born and rinsed on an Indian
allotment in Oklahoma. I haw taughtin a HI A board-
Mg school. have served as A consultant to numerous
organizations. universitiv. tribal groups. and other in
stitutions involved in tneming Indian librarians or
developing tribal libraries

For five years I directed library personnel training
and library demonstration projects (funded under Title
JIB FIFA and NEII1 on reservations in New Mexico
while I was a faculty nwenber at the University of New
Mexico.

Anise 1%$ I have been closely Involved in library
education for Indians and with library development on
reservations. I have been in contact with literally hun
dreds of concerned persons. During this time I have
continuously rorived letters and phone calls from
tribal ptiriple pleading for assistance in their search for
funding for reservation libraries, arid services:. Follow-

ei tore samples taken from correspondence in my files.

At the Iasi l'rthal Council meeting. I. as a chair-
man of the r duiet N,t I I 't Matti( tee, informed the
Council that many rat the parents and students
have come to me asking if a library tan be set up
In our community The esincil took into con
sideration the home situation where in many
CAWS A is very unpossihlr for the students to
study ,e to CIO research The Council autharveti
the venni-otter to seek hinds that would ihrOtot(it'
the ittwatt. WtIftlt is badly needed at Santo Ito -
rnrngu Pueblo

,Mr Benny Star
Chairman .e/ fid,,cution

Sant" IhysinKa Tthe
Santo h,son,reo Parhia Afar.

Peerrisher, W75

The following excerpt gives an indication of the
obstacles faced by Indians in their search for help.

Folimy mg my trip to Cherokee and your sutra.-
quint conversation with my staff, I have re
searched roar question td,OUt where funding is to
he balm] for oubln Idirrries on I urban reserva-
tions I also am swam that public m this sense
refers to sery ass provided for the entire coin
-...mini Indians and non- Indians, adults and
children

In this deivirtment s Bureau of Indian Affairs
1/31A1 budget than has been no money air

t t 6

4

prepriated for public or community Libraries on
Indian Reservations However. there have been
appeopriationa from the budget of the lkspart-
ment of Health. E:litCit(ktft and Welfare iliEW1
for public libraries in general_ BIA has a special
responsibility for services on Indian reservations
and has in the past summed educational or
school services.

Cecil Andrus. Secretary
tf 4 Department of the Interior.

in a Lefler CO Sandra Harrixon.
1,tbrorisus. Qualio Boundary Public Lthrstev

Cloreokea North o4t.,Isiso
September, 197$

Perhaps more poignant than the written statements
nre 4,ose I encountered when talking to Indian of

Our old people need something to do. They
have nowhere to go and nothing to do. Alan, scene
of our adults ate working thl their (i 1).. They
need material to use in their prepernt MM.

Our high whoal students are bussed oft the
reservations to public schools, sometimes r
as 40 miles. They cannot stay after hours to use
library services. They are placed at an unfair
disadvantage because they have no access to
library materials after school. Most of them do
not have these kinds of materials in their homes.
They nerd a place to study and they nerd rt .
sources that they can use in their studies in writ-
ing reports and so forth.

Our tribal officials need materials to refer to
when we are discussing matters of interest to the'
tribe. We went cries of the State laws, codes,
regulations and wi forth It., that we can are what
they say. and a e don't have to take somebody
rise word.

We want copies of materiels written about our
people. Ph,O.'s come clot and study us, analyze
us, investigate our behavior, our culture, and all
kinds of things, they go bads and write about us.
lent we never see what they write We want copies
available of what they ern* ^ so we can see what
they have to say about us. These materiel, osild
be put In a mamm:My library for everyone (11)
read.

Their attitude is summarized well in the words of
Dave Warren, a Santa ClaraChippews scholar:

The pueblo is undergoing continuing challenge
in terms of relit ienstaps with other communities.
issues involving the maintenance of traditional
ways while attempting to meet the demands of a
new society and many other similar issues As a
result, it Is becoming more important each day
that the community prepare itself to deal with a
wide range of crimples issues involving
historical, legal, aortal and economic factors. It
Lt, thtf*fon'', rztrrmnely important that the COM
munity have library facility and staff which can
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provide the corrounay with rl".11tIffs mates-Ws
and wryly., which pnwids knoxledge and skills
to all persoets

This Is but a smattering cif the documentation Inez-
'sumer that expresser; the views of_Indian people and
chow who have worked with them regarding their need
and concrn for libraries and library service. Perhaps it
is sufficient to say that there is a universal desire by
Indian tribes to have. lihraris on their reservation'.
and that Title IV is a direct response to the resolutiens
passed at the Indian pie-White House Conference on
Libra:11A and Information Services and by the
delegate, to t he White House Conference. There con-
tinues to he a high keel sense' of frustration as they
sock assi441100 for funding only to discover, always.
there is no source of help other than grant money,
white + is increasingly difficult to obtain' ...

2 VJII41,1,1,111AIlft Mk,
Nly name is Virginia H. Mathews, 1 am an editor and

a writer of prole' oeriai hooks for hbrary media and in
forniatiori specialists, and also a consultant in the
literary and library fields. I ari. also an entitled
member of the ()sage Indian tribe whose reservation is
in tfklahonia, and the daughter of ()easily Indian
historien, John Joseph Mathews. i serve as the chain
roan of the American Library Aseociation's rommittee
on library service to American Indian People, and also
repre'se'nt Indian interests on the White House Con-
ferne on Library and Information Service's
Taskforee. a citizens group concerned with follow up
and oriplementatioo of the rocommendations from the
1979 Vi hitflious Conference on Library and Informa-
tion Services

I am testifying ur full support of the provieons of the
proposed 'role IV in the amended and extended ver
sum of the Library sri ices and Construction Act to
pfens'idt. for library, seq. lees to Indian trifles and ewer
vat ion communities These provisions follow closely in
Le ter ft net in spirit t he substance of t he resolution pass-
Ali by the delegates from across the nation who par-
ticipated in the W' hitt. House Conference, concerning
Inman libraries This resolution in turn incorporated
the recommendations and votes! upon by the In-
dian dlegates tee the all" Indian White Houma
Preon. fence on Indian Library and Information Ser
%ifes on or near Reservations which was held in
Ih'nver in I97s

1 am est-x-(1011y pleased to note that your draft Title
IN' contains provisions not cmfy for purchase of
materials and dyselopinent of appropriate facilities

_and programs, but for such things as prsrvice and in-
44.1,:lce training of Indian people as Iihr..ry workers in
how P-rnrtrano... dissemination of intormstion about

library services, and assessment of tribal library
masis, as well as transportation to powide access to
Watery information lend .itIrVit-EIS for those living in the
eften isolated reaches of the reservations. We are
gratified to note that this title also incorporates the
siiKan at eon. of our preconference concerning consulta-
tion with the Secretary of the Interior and his staff for
the purpose of coordinating programs under Title IV
with programs related to libraryinformation ad

.;
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ministervd by Interior. It should he recorded, however.
that up ti this time no program of this kind has been
operated by the Department. This is in spite of the fact
that over about the past ten years, several pions and
proposals have been developed under the auspices of
Interior, in which I and several others have been in-
volved. Neither is there at this time any program or
funding dedicated to the operation of public/co/tumuli-
ty reservation library services for Indian people living
on or near reservations by any federal agency.

Awareness of a crucial need for library and informa-
tion services and of the' serious negative results of the
lack of them has been growing an tribal leaders
and Indian organizations throughout the past decade.
Communications between these leaders and the profes-
sionals in the library field (including ace increasing
number that are Indian) have been strengthened in the
course of several successful derrionstretenn projects,
and especially through the efforts of the National COM-
mignion on Libraries and Information Science. The
commission has conducted hearings in several local
tams throughout the country, and carefully in-
vestigated the complaints about the lae-k cif library ser-
vice's lodged with them by Indian people. A report of
the situation they found, together with recommenda-
tions for beginning to rectify iL was prepared by the
commission in 1974 and sent to the two relevant agen-
cy heads! the Secretory of the Department of Interior
and the Commisdorier of the than U.S. Office of Educa-
tion. From this report came the impetus for the
development of a library improvement plan in the
1)epartnient of Interior which was never implenwated.
Later, at the instigation again of the National Commis-
sion, Interior/81A collaborated on the sponsorship and
organization of the White House Preconference con
cerned with libraries developed for Indian people on or
near the reservations. Throughout the development of
the improved plan and the planning and preparation
for the White House Preconferencea total period of
shout low yearsthere were full and frequent inputs
sought from the' tribes. from Indian organizations and
interested individuals. Beginning in 1976 the
American Indian Libraries Newsletter published by
the ALA Indian libraries committee disseminated
news and encouragement to tribes to begin library
development to the extent possible on their own,
reaching out for private sector and special project
funds to meld with tribal allocations for getting
started. The ALA Committee offered such technical
assistance as was possible for volunteer individuals
with their own jobs to do and no funds.

You should perhaps consider adding a fourth
purpose to the three you already have stated for this
Title IV: to enable Indian reservation libraries to
beeome part of regional and other library networks,
and to provide both access points for Indian people in-
to the riches of shared resources, and permit them to
share their own resources with others In the larger
society. Many aspects of Indian life today and his-
torically have been extraordinarily well documented
but ironically Indian people then aelves have little, or
no access to threw printed and computerized data.
buses. For inatance, the dictionary catalog of the Ed.
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ward E. Ayer Collection cat Americo and the American
Indian. at the Newberry Library in Chicago. first
published in 1961. lintel 00.000 pieces in its collection.
Supplements in 1970 and 1960 have added about
19,004 hooka. and in 1960 the collection now holds
every doctoral dissertation on the American Indian.
The subject catalog of the library of the State
flistoricarSoriety of Wisconsin bait some 230 pages of
ritatkona on the American Indian, Psychinfotdatahase
for psychological abstracts, has 595 entries in Indians.
and Mediate the database on health and medical mat
ter has 2000 items cited. The ERIC databanks on
educational mstters holds 7575 citations on Indians.
and then. are ti ousands of other entries of interest and
usefulness to Indian people in dozens and dozens of
other databases and indexes. Devekir rig libraryiinfor-
mation centers on or near reservat,,n communities
through the help of Title IV funds will give Indian peo-
ple points through which to access all this information
about themselves their culture. their health, their
educational potentials. their job and carter
possibilities and much. much nave.

Reservations are important to Indian people even.
and perhaps especially. to that half of the population
that do twit live and work on them. It is due in large
part to the settee of community and the preservation of
their culture afforded by the reservations that Indian
people have survived to become one of the fastest
growing population groups in the country, now 1.4
ouP'on of us Remember too, that there are millions of
other Amerscans.who are not counted as Indian but
who treasure their part -'nchan heritage Indian people
Gve all over the country, but those fortunate enough to
have their reservations behind them go back to the'in
frequently to draw strength, courage, and self.iden t it y,
and to help maintain their Indian values which are so
often in conflict with the harshly competitive bottom
line society at large. Real operating community
libraries on the reservation will greatly enhance
motivation for learning in both adults and young per

Indian people have a deep and innate respect for
knowledge and for the wisdom distilled from the corn.
Inflation of knowledge with experience, and they have
a deeply imbedded instinct for passing it along from
one generation to another Indian families have strong
tit's and Indian parents who model good ongoing learn
ing behavior have shown amazing results even without
librio it's 111 help them It is very common for a parent,
going hack to school to get a degree or even a high
school equivalency certificate, or an older brother or
sister who has taken the plunge into postsecondary
education to inspire all the younger children to stay in
scheel or stove to go beyond high school themselves.
With libraries to help parents to create a love for books
and for learning in preschool children, and to reinforce
reading and learning habits their own. and their
children's great things will be possible for Indian
communities' Indeed. recent studivn have shown that
improving the literacy. language, and learning skills of
adults can have significant impact ion the educability
of their children thmugh the intergenerational transfer
of literacy and motivation.

1`.

.41 ' '
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Add to all of this the greater alb flexibility, the
potential for the development of higher literacy and
thinking skills so needed by almost all workers 4944 per-
cent according to recent studies) h. today's high
technology society. plus "commie and management in.
formation for tribal leaders that the library informa-
tion center on or near the reservation can provide, and
you begin to get a vivid idea of what Title IV in your
amended LSCA can mean. There is the potential of
tremendous intellectual aptitudes among Indian peo-
ple, as well as aptitudes and talents in the arts, the pro.
cessions. and business. Thousands of Indian
who have earned their educations against great
are contributing handsomely to American Life, and
many more will be able to do so with the opportunities
huraries, provided with the help of Title IV. can give
them.

Many major Indian organizations and groups have
expressed their support for the elements included in
our White Bourse Conference resolution, en many of
which art, incorporated in Title IV They include the
National Congress of American Indians, the National
Indian Education Association, the Consortium of In-
dian Controlled School Hoards, and the National Ad-
visory Council on Indian Education. Even the Bureau
of Indian Affairs. hrough its Congressional and
Legislative Affairs Office tt/S1)11, supported the In-
dian elements of an earlier ditcussion bill related to
community library services. baiting it support in the
response document on "a great need already demon-
strated" and the fact that "it is the wish of the tribes
that these needs be met."

NCArs general assembly has adopted by unani-
mous vote "support' for Indian libraries and learning
centers" and concluded that "library information
centers must be made available not only to school-age
children but to all adults as individuals, parents. and
lifelong learners: as well as to Tribal planners, busi-
nessmen and service providers." In a letter to the Na.
tumid Commission on Libraries and Information Set,
ence, the executive director of the NCAI said. in part;
"It has become clear that library and information se-
CfNti is essential to the political sophistication. the
economic growth, the social wellbeing, the educational
development, and the cultural survival of our people.
We have become increasingly aware of this over the
past few years in relation to the efforts to effect self
determination by the more than half of our population
that lives on. or has close continuing ties to, reserva-
tions , . NCAI wants to pledge its wholehearted sup-
port for information centers, books and other mate-
rials, and above all. interconnections with existing
databases so that Indian people can 'plug in' to needed
information and so that reservation libraries can
become part of regional and national networks,"

3 E J 4,1041.

My name is E. J. Jose'', I am Chief, Bureau of
Specialist Library Services, New York State Library in
the New York State Education L'kvartment. In my
position I am responsible for a wide range of programs

6
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and among these 114 the development of programs and
services and the adniinistration of funding for Indian
Library P ograms. I an a member of the Executive
Board of the American Library Asaociation ALA), a
nonprofit educational organisation of almorit 40.000
librarians, educators. trustees. iced friends of libraries.
Ihe association is dedicated to the strengthening and
improvement of library and information services for all
of the American people. t ...en also a candidate for the
office of vice president anti president-elect of the
asnexiat inn I am commenting 'oday ten the proposed
Title IV of the amendmfrints to P-St'A. Library Services.
to Indian Tribes. in my capacity as an administrator at

State Library agency
Tlwre are ten Indian reservations in New York State.

These rerservations are owned And fleet:pied by the Iro-
quois, Paispatuck. and Shinnecock Indians in
1977 the New Nark State legislature: appropriated
Sit/0.0tHi for development of Indian libraries ore three
reservat ions Since that time the appropriation has
been increased to s 19 i ,2f,4 tie* York is t he first state
in the nataer, to appropnate funds for Indian libraries
An Ad Hoc Advisory Committee on Libraries includ-
ing reprmantatiies from Indian communities was ap-
penned via i he commissions-ea of education to devarlop
guidelines and tames to sroplement the programs.
Fonds are administered by the Bureau of Specialist
Library' Servoc,-. of thwer; I havelopment of the State
Library and are paid to tribal govern/net:Ls on the
basis of seiss t area' lailtilatiOn, and acreage'
throughout they ro-,.r,..ation Four library service prey
gram~ ate Uniietway including iwo at the Seneca Na-
tkoll of Indiana+, and one each at the 'Vistula/1mila Seneca
Tribe., and the St Regis Slohnisk Tribe' in each of the
Indian i imirnuinta's I he' tribal government has decid-
ed to affiliate or Contract w ati a public library system
ehartereel by the State. The State Indian Library Pro-
gram parallels the public library sVstcnis in that sty,
vices are tree

The prowani has provided library and infor
mation services to millions of citizens. The
realit horleat ion of t his act will ensure the continuance
of library and information services to the American
people. 'The new '1'itle It, Library Services for Indian
Tribes, will certainly strengthen library services to the
Indian people on the four reservations m New York
State that currently have library servile -s as well as en.
courage. tM development of library services on the Rix
resrvation, that do not have library services in the
State in addition to helping the Indians in New York
State'. it sill Certainly aid in the development of library
services in many states of the nation in which there is
too ii1104-Ation for library services to Indian vorople.
From our experience in Ns York Starr, we have Con
eluded tt141 Alt bough t he Indian parlple, desirt, library
and information sri ices the lack of funds to develop
lathe litirarY and information werval,q is a deterrent
Theref, we, lit le I e will certainly contribute greatly to
ianra. hi rig t he eefurati mai opportunity at t he American
Indian people. Morisorer. Title IV will provide. base
support in those areas of the country in which there is
no library program for Indian petYple AS well as
enhance weak and fledgling programa Libraries in

a
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America have beconw increasingly interdependent and
Indian libraries will he strengthened through
cooperative relationshipre with other libraries through
networking. there-by insuring the sharing of resources
through networks....

4. .1 AhltV 4ktris: Letter of support

Dear Mr. Chairman:

As an Indian librarian and Chairperson of Wiscon-
sin:; State Planning Committee of Indian Library- Ser-
vices, I am writing in support of- the proposed Library
Services and Construction Act ILSCAI amendment to
include Title IV -.Library Services for Indian Tribes.
It is this type of support which is essential to the sur-
vival of Indian libraries.

In 197S. Wisconsin developed a statewide plan for
Indian library Services. At that time. there were two
existing tribal libraries on the Menominee and Oneida
rersrvations. Subsequently, eight additional Indian
libraries were established among the' Chippewa.
Pritawatorni. and Winnebago tribe's as well as one ur
ban library outreach service for American Indians in
Milwaukee. The success of these libraries and services
was in part due to the availability of I-SCA funds.
When their eligibility expired, merit of the newly
established libraries were unable to provide materials
and information nor to continue !services at the
previous leveef. Thum, some libraries Were forced to
close.

During this time, the state of Wisconsin has assisted
the tribes by providing technical assistance, funds for
the State Planning Committee for Indian Library Ser.
vice and A periodic update of the published Statewide
Ilan for the Development of Indian Lihrory Sert4oen in
the State of WI.etlAXIII: ht3WeVrr, these activities
became ;naffed ive without the necessary federal funds
for implemental Wm.

While the tribes in Wisconsin have acknowledged
the importance of libraries, adequate funding remains
the- key to sustaining our tribal collections, services,
burelies and personnel. Reservat 14MS and Indian corn-
munitiee are located in remote and isolated areas oldie
state. Thus, they do not have access to quality library
collections nnr to the tribally relevant resources and
iss-vices which indigenous Indian librarians have been
trained to select and provide. Federal support is eAaerl-
tial to the survival and revival of OUT tribal libraries...

I vehemently support the proposed I-SCA, Title
IV Library Services for Indian Tribes. This provision
has the potential for creating and maintaining, quality
tribal lihrary services throughout the nation. Tribe's
have envisioned the growth of Tribal libraries to the
extent of planning elaborate collections and research
facilities comparably to those of the dominant Ameri-
can -awiety 1..SlA funds are nessied to ensure- that the
tribal resources presntly contained in the Indian
libraries of the Nation will he preserved and made
available to future generations

Sincerely,
Janice Beaudin
l'oblic Service Lthrunan

7
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(article for ALA Yearbook, 1984)

AMERICAN INDIANS

The headline news came throuoh just as this book was going to

press: H. R. 2878 "to amend and extend the Library Services and

Construction Act", which includes a new Title IV to provide funds
Tar z- 014r

for the development (ix cemmunity library Servicek, kssed the

U. S. House of Representatives on January 31st. The size of the

affirmative vote was enormously impressive: 357.to 39. It is most

encouraging to know that 357members of Congress know -how important

public libraries are and how much the people want them to have

support at all levels of goyernment% Of course, to become law, the

amended LSCA must still be authorized by the Senate, and then signed

by the l'rezidel.t. There is little doubt that Congressional interest

in the bill was strengthened by the addition also of Title VI, which

will.,r:vide funds for public librarian' support of literacy efforts

(another swoessful initiative of the Office for Library Outreach

Ser ,en within ALA).

After the authorizatiahs, the process for appropriating the funds

bust start -- many titles in many bills are authorized but neve',

funded -- so there is still pxenty of work ahead for 1984. But aft V.

more than a decade or effort, we are getting there step by step!

Passage of the ti.11 by the House mark"; the first time that the

library and information needs of American Indian people have ever been

offiziall.irecogni7td by specific inclusion in national

lo fill in the rtLord for 1983 that led to this satisfying event,

we will ha.: A to chronik:Ic the legislative effort and other

happenings .

Hearings were called ron the Indian libraries title by the
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House subcommittee on Post Secondary Education for March 15, 1983.

Four witnesses were scheduled to give testimony: David Cipp,

Education Director of the United Tribes of North Dakota, and Chair

of the Fducation 'Committee of the National Congress of Amerii.an

Indiana; E. J. Josey, Director of Specialist Library Services, N. Y.

State Library, N. Y. Stotts Department of Education (and now Vice-

President and President-Ele...t of ALA); Dr. Lotsee Patterson Smith,

Associate Professor of Library Science at Texas Women's University;

and Virginia H. Mathews. A last minute crisis prevented Dave Gipp

from getting to Washington, but the rest of us testified confidently

(speaking extemporaneouSTe-from our.previiluely submitted written

testimony) while behind us (literally and figuratively speaking) in

the he.iring room audience, Mrs. Bessie Moore, Mary Alice Reszetar,

Jean Simon (wife of the chair of the Congressional subcommittee

before whom we testified) and Eileen Cooke of the ALA Was..ington

Office and other supporters silently spurred us on. Congressman
0=

Major Owens, our own,librarian in Congress, who serves on the sub-

committee, was there, and some seven members gave interested3and

emnathetic attention et vartous times during the session. Mrs.

Moore's being with us despite severe'pain prior to an operation on

her .kossow was especf-.Ily appreciated,

Tne bill was marked up by the subcommittee on May 5th, and

approved by the full House Ed ;ation and Labor Committee on Mayril.

The full committee changed the original 2% add-on for funding the

Indian library Title IV to a 2% set aside from the total amount

appropriated for the states for the other titles. Thir means that

2% of trite total amount appropriated for Titles I, II and III will

go dire6:t to the Federally recognized tribes, in effect cor,ideling

ygiry-
ott ;
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them as an additional stat,,. This was a friendly gesture on the

part of the Education and Labor Committee, since it Insures that

the title will be funded an alternativemechanism to the original

"hold hostage" idea which was knocked out as undesirable). As

far as we have been able to figure out, each eligible tribe will

be able to receive $6,211 each fiscal year.1985-1988. It is not

riches, but it is certainly a good start, and paves the way for

growth and development through the addition of tribal and other

resoutcea. As far as we have been able to ascertain, about two

thirds of the states have federally recognized tribes -- some of

thew only recently recognized as such -- with or without reservations.

Hearings for the Senate aide are expected in April of 1984, and

the bill will probably move along qi ice quickly since 1984 is an

elbction year with a typically early closinr up of Congressional

business.

Were'ledi
Some other good news included the fact that through the peed

ll;4s
aefuemea of Charles Benton, the Benton Foundation of Washington, D. C.

granted the w.lc. of $1,000 to OLOS to help defray the coat of the

American Indian Libraries Newsletter. Mr. Benton, the formar'chair

of MCLIS continues to serve as a Commissioner. With the assistance

of other friends, including Frances and William Rutter of Grantham,

New Hampshire (Thompson and Rutter Press), we has been alas to

add small bits to this fund and produced an 8-page spacial issue

of the Newsletter/telling about the legislation, which was

distributed at ALA Conference and to our ssilind list of tribal

leaders and American Indian Library Association members.

We had a gond Uwe a, ALA Conference, too. AILA and the OLDS

subcommittee co-sponsored a Pow -wc and ceremonial dance. Dennis

Reed chaired a consittwe of Indian librarians and friends in the
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Los Angeles area and the event was part of the ALA Conference

program, held at the Bonaventure Hotel. Some of the best drums

and singers in the LA Indian community came, and also many non-

Indian ALA members. Junior Members Hound TableE21291.1s, issue 40

gave a good review of the evening's successi

"Some of you had other commitments, parties or sessions, but

those of you who were looking For excitement somewhere else on

Saturday night missed a good show at the Indian Pow-wow sponsored

by the OLOS Subcommittee on Library Service for American Indian

People and the AILA. Activities included singing, dancing, a craft

show and sale, and a raffle all ably coordinated by Dennis Heed. Lotmee

Patterson Smith, President of AILA, recognized Jean Coleman and

Virginia H. Mathews tar thpsdir unique contributions to the cause of

Indian libraries. Everyone was reminded of the importance of H. R.

2878 and asked to urge their congress persons to support it. (This

measure will set aside special monies for library service to the

Indian population). At first the Bonaventure seemed to be an odd

place for a Pow-wow. soon the pervasie rhythm of the drumbeat

transformed the room. 4e were caught up in the stamping, whirling

and kaleidoscopic colors of tht dancers. By the and of the evening,

the strength and spirit of the Indian Nations had won a roomful of

captly-s."

Now AILA and the OLOs Subcommittee are planning to get ready

6e to identify and disseminate information about technical assistance

avaiaable to the tribes against the day when they begin to receive

their money.

Viricr.,,44, rT . M 4'4 5 (6r)
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NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON INDIAN EDUCATION

March 16, 1984

Ms. Mary Alice Reszetar
National Commission on Libraries and

Information Science
GSA Regional Office Building
Suite 3122
7th anvil), Street. S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20024

ih.or Ms. ,I ;

'AAR 1 1984

mut 014 Bc°'

The National Advisory Council on Indian Education passed a
resolution on February 29, 1984, at the Full Council Meeting in
Salt Lake City, Utah, in support of the "Library Services and
Construction Act Amendments of 1983" (H.R. 2878) that provides
funding for Indian tribes to plan and develop library services.

The Council commends those who have supported this legislation
and urges that the Senate approve similar legislation.

Access to contemporary library services will help Indian tribes
to improve the quality of education in their communities.

A copy of the resolution is attached.

Sincerely

ittxr
-yancoln C. White
Executive Director

Enclosure

CC: COU0eil MeMbIS

, .

alp,.. twist f sod 14110)
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NATIONAL ADVISORY.COUNCIL ON INDIAN EDUCATION
February 29, 1984

NOTION 17

"I move that the National Advisory Council on Indian Education

support the enactment of legislation that provides funding for

the establishment of library services on Indian reservations.

This support is for legislation such as the "Library Services

and Construction Act JUSendments of I983 - H.R. 2878 - that was

passed by the Housr. on January 31, 1984. The. Council hopes that

the Senate will approve similar legislation."

Senator STAFFORD. At this point the committee will stand in ad-
journment.

[Whereupon, at 11:29 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned at the
call of the Chair.]

C)
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